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Abstract
Stochastic thermodynamics is a theoretical framework that extends the laws of classical
thermodynamics to small system at the molecular and cellular scale. In particular pro-
cessing information at theses scales is continuously corrupted by thermal fluctuations.
Examples involve translating information from DNA to proteins, bacteria that sense their
environment or neurons that fire action potentials. In all of these examples, energy is
consumed to process information or to shield the process against thermal fluctuations.
This thesis investigates the relation between information and thermodynamics in physical
systems.
We develop a framework for two continuously coupled systems, which is called stochas-

tic thermodynamics of bipartite systems. This framework includes information and refines
the standard second law of thermodynamics. In the first part we consider feedback-driven
engines, where one subsystem is controlled by a second subsystem that constitutes the
feedback controller. The feedback controller continuously acquires information about the
controlled subsystem and uses it to rectify thermal fluctuations, i.e., to “convert informa-
tion into energy”. We compare two information theoretic quantities that characterize the
performance of the feedback controller the transfer entropy rate and the learning rate. We
find that only the latter both (i) bounds the rate of energy extraction from the medium
due to the controlled subsystem and (ii) is itself bounded by the thermodynamic cost to
maintain the dynamics of the feedback controller. This insight is one of the main results
and provides a modern view on classical thought experiments first proposed by Maxwell.
In the second part, we discuss implications to cellular information processing, whereby

a stochastic time dependent signal is measured by a sensory network. In contrast to
feedback-driven engines, here a sensor dissipates energy to acquire information about a
signal, i.e., “it converts energy into information”. We define an efficiency that relates
the information which a sensor acquires to the energy which is dissipated by the sensor.
Models that are inspired by the sensory system of Escherichia coli chemotaxis are used to
illustrate our findings. Moreover, a purely information theoretic quantity, which is called
sensory capacity, is introduced. The sensory capacity is bounded by one and given by the
ratio of the learning rate of the sensor and the transfer entropy rate from the signal to the
sensor. The sensory capacity is maximal if the instantaneous state of the sensor knows
as much about the signal as its full time history. We show that the sensory capacity can
be increased with an additional dissipative memory, where the increase of the sensory
capacity characterizes the performance of the memory. A general tradeoff between the
sensory capacity and the efficiency is shown, which demonstrates that a sensor cannot be
both: a perfect noise filter and energetically efficient.
The third subject considers binary sensors (e.g., receptors) measuring a stochastic signal

(e.g., ligand concentration). For this setup we study the information loss of inference
strategies that are solely based on time-averages of the sensor state. We show that simple
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time-averaging strategies lose up to 0.5 bit of information compared with the full time
history of the sensor. This result holds for an arbitrary number of sensors measuring the
same signal independently. Furthermore, we show that the same information loss occurs if
one approximates a discrete chemical master equation by a continuous Brownian motion.
In the last part, we discuss nonequilibrium receptors that are driven out of equilib-

rium by an ATP hydrolysis reaction. It is shown that the sensitivity of the receptor to
concentration changes can be increased with the nonequilibrium reaction, whereby the
increase in sensitivity is related to the chemical energy released in the hydrolysis of one
ATP molecule. It turns out that there is an analogy between nonequilibrium receptors
and kinetic proofreading, which is a dissipative mechanism to reduce errors in a polymer-
ization process. This part demonstrates that investing chemical energy can improve the
capability to process information.
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Zusammenfassung
Die stochastische Thermodynamik ist ein theoretisches Grundgerüst, welches die Gesetze
der Thermodynamik auf kleine Systeme erweitert. Vor allem Prozesse, die auf moleku-
larer und zellularer Ebene Information verarbeiten, werden permanent durch thermische
Fluktuationen beeinträchtigt. Beispiele hierfür sind die Proteinsynthese, bei der Informa-
tion von der DNA beziehungsweise mRNA kopiert wird, Bakterien, die ihre Umgebung
wahrnehmen oder Neuronen, die ein Aktionspotential versenden. In all diesen Beispielen
wird Energie aufgewandt, um Information zu verarbeiten oder den Prozess vor thermis-
chen Fluktuationen zu schützen. In dieser Arbeit wird die Rolle der Information für die
Thermodynamik untersucht.
Entwickelt wird eine allgemeine Rahmentheorie für zwei kontinuierlich gekoppelte Sys-

teme, die stochastische Thermodynamik zweigeteilter Systeme genannt wird (stochastic
thermodynamics of bipartite systems). Diese Rahmentheorie berücksichtigt Information,
die zwischen den beiden Teilsystemen ausgetauscht wird, um den zweiten Hauptsatz der
Thermodynamik zu verallgemeinern. Im ersten Teil werden feedback-getriebene Maschi-
nen betrachtet, wobei ein Teilsystem kontinuierlich von einem zweiten Teilsystem (dem
Feedback-Controller) durch Rückkopplung kontrolliert wird. Der Feedback-Controller er-
hält kontinuierlich Information über den Zustand des zu kontrollierenden Systems und
nutzt diese, um thermische Fluktuationen auszurichten beziehungsweise um “Informa-
tion in Energie umzuwandeln”. Es werden zwei informationstheoretische Größen unter-
sucht, die Transferentropierate sowie Lernrate genannt werden und die die Leistung des
Feedback-Controllers charakterisieren. Es stellt sich heraus, dass nur die Lernrate all-
gemein die beiden folgenden Eigenschaften erfüllt: (i) Sie beschränkt die Energie, die
vom kontrollierten Teilsystem aus dem umgebenden Medium extrahiert wird und (ii) sie
wird selbst durch die thermodynamischen Kosten, den Feedback-Controller zu betreiben,
beschränkt. Diese Erkenntnis stellt eines der Hauptergebnisse dieser Arbeit dar und bietet
eine moderne Sicht auf klassische Gedankenexperimente, wie sie zuerst von J. C. Maxwell
vorgestellt wurden und erst vor kurzem experimentell realisiert werden konnten.
In einem zweiten Teil werden zeitabhängige Signale betrachtet, die von einem sen-

sorischen Netzwerk gemessen werden. Im Gegensatz zu feedback-getriebenen Maschinen
wird hier “Energie in Information umgewandelt”, wobei ein Sensor Energie dissipiert, um
Information über das Signal zu erhalten. Es wird eine Effizienz definiert, die sich aus dem
Verhältnis der Lernrate und der Energiedissipationsrate des Sensors ergibt. Die Effizienz
gibt an, wie effizient chemische Energie verwendet wird, um Information über ein Sig-
nal zu gewinnen. Die Ergebnisse werden anhand verschiedener Modelle illustriert, die an
das sensorische Netzwerk des Chemotaxissystems von Escherichia coli angelehnt sind. Es
werden Ähnlichkeiten zu molekularen Motoren aufgezeigt, wobei anstatt der Umwandlung
von chemischer in mechanische Energie hierbei chemische Energie in Information umge-
wandelt wird. Darüber hinaus wird eine rein informationstheoretische Größe definiert,
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die Sensorische Kapazität genannt wird und sich formal aus dem Verhältnis zwischen
Lernrate des Sensors und der Transferentropierate vom Signal zum Sensor berechnet. Die
Sensorische Kapazität eines Sensors erreicht ihr Maximum 1, falls der instantane Zustand
des Sensors die selbe Information über das Signal enthält wie die Zeitserie des Sensors.
Die Sensorische Kapazität kann durch Hinzufügen eines dissipativen Speichers die Leis-
tungsfähigkeit eines Sensors erhöhen, wobei die Information von der Zeitserie des Sensors
im instantanen Zustand des Speichers festgehalten wird. Es stellt sich eine Kompromiss-
beziehung zwischen der Effizienz und der Sensorischen Kapazität eines Sensors heraus,
die es allgemein verhindert, dass ein Sensor zugleich ein perfekter Rauschfilter sowie en-
ergetisch effizient sein kann.
In einem dritten Themenbereich werden binäre Sensoren (z.B. Rezeptoren) betrachtet,

die ein stochastisches Signal (z.B. Stoffkonzentration) messen. Hierbei wird der Informa-
tionsverlust von Inferenzstrategien untersucht, die ausschließlich auf der Zeitintegration
des Sensorzustands basieren. Es wird gezeigt, dass diese einfachen Inferenzstrategien In-
formation verlieren, die nur aus der kompletten Zeitserie des Sensorzustands gewonnen
werden kann. Der Informationsverlust beträgt abhängig vom physikalischen Modell des
Sensors bis zu 0.5 bit pro Messung. Der gleiche Informationsverlust tritt auch für be-
liebig viele Sensoren auf, die unabhängig ein Signal messen. Außerdem stellt sich heraus,
dass der selbe Informationsverlust bei Approximationsverfahren auftritt, bei denen die
Dynamik eines diskreten chemischen Netzwerks, durch eine kontinuierliche Brown’sche
Bewegung angenähert wird.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit werden Nichtgleichgewichtsrezeptoren untersucht, die durch

eine ATP Hydrolyse aus dem Gleichgewicht getrieben werden. Es wird gezeigt, dass die
Sensitivität des Rezeptors gesteigert werden kann durch die chemische Energie, die bei
der Aufnahme eines ATP-Moleküls frei wird. Des Weiteren wird eine Analogie zwischen
kinetic proofreading und Nichtgleichgewichtsrezeptoren hergestellt.
Die Dissertation ist wie folgt aufgebaut: Kapitel 1 bildet die Einführung in das Thema.

Daraufhin werden einige Grundlagen zur stochastischen Thermodynamik in Kapitel 2
kurz dargestellt. Anschließend folgen die unten genannten Hauptkapitel, wobei Kapitel 7
die Ergebnisse der Dissertation zusammenfasst sowie einige Ausblicke bietet.

Kapitel 3: (Stochastische Thermodynamik zweigeteilter Systeme mit Rückkop-
plung). In diesem Kapitel wird in die Thermodynamik zweier gekoppelter mikrosko-
pischer Systeme eingeführt. Hierbei wird zunächst der Fall betrachtet, in dem ein Teil-
system benutzt wird, um Arbeit von einem Wärmebad zu extrahieren, während es von
einem zweiten Subsystem kontrolliert wird. Schon in der Entstehung der klassischen
Thermodynamik wurde dies als scheinbarer Widerspruch von Maxwell erkannt, weshalb
das zweite kontrollierende Subsystem auch als “Maxwell’scher Dämon” bezeichnet wird.
Daraus lässt sich eine neue Theorie entwickeln, die eine besonders transparente Beschrei-
bung eines sogenannten Maxwell’schen Dämons auf mikroskopischer Ebene erlaubt. Zu
diesem Zweck wird eine thermodynamisch konsistente Informationsrate eingeführt, welche
Lernrate (engl. learning rate) genannt wird. Diese charakterisiert die Reduktion der
Unbestimmtheit des kontrollierten Systems aufgrund der Wechselwirkung mit dem
“Maxwell’schen Dämon”. Es stellt sich als zentrales Ergebnis heraus, dass die Rate,
mit der Arbeit vom kontrollierten Teilsystem extrahiert werden kann, durch die Lern-
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rate begrenzt wird. Es wird ferner gezeigt, dass die Lernrate selbst durch die dissipierte
Wärme des zweiten Subsystems (“Maxwell’scher Dämon”) beschränkt wird und daher
eine zusätzliche Investition von chemischer oder mechanischer Arbeit erfordert.
Die Lernrate wird mit einer weiteren etablierten Informationsrate, der Transferen-

tropie, verglichen, die unter anderem für feedback-getriebene Maschinen verwendet wird
und die die extrahierbare Arbeit des kontrollierten Systems beschränkt. Außerdem ist
die Transferentropierate einerseits sensitiv für die kausale Wechselwirkung zwischen zwei
Teilsystemen, andererseits berücksichtigt sie zeitliche Korrelationen der “Messungen” des
kontrollierenden Teilsystems. Es wird bewiesen, dass die Lernrate strikt kleiner ist als
die Transferentropierate. Außerdem ist letztere nicht durch den Arbeitsaufwand des
“Maxwell’schen Dämons” beschränkt, wie anhand eines einfachen Vierzustandssystems
verdeutlicht wird. Auch im Gleichgewicht, in dem keinerlei Energie dissipiert wird, kann
die Transferentropierate im Gegensatz zur Lernrate ungleich Null sein. Basierend auf
den entwickelten theoretischen Konzepten wird im folgenden Kapitel 4 die Signal- und
Informationsverarbeitung in zellularen Prozessen untersucht.

Kapitel 4: (Informationsverarbeitung zellularer Sensoren). In diesem Kapitel wer-
den die Konzepte verwendet, die in Kapitel 3 entwickelt wurden. Hierbei wird jedoch
eine andere Problemstellung verfolgt, nämlich das Messen von Signalen. Es wird ein
zeitlich variierendes stochastisches Signal betrachtet, welches von einem Sensor gemessen
wird. Die Lernrate des Sensors gibt an, mit welcher Rate die Unbestimmtheit des Sig-
nals durch die Sensordynamik verkleinert wird. Es wird gezeigt, dass die Lernrate des
Sensors durch die Energie beschränkt ist, welche durch den Sensor dissipiert wird. Dies
erlaubt die Definition einer Effizienz, die positiv und durch 1 beschränkt ist und die
die sensorische Leistungsfähigkeit (charakterisiert durch die Lernrate) mit den thermody-
namischen Kosten (charakterisiert durch die Entropieproduktion) vergleicht. Es werden
einfache Modelle mit steigender Komplexität untersucht, die dem sensorischen Netzwerk
von Escherichia Coli entnommen sind. Diese Modelle erlauben es, die Entropieproduktion
mit der chemischen Energie, die in der Zelle verbraucht wird, und der Arbeit, die durch das
Signal hinzugeführt wird, zu identifizieren. Sie beinhalten im Speziellen die Aktivierung
und Deaktivierung von Proteinen, ein klassisches Monod-Wyman-Changeux-Modell für
Rezeptorkomplexe und/oder Adaptionsmechanismen.
Darauf aufbauend wird die Sensorische Kapazität eines Sensors eingeführt, die formal

das Verhältnis zwischen Lernrate und Transferentropierate darstellt. Die Sensorische Ka-
pazität ist eine rein informationstheoretische Größe, welche positiv und durch 1 beschränkt
ist. Die Sensorische Kapazität eines Sensors erreicht ihr Maximum 1, falls der instantane
Zustand des Sensors die gleiche Information über das Signal beinhaltet wie die gesamte
Zeithistorie des Sensorzustandes. Die Sensorische Kapazität kann beispielsweise durch
das Hinzufügen eines Speichers erhöht werden, indem er Information über das Signal aus
der Zeithistorie des Sensors speichert. Es wurde eine interessante Kompromissbeziehung
zwischen der Sensorischen Kapazität und der Effizienz eines Sensors entdeckt: Ein Sen-
sor mit maximaler Kapazität 1 dissipiert Energie mit mindestens der zweifachen Lernrate,
was zur Folge hat, dass die Effizienz kleiner oder gleich 1/2 sein muss. Diese Kompromiss-
beziehung verbietet es einem Sensor, ein perfekter Rauschfilter sowie energetisch effizient
zu sein. Mithilfe eines zweikomponentigen Netzwerks wurde beispielhaft ein Sensor mit
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Speicher realisiert, der eine fluktuierende Molekülkonzentration misst. Eine Approxi-
mation des Netzwerks mittels einer stochastischen Differentialgleichung ermöglicht eine
analytische Lösung des Problems.

Kapitel 5: (Optimale Inferenzstrategien und Approximation stochastischer Pro-
zesse). Es wird der Informationsverlust einer Klasse von Inferenzstrategien untersucht,
die ausschließlich auf der zeitlichen Integration des Sensorzustandes basieren. Für eine
Anordnung mehrerer binärer Sensoren (z.B. Rezeptoren), die ein Signal (z.B. Molekülkon-
zentration) messen, ist dieser Informationsverlust bis zu 0.5 bit pro Messung unabhängig
von der Anzahl gleichzeitig messender Sensoren. Von der lokalen detailed balance Re-
lation wird eine genaue Beziehung hergeleitet, die den zusätzlichen Informationsinhalt
angibt, welcher ausschließlich aus der Anzahl der Sensorübergänge, nicht aber aus der
zeitlichen Integration des Sensorzustandes gewonnen werden kann. Falls die Änderung
der freien Energiedifferenz, die durch das Signal hervorgerufen wird, symmetrisch auf die
vorwärts- und rückwärtsgerichtete Übergangsrate verteilt wird, enthält die Anzahl der
Sensorübergänge keine weitere Information über das stochastische Signal. In diesem Fall
ermöglichen einfache Zeitintegrationsmechanismen eine Inferenz des Signals mit höchster
Präzision.
Als eine weitere Anwendung wird eine Verbindung zu Approximationsverfahren ge-

funden, mithilfe derer die Dynamik chemischer Netzwerke mittels einer kontinuierlichen
Brown’schen Bewegung angenähert werden kann. Durch die Vereinfachung der Dynamik
geht hierbei jedoch Information im Vergleich zur ursprünglichen Dynamik verloren, welche
exakt der Information entspricht, die sich ausschließlich aus der Anzahl der diskontinuier-
lichen Übergänge des Sensors ergibt. Falls das Signal jedoch einen symmetrischen Einfluss
auf die vorwärts- und rückwärtsgerichteten Übergangsraten hat, sind solche kontinuier-
lichen Näherungsverfahren sogar bis auf die Trajektorienebene genau.

Kapitel 6: (Nichtgleichgewichtssensoren und deren Analogie zu kinetic proofread-
ing). Für ein typisches Modell aus der bakteriellen Chemotaxis wird untersucht, wie
die Sensitivität eines Rezeptors erhöht werden kann, falls dieser aus dem Gleichgewicht
getrieben wird. Ein solches Nichtgleichgewicht taucht auf, wenn die Aktivierung des
Rezeptors durch die Hydrolyse von Adenosintriphosphat (ATP) stattfindet. Es wird
aufgezeigt, dass die Sensitivität durch den Verbrauch chemischer Energie erhöht wer-
den kann, was eine sogenannte Ultrasensitivität ermöglicht. Hierbei ist die Erhöhung
der Sensitivität, integriert über einen Konzentrationsbereich, direkt begrenzt durch die
chemische Energie, die bei der Aufspaltung eines ATP-Moleküls frei wird. Diese Relation
verdeutlicht, wie der Verbrauch chemischer Energie zu einer erhöhten Leistungsfähigkeit
zellularer Sensoren führen kann.
Darüber hinaus wird ein Fehlerkorrekturmechanismus (kinetic proofreading) untersucht,

der Fehler beim Kopieren von Information aus der DNA verhindert. Hierbei wird che-
mische Energie investiert, um thermische Fluktuationen aktiv zu unterdrücken. Dies er-
möglicht es, Kopierprozesse genauer ablaufen zu lassen beziehungsweise Fehler um mehr
als das 100-fache zu verkleinern. Dabei wird eine interessante Analogie zwischen Nicht-
gleichgewichtssensoren und dem Mechanismus des kinetic proofreading entdeckt: die Er-
höhung der Sensitivität durch zugeführte chemische Energie bei Nichtgleichgewichtssen-
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soren ist analog zu der Fehlerreduktion bei kinetic proofreading.
Kehrt man die chemischen Kräfte in einem Netzwerk um, so kann auch die Sensitivi-

tät von Nichtgleichgewichtssensoren verkleinert werden. Ähnlich ließen sich auch aktiv
Fehler bei Kopierprozessen erhöhen, was einem sogenannten anti-proofreading entspräche.
Im Allgemeinen können chemische Kräfte von Reaktionen, die fernab vom Gleichgewicht
stattfinden, eingesetzt werden, um die Sensitivität eines Rezeptors für externe Konzen-
trationsfluktuationen gezielt zu erhöhen oder zu verkleinern.
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1 Introduction
Thermodynamic fluctuations are ubiquitous in micro-sized or nano-sized systems, for ex-
ample, in molecular motors, biomolecules (enzymes) and colloidal particles. Extending
the laws of thermodynamics to such systems has been a subject of research within the
last two decades. Thermal interaction between these small systems and their surrounding
renders their motion stochastic. In particular, heat exchanged with the environment and
chemical and mechanical work delivered to the system become fluctuating functionals
that can be evaluated along a single stochastic trajectory [1–3], which are key ingredi-
ents in the first law accounting for energy conservation. Moreover, fluctuation theorems
have been discovered [4–8] that hold for systems driven far away from equilibrium and
include, amongst other things, the identification of a stochastic entropy term [6, 8] that is
evaluated along a single trajectory. These fluctuation theorems provide a more detailed
understanding of the second law of thermodynamics, for which Jarzynski’s equality [4]
and Crook’s detailed fluctuation theorem [6] allowed to derive new diagnostic tools to
determine free energy differences in finite time experiments that are performed far away
from equilibrium. Experimental tests of these fluctuation theorems involve, for example,
RNA unfolding experiments [9, 10], optically driven defect centers in diamond [11, 12],
colloidal particles in a laser trap [13–15], and experiments with electric circuits at low
temperatures [16, 17]. These advances have shaped a powerful framework that is called
stochastic thermodynamics [18].
In this thesis we include new information theoretic aspects into stochastic thermody-

namics. The leading question will be: How much energy is necessary to process or copy
information, i.e., to reduce fluctuations?
One illustrative and important example is the replication of DNA, where information

from one double strand of DNA is copied to generate two identical DNA strands, see, e.g.
[19]. This process is important to pass genetic information from one cell to another during
cell devision. The information in a DNA molecule is encoded in a sequence of nucleotides,
adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C) and guanine (G). It has been found that A pairs
with T and C pairs with G, which constitutes “correct” pairings, whereas “wrong” pairings
correspond to TG or CA, see Fig. 1.1 for an illustration. The free energy difference
between a correct pairing and wrong pairing is “so small” that at body temperature
(∼ 37 ◦C) the Boltzmann factor would predict one error in 104 nucleotides due to energetic
discrimination. Errors in this process will lead to mutations that could cause cancer. The
real error rates in the DNA polymerization, however, are astonishingly smaller than one
would naïvely expect, namely, only one error in every 109 nucleotides, i.e., more than 105

times fewer errors than one would expect from energetic discrimination. This discrepancy
has firstly been theoretically explained by Hopfield and Ninio [20, 21], who have found
that a non-equilibrium mechanism, which consumes chemical energy, is necessary to shield
the process against thermal fluctuations. This process is termed “kinetic proofreading”,
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Figure 1.1| DNA replication with kinetic proofreading. Errors are reduced by many orders
of magnitude at the expense of chemical energy. Individual nucletides are adenine (A),
thymine (T), cytosine (C) and guanine (G). Each nucleotide triphosphate can bind to
the DNA template at the position of the DNA polymerase (dashed box). Two phosphate
groups P are released along the polymerization of one nucleotide, which are crucial for
kinetic proofreading, i.e., low error rates.

where each nucleotide is checked multiple times before it is incorporated. This example,
illustrates that chemical energy can be used to copy information more reliably.
Information processing is not restricted to just copying information. Thermodynamics

of computation is another topic in the interface between information theory and physics
that has been pushed forward by Landauer [22]. He has realized the importance of
irreversible logical operations in a computer that have not a single valued reverse, as
for example, the erasure of a bit 0, 1 → 0. Such logically irreversible operations are
accompanied by a minimum amount of heat generation according to what is nowadays
called Landauer’s principle. For instance, a computer must dissipate at least kBT ln 2 of
energy to erase a single bit, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature.
This insight provides a fundamental thermodynamic constraint on the performance of a
computer. First experimental tests of Landauer’s principle have been realized just recently
with micro-sized particles in a double-well potential [23, 24]. Adopting these ideas to
stochastic thermodynamics will allow us to obtain, amongst other things, a more detailed
understanding of the thermodynamic cost of cellular information processing, which will be
of central importance in this thesis. Thereby, irreversibility arises from chemical reactions
that are driven out of equilibrium resulting in a constant rate of energy consumption.
The fact that acquiring and processing information does cost energy, emphasizes that
information can be regarded as a “quantity of value”, which cannot be attained for free.
The third and last example of the importance of information for thermodynamics, is

quite an old discussion concerning the limitations of the second law. The second law of
thermodynamics, for example, forbids that thermal fluctuations (heat) can be rectified
to convert it into useful directed energy (work), i.e., running an engine or a refrigerator
requires external energetic inputs. In 1871 Maxwell realized that if one has microscopic
information about a system, say information about the velocity and position of individual
molecules, one could exploit this information by implementing a feedback mechanism that
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uses this information to rectify thermal fluctuations [25]. A simpler and more quantitative
gedankenexperiment was proposed by Szilard in 1929, which involves an ideal gas with
one single molecule and a measurement that just provides a binary outcome [26], i.e., one
single bit of information. It could be shown that the amount of work that can be ex-
tracted at constant temperature T with a feedback mechanism that uses the information
from a single binary valued measurement is bounded by kBT ln 2. This bound constitutes
the first quantitative relation between microscopic information and the amount work that
can be extracted by using this information. Further thought experiments and theoreti-
cal advances have been developed in the last years, whereas an experimental realization
seemed to be dreams of the future. However, considerable experimental progress has been
made, which has allowed to realize the first feedback-driven engine in 2010 [27]. In this
experiment a polystyrene bead (less then a micron in diameter) has been pushed upwards
a staircase-like potential by a feedback mechanism that converts the information from a
measurement into useful work. This feedback mechanism blocks the motion of the particle
downwards the potential, whereas it allows the particle to move “freely” if it is moving
upwards the potential. This experiment has shown that such thought experiments involv-
ing the conversion of information into energy have become of practical importance. This
example will be discussed in more detail later on.
In this thesis we built a general framework for continuously coupled processes that can

be used to study cellular information processing, feedback-driven engines and thermody-
namics of a memory that stores information. Thereby information will be considered as a
quantity of value, which can be acquired at the expense of chemical or mechanical energy
(work). Conversely, microscopic information about a system can be exploited to rectify
thermal fluctuation to extract useful energy (work) with a feedback-driven engine.
The thesis is organized as follows, see also Fig. 1.2. Chapter 2 introduces the main

concepts of stochastic thermodynamics. We use a colloidal particle as a paradigm to
introduce a stochastic version of the first law of thermodynamics, where heat, work, and
energy are stochastic functionals of trajectories. Moreover, the local detailed balance
relation is discussed, which links the dynamics of a discrete chemical master equation to
thermodynamics. In the second section (Sec. 2.2) we briefly introduce the concept of
stochastic entropy and fluctuation theorems.
In chapter 3, we focus on feedback-driven engines, involving the so-called Maxwell’s de-

mon. We give a more detailed overview over historical achievements and recent research
involving Maxwell’s demon and Landauer’s principle, including further experimental re-
sults. After introducing basic concepts of information theory, we establish the framework
for continuously coupled systems, which we call stochastic thermodynamics of bipartite
systems. This framework allows for particularly transparent interpretation of Maxwell’s
demon (i.e., a feedback-driven system), where one part of the systems constitutes a feed-
back controller. For example, the thermodynamic cost of feedback control is easily acces-
sible. With the interpretation of a Maxwell’s demon, we derive a new set of inequalities
that characterize the performance of a feedback-driven engine that is continuously cou-
pled to a feedback controller. A simple four state system is used to illustrate the main
findings.
The results from chapter 3 are not restricted to feedback driven systems. We consider

in chapter 4 another problem, namely, a cell or a sensor that is measuring or computing a
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fluctuating signal. We find that the rate at which a sensor acquires information about a
continuously fluctuating signal is limited by the rate at which the sensor dissipates energy.
From this finding we define in Sec. 4.2 an efficiency that is bounded by one and relates
the rate at which a sensor acquires information to the rate at which it dissipates energy.
We use several models inspired by the sensory network of the Escherichia coli chemotaxis
system to illustrate our findings. A model including adaptation is also discussed.
In a second part (Sec. 4.4) we define the sensory capacity that is a purely information

theoretic quantity, which relates the information a sensor acquires with its current state
to the maximal information that is encoded in the full time history of the sensor. We
discuss the role of the sensory capacity for noise filtering techniques. We find a trade-off
between the sensory capacity and the efficiency, implying that a sensor cannot be both:
an optimal noise filter and energetically efficient. This trade-off is analytically analyzed
with a cellular two component network measuring a continuously fluctuating signal.
In chapter 5 we investigate binary sensors that measure a stochastic static signal over

some time span. We compare the information loss of a specific class of inference strategy
that is solely based on time averaging to a maximum likelihood estimate, which consid-
ers the full time history of the sensor. The information loss of time averaging methods
is shown to be bounded by 0.5 bit, which can be associated with a signal-to-noise ra-
tio reduced by a factor of 1/2 compared with using the full time history of the sensor.
Furthermore, we find implications for the accuracy of the linear noise approximation,
which is a powerful tool to approximate the dynamics of a discrete chemical network by
a continuous Brownian motion. For example, we find these approximation schemes lose
information on the trajectory level, which is up to 0.5 bit.
In chapter 6 we investigate receptor models that are driven out of equilibrium by an ATP

hydrolysis reaction. It is shown that the free energy release by hydrolyzing one ATP can be
used to increase the sensitivity of a receptor to changes of an external ligand concentration.
Furthermore, the increase of the sensitivity integrated over some concentration span is
shown to be bounded by the energy of one hydrolyzed ATP. This relation illustrates how
nonequilibrium driving forces arising from ATP hydrolysis improve sensing. Remarkably,
we find a clear analogy between nonequilibrium sensing and kinetic proofreading, where
the increase of the sensitivity due nonequilibrium driving is analogous to the decrease of
the error rate in kinetic proofreading. Finally, we conclude in chapter 7.
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2 Foundations of stochastic
thermodynamics

The following chapter introduces the framework of stochastic thermodynamics. We will
show, for example, how one can formulate the first law of thermodynamics at the level of
individual trajectories. Moreover, fluctuation theorems are briefly explained.

2.1 Thermodynamic quantities on a single trajectory
It has been shown for stochastic Brownian motion and discrete master equations that heat,
work, and energy can be well defined on the level of individual trajectories [1], which are
the central ingredients of the first law of thermodynamics. These findings borrow from
the calculus of stochastic processes [28], developed over the last century, which we now
briefly motivate.
Consider first the Brownian motion of a micro-sized particle with mass m in a fluid.

At theses scales the dominant friction force is determined through Stokes friction [29],
with inverse friction coefficient or mobility µ. For instance, the time needed to reach the
maximum speed if a force is applied is about τrelax ≡ mµ ∼ 10−7 s, which also determines
the drift time after removing a force. For such systems it is quite useful to describe the
dynamics of the position of the particle xt at time t by an overdamped Langevin equation

ẋt = µF (xt, t) + ξt, (2.1)

where F (xt, t) is a systematic force applied to the particle and ξt is stochastic noise
that arises from the interaction with the molecules of the medium at temperature T ,
which does not favor any particular direction 〈ξt〉 = 0 and decorrelates very quickly, i.e.,
〈ξtξt′〉 = 2Dδ(t − t′). Thermodynamic consistency enters here via the Einstein relation
D = µkBT .
There are some issues concerning the stochastic calculus arising from the irregularity of

ξt, which are important for defining thermodynamic quantities on the level of individual
trajectories. To show them we write (2.1) as an Ito differential equation [28]

dxt ≡ xt+dt − xt = µF (xt, t)dt+ dξt ≡ −µ
∂V

∂x
(xt, t)dt+ dξt, (2.2)

where dt is a infinitesimal time increment and dξt ≡
∫ t+dt
t dt′ξt′ is normally distributed

with zero mean and variance 2Ddt. For simplicity, we have assumed in the second step
that the force stems from a potential. Due to the irregularity of the absolute value of
the noise increment |dξt| ∼

√
dt, one can most importantly show that dξ2

t = 2Ddt in
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the continuous limit “dt → 0”, where also dt2 = dtdξt = 0 holds, see [3, 28] for more
information. For instance, we have dx2

t = 2Ddt. Consequently, stochastic differentials of
functions of xt require an expansion up to second order in dxt, which implies that the
change of potential energy of the particle reads

dV ≡ V (xt+dt, t+ dt)−V (xt, t) = ∂V

∂t
(xt, t)dt+ ∂V

∂x
(xt, t)dxt +

1
2
∂2V

∂x2 (xt, t)dx2
t . (2.3)

The first term in (2.3) can be identified by the work applied to the system [1]

đW ≡ ∂V

∂t
(xt, t)dt (2.4)

and the second term as minus the heat dissipated into the environment according to
Stokes friction [1]

đQ ≡ −∂V
∂x

(xt, t)dxt −
1
2
∂2V

∂x2 (xt, t)dx2
t = −1

2

[
∂V

∂x
(xt, t) + ∂V

∂x
(xt+dt, t)

]
dxt

≡ −∂V
∂x

(xt, t) ◦ dxt = F (xt, t) ◦ dxt, (2.5)

where we have defined the Stratonovich type product “◦” in the second line. In this form
the first law on a individual stochastic differential reads dV = đW − đQ. Two technical
points should be noted. First, the last step determines the exchanged heat đQ = F ◦ dxt
even if an additional external force F ext is present such that F ≡ −∂xV + F ext. In
this case the work exchange becomes đW = [∂tV dt + F ext] ◦ dxt and the heat becomes
đQ = [−∂xV +F ext]◦dxt [18]. Second, if the potential is changed according to an external
control parameter λt one has to replace V (xt, t) → V (xt, λt) and ∂tV dt → ∂λV ◦ dλt [1–
3]. This identification of the first law of thermodynamics with work and heat defined on
single stochastic differentials has firstly been identified by K. Sekimoto in [1], see [2] for
an approach based exclusively on Langevin equations.
Chemical reaction networks, conformational states of biomolecules or driven random

walks on a lattice are often modeled by discrete states n(t) = 1, . . . , Ω instead of contin-
uously valued variables that are changing in time t. In this case the systems dynamics is
governed by a master equation

∂

∂t
Pt(n) =

Ω∑

n′=1

[
Pt(n′)wn′n − Pt(n)wnn′

]
, (2.6)

where Pt(n) denotes the probability of n(t) = n, i.e., the probability of observing state n
at time t, and wnn′ denotes the rate from state n to n′. An individual stochastic trajectory
can numerically be generated from (2.6) by using, for example, the Gillespie algorithm
[30]. Specifically, a trajectory {nt′}0≤t′≤t ≡ (n0, τ0; . . . ;nN , τN) consists of a sequence
of states ni in which the system remains for a waiting time τi such that t = ∑N

i=0 τi.
Similarly to the Langevin equation, one can evaluate the heat that is dissipated along a
single trajectory. The local-detailed balance condition for individual transitions from n
to n′ reads [18, 31]

Qnn′ + T (sint
n′ − sint

n ) = kBT ln wnn
′

wn′n
= Fn − Fn′ +Wnn′ , (2.7)
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Figure 2.1| Illustration of the local detailed balance relation. Transition from n to n′ is
driven by a chemical reaction A → B transforming chemicals A into chemicals B with
a chemical free energy difference µA − µB ≥ 0. A mechanical force f is pointing in
the opposite direction (see dashed arrow) towards the n. A transition n → n′ along
a distance d transforms chemical energy W chem

nn′ = µA − µB into extracted mechanical
work −Wmech

nn′ = fd. The local detailed balance relation (2.7) reads for this example
kBT ln(wnn′/wn′n) = Fn − Fn′ + µA − µB − df .

where Qnn′ is the heat dissipated into the medium, Wnn′ is the work performed along the
transition, Fn is the free energy of state n and sint

n is its intrinsic entropy, which accounts
for the possible degeneracy of state n. If the transition n → n′ does not change the
intrinsic entropy (sint

n = sint
n′ ), Fn′ −Fn would correspond to the change of internal energy

along the transition n → n′. In this case the local-detailed balance relation corresponds
to the first law of thermodynamics evaluated along a individual stochastic transition.
The work may have a contribution due to chemical imbalances W chem

nn′ and/or mechanical
forcesWmech

nn′ such thatWnn′ = W chem
nn′ +Wmech

nn′ , which satisfiesWnn′ = −Wn′n, see Fig. 2.1
for an example. If no external forces are present, that is, Wnn′ = 0 for all pair of possible
transitions n, n′ ∈ {1, . . . , Ω}, the system relaxes for t → ∞ to equilibrium such that
each summand in (2.6) vanishes, which for t → ∞ results in an equilibrium distribution
Pt(n) → P eq(n) ∝ exp(−βFn), where β ≡ 1/(kBT ) is the inverse temperature. If only a
single cycle of states ñ1 → ñ2 . . . → ñν → ñ1 has a nonzero affinity A ≡ Wñ1ñ2 + . . . +
Wñν ñ1 6= 0 the system would relax into a non-equilibrium steady state that constantly
dissipates energy into the medium. According to the local-detailed balance relation, a
forward transition rate is larger than its reverse (wnn′ > wn′n) if the free energy of the
initial state n is larger than the free energy in the final state n′ or if it is driven through an
external influence Wnn′ > 0 towards the n′ state. One should note that if the transition
rates wnn′ vary in time t, which also implies that Fn becomes a function of time, one
has a second contribution to the work arising from lifting or lowering the free energy of
individual states, see, e.g., [18, 32] for more information.
For the full individual trajectory {nt′}0≤t′≤t = (n0, τ0; . . . ;nN , τN) one obtains the heat

that is dissipated along the stochastic path

Q[{n(t′)}0≤t′≤t] =
N−1∑

i=0
Qnini+1 = T

[
sint
n(0) − sint

n(t)

]
+ kBT

N−1∑

i=0
ln wnini+1

wni+1ni
, (2.8)

where the last identity has been deduced from (2.7). Similarly one obtains from (2.5) the
heat dissipated along a path of a Brownian particle {xt′}0≤t′≤t, which is given by

Q[{xt′}0≤t′≤t] =
∫ t

0
đQ =

∫ t

0
F (xt′ , t′) ◦ dxt′ , (2.9)

i.e., the friction force integrated along the path. For the following discussion, however,
we mainly focus on the discrete state description, since one can mathematically turn a
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continuous Brownian motion to a biased random walk on a infinitesimal lattice (cf., low
noise approximation [33, 34]).

2.2 Stochastic entropy and Fluctuation theorems
The Jarzynski relation, one of the most prominent integral fluctuation theorem [4, 5], is
an exact relation that allows one to infer equilibrium free energy changes directly from
non-equilibrium finite time work measurements. We will sketch a fluctuation theorem that
is related to this remarkable result. For convenience we set kB ≡ 1 from now on, which
renders entropy dimensionless and turns temperature into a thermal energy (kBT → T ).
Similarly to the heat and work evaluated along a singe trajectory, it has been found

that the Shannon entropy of systems can be defined on the level of individual trajectories.
For a system labeled by discrete states one can define the stochastic entropy s[n(t), t] ≡
− lnPt(n(t)) [6, 8], where Pt is the solution of the master equation (2.6). Taking the
ensemble average leads to the familiar Gibbs or Shannon entropy [35–37]

S(t) ≡
〈
s[n(t), t]

〉
= −

〈
lnPt(n(t))

〉
= −

Ω∑

n=1
Pt(n) lnPt(n). (2.10)

Summarizing all entropic changes along the trajectory, namely, the change of systems
entropy ∆s ≡ s[n(t), t]−s[n(0), 0] = ln[P0(n(0))/Pt(n(t))], the change of intrinsic entropy
∆sint ≡ sint

n(t) − sint
n(0) and the medium entropy ∆sm ≡ Q[{xt′}0≤t′≤t]/T , results in the

total entropy along a trajectory ∆stot = ∆s + ∆sint + ∆sm [18]. Most remarkably, it
has been found that the stochastic entropy can be expressed by comparing probability
P [{xt′}0≤t′≤t] of the path with its reverse path weight PR[{xt′}0≤t′≤t] through ∆stot =
ln(P [{xt′}0≤t′≤t]/PR[{xt′}0≤t′≤t]) such that ∆stot is odd under time reversal and obeys a
integral fluctuation theorem [6, 8, 18, 32, 38]

〈e−∆stot〉 =
∑

{xt′}0≤t′≤t

P [{xt′}0≤t′≤t]
PR[{xt′}0≤t′≤t]
P [{xt′}0≤t′≤t]

= 1. (2.11)

Using Jensen’s inequality one can derive for such a stochastic dynamics the second law
of thermodynamics

∆Stot ≡ 〈∆stot〉 =
∑

{xt′}0≤t′≤t

P [{xt′}0≤t′≤t] ln P [{xt′}0≤t′≤t]
PR[{xt′}0≤t′≤t]

≥ 0. (2.12)

As a technical side remark it should be noted that the third expression can be identi-
fied by the Kullback-Leibler distance between the forward path weight and its reverse
∆Stot = DKL(P [{xt′}0≤t′≤t]‖PR[{xt′}0≤t′≤t]) ≥ 0, which according to log-sum-inequality
is positive and quantifies the “relative distance” between two probability distributions
[36]. Specifically, the rate of the average total entropy production for the master equation
(2.6) reads [8, 39, 40]

Ṡtot(t) ≡ d
dt∆S

tot =
∑

n,n′
Pt(n)wnn′ ln

Pt(n)wnn′
Pt(n′)wn′n

≥ 0. (2.13)
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If the system is driven between two equilibrium states, separated by an equilibrium free
energy difference ∆F , one obtains with ∆stot ≡ β(W [{n(t′)}0≤t′≤t]−∆F) the celebrated
Jarzynski integral fluctuation theorem

〈
e−βW

〉
= e−β∆F , (2.14)

which allows to infer an equilibrium free energy difference from repeated experiments
by using a nonlinear average of the work. The experiment can, in principle, performed
arbitrary away from equilibrium as long as the statistics is sufficient.
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3 Stochastic thermodynamics of
bipartite systems with feedback

This chapter introduces into stochastic thermodynamics of bipartite systems. We focus
on the scenario where the first subsystem is used to extract work from a heat bath while
being controlled by the second subsystem. We show that the second subsystem allows
for a particularly transparent interpretation of a Maxwell’s demon, which is a feedback-
driven engine. For example, the work that can be extracted from the first subsystem is
bounded by the heat dissipated by the second subsystem, which represents the demon.
A thermodynamic consistent quantity is derived, which we call the learning rate, that
quantifies the rate at which the uncertainty of the controlled subsystem is reduced due
to the coupling to the demon. The learning rate is shown to bound the extracted work
from the first subsystem, while being itself bounded by the heat that is dissipated by
the second subsystem. Compared to a second information theoretic measure called the
transfer entropy, the learning rate is shown to be the tightest bound on the extracted
work. From a simple example involving a four state system, we show that transfer entropy
rate and the heat that is dissipated by the demon are not related through an inequality,
which reveals the transfer entropy to be a thermodynamically inconsistent measure for the
performance of a feedback controller. Moreover, the presented framework introduces ideas
that will be relevant to cellular information processing, which goes beyond the realm of
feedback-driven engines and is presented in chapter 4. This chapter is based on Ref. [41].

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Historical overview: Maxwell’s demon and Landauer principle
As we have briefly sketched in the introduction, thermodynamics of information processing
originated a long time ago from thought experiments which seemingly violate the second
law of thermodynamics. In the original proposal J. C. Maxwell invented an agent, “whose
faculties are so sharpened that he can follow every molecule in its course” [25]. With
such an agent, nowadays called Maxwell’s demon, it is possible to produce a difference in
temperature without the expenditure of work, which is a direct violation of the second
law of thermodynamics [25]. The idea is as follows: a box at uniform temperature is
separated into two parts (left and right), where particles can only be exchanged through
a small hole in the middle. The demon only opens the hole if a molecule with higher
kinetic energy is coming from the right or a particle with lower kinetic energy is coming
from the left, see Fig. 3.1. Otherwise the hole remains closed to reflect molecules with
higher kinetic energy to the left or molecules with lower kinetic energy to the right, see
lower panel of Fig. 3.1. After a certain time, the left side of the box becomes hotter and
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Figure 3.1| Original Maxwell’s demon setup. Faster molecules are characterized by elon-
gated red arrows and slower molecules by shortened blue arrows. On the left are shown
the four possible events with the corresponding open hole (upper panel) and closed hole
(lower panel) configuration. Eventually, the system reaches a state with the right half
being cooler than the left half (see right part of the figure).

the right side of the box cooler, as shown on the right in Fig. 3.1. With the information
about the velocity and position of individual molecules a demon can apply feedback to
run such a cooling process without the expenditure of work.
The first step towards a quantitative understanding of the connection between this

paradox of Maxwell’s demon and information theory has been done by L. Szilard [26]. He
simplified the thought experiment to a single molecule in a box, which is in contact with
a heat bath at temperature T . At the ensemble level one assumes an ideal gas with a
single molecule in which the pressure is given by p = kBT/V , where V is the volume of
the box and kB Boltzmann’s constant. The experiment with the assistance of Maxwell’s
demon is shown in Fig. 3.2, which includes the following steps. A barrier is inserted in
the middle of the box without the expenditure of work. There are two distinct cases that
may occur, either the molecule is in the left half of the box (x = L) or in the right half
(x = R). The demon then measures, whether the particle is left or right without error,
i.e., the measurement outcome y satisfies y = x. Depending on the measurement outcome
y = L,R, it moves the barrier to expand the volume, in which it has detected the particle,
from Vini = V/2 to Vfin = V . If the expansion is performed isothermally one is able to
extract the maximum amount of work Wext = kBT ln(Vfin/Vini) = kBT ln 2. Finally, the
barrier is removed to restore the initial state. In the complete cycle one has extracted an
amount of heat kBT ln 2 from a single heat bath that has been completely converted into
work, according to the first law of thermodynamics.
Note that this work extraction is not possible without the measurement y, since one

cannot know, whether the barrier has to be moved to the left or to the right to expand the
gas. Specifically, if the demon measures the particle in the wrong side of the box y 6= x,
one would perform a compression of the gas, which requires work. In Fig. 3.2 an error
would correspond to moving the barrier to the left in state (iii.a) or to the right in state
(iii.b). One can confirm that the maximum work W = kBT ln 2 can only be extracted if
the binary measurement y = L,R is performed perfectly (y = x). To restore the second
law of thermodynamics, L. Szilard believed that somehow an entropy increase due to the
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y = L y = R

x = L x = R

(i)

(ii.a)

(iii.a)

(iv.a)

(ii.b)

(iii.b)

(iv.b)

(i)

Figure 3.2| Szilard engine with error free measurement. From (i) to (ii) the barrier is
inserted. Step (ii) to (iii), the demon measures the position of the particle x = R,L,
depending on the measurement outcome y = R,L (y = x for perfect measurement), the
demon moves the barrier away from y (see red dashed arrow). After the barrier reaches
the end of the box (iv) it is removed to restore the original state (i).

demon’s measurement had to compensate for the entropy decrease in the heat bath [26].
This paradox about Maxwell’s demon could be resolved with the result of R. Lan-

dauer, who found that logical irreversible computations, for example the erasure of a bit
0, 1 → 1, which do not have a single-valued inverse, are inevitably associated with a
certain minimum amount of heat dissipated into the environment [22]. This important
insight constitutes Landauer’s principle, which for the first time provides a convincing
quantitative theoretical limit on the energy consumption of computation. Specifically,
the erasure of a single bit requires kBT ln 2 of heat to be dissipated. Consequently, the
demon from the Szilard engine (Fig. 3.2) has to dissipate a minimum amount of energy
kBT ln 2 to overwrite (or erase) the measurement outcome from the previous cycle [42].
Assuming the engine is operating cyclically and the demon has only a finite data storage
available, it is inevitable to erase some part of the memory to measure the position of the
particle in the following cycle.
C. H. Bennett has used Landauer’s principle to resolve the paradox of Maxwell’s demon

in the seminal work on the thermodynamics of computation [42], where he also stressed
the difference between logical irreversibility and thermodynamic irreversibility. The latter
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Figure 3.3| Logical irreversible erasure operation ϕ turned reversible ϕrev. The reversible
operation requires an auxiliary bit at state 0.

cannot be circumvented, whereas logical irreversibility can be made reversible, as shown
in Fig. 3.3, which requires an auxiliary blank state “0” that has to be prepared. If one
would use a tape of auxiliary blank states one could, in principle, render any computational
program reversible [42]. Such a program, however, has to store “the input in some corner
of the machine”, which will finally “clutter up our machine bit positions with unnecessary
information about intermediate results” [22]. Moreover, it requires a prepared blank tape,
with only zero’s, for instance, see [42] for more detailed information.
Summarizing, the paradox of the demon, firstly proposed by J. C. Maxwell, which

shows the “limitations of the second law of thermodynamics” [25], can be resolved with
Landauer’s principle which “exorcises” Maxwell’s demon. Any work (or heat) that the de-
mon extracts from a heat bath in a cyclic operating engine via measurement and feedback
must be compensated by the thermodynamic costs of overwriting or erasing its memory.
For more information on the developments of Maxwell’s demon the reader is referred to
[43–46]. For further information on Landauer’s principle and on fundamental limits to
computation, see [42, 47] or [48] for a broader more recent review.

3.1.2 Recent experimental advances for feedback systems
The reason why Maxwell’s demon has attracted renewed interest, recently, is due to the
fact that experimental as well as theoretical progress has been made, which allows to
perform and analyze single molecule experiments. Thereby, one has to control individual
particles and measure energy exchanges of the order of 1 kBT (e.g., kBT ' 4× 10−21 J at
room temperature).
Experiments that mimic a Szilard engine have firstly been realized with colloidal sys-

tems. In the first experiment a dimeric colloidal particle was attached to a glass surface
[27]. A potential was generated by a rotating electric field that was under feedback
control. By employing measurement and feedback, the particle effectively moved up a
spiral-staircase-like potential and heat was thereby effectively converted into useful work
[27]. In another experiment a colloidal particle has been trapped by two optical tweezers
with an additional static electric field, which allowed to study the energetics of a micro-
sized Szilard engine [49]. These colloidal particle experiments are typically performed at
room temperature.
Information powered engines have also been realized with single electron experiments

at low temperatures [50–52]. By controlling a gate voltage of a single electron transistor,
one can built an information-driven engine that extracts work from a single heat bath [50,
51]. It has been demonstrated that information can also be used to power a refrigerator
by applying feedback to a single electron transistor, which achieved a cooling power of
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about 6 × 10−18 W [52]. This information powered refrigerator is closely related to the
original proposal of Maxwell’s demon, shown in Fig. 3.1.
Landauer’s principle on the other side has been experimentally verified with colloidal

systems in a double well potential [23, 24]. The erasure was performed by tilting the
potential with an external applied flow [23] or with a virtual potential, which was created
by a feedback loop [24]. Both experiments confirmed that the average work, necessary to
erase a single bit, is above Landauer’s limit kBT ln 2. Moreover, it has been observed that
Landauer’s limit can only be reached if the erasure process is performed quasi-statically;
see [53] for a more detailed experimental view.

3.1.3 Second law and fluctuation theorems with feedback

Alongside the experimental advances discussed above, considerable theoretical progress
has been made, which involves the derivation of second law inequalities [54–59] and inte-
gral fluctuation relations [60–68] for feedback-driven engines.
Moreover, simple models have been investigated that provide interesting implications

or further insight [69–90]. More precisely, these models involve feedback-driven Brownian
particles in a ratchet-like potential [69] or in a harmonic potential [76–79], where infor-
mation of a measurement is used to extract work or to reduce fluctuations and, thereby,
effectively cool down the system. A Kalman filter has been shown to “optimally” reduce
fluctuations in a linear systems [71, 87, 88] such as colloidal systems or electrical circuits.
Two or multilevel systems were investigated [72, 74, 80, 85, 86, 89], where individual
energy levels are under control by some external agent. Among them were models for sin-
gle electron transistors [85] and information-driven engines that mimic the kinetics of a
molecular motor [74], which will be of particular importance for this thesis. Furthermore,
correlations between measurements have been shown to cause an interesting phase behav-
ior [86, 89], where above a critical measurement error the current measurement outcome
becomes less trustworthy than the sequence of previous measurements. Protocols that
optimize the conversion of information to work where investigated in [73]. Specific mod-
els are used to discuss Landauer’s principle with continuous double well potentials [70, 81]
or discrete two level systems [82], the latter allowed that the ultimate limit proposed by
Landauer can only be attained with a quasi-static protocol. A study on the measurement
cost can be found in [75]. Finally, a critique on the relevance of Landauer’s principle to
feedback-driven engines can be found in [91]. For example, the thermodynamic cost for
realizing a time dependent protocol as it is used for the Szilard engine from Fig. 3.2 is at
least five times the amount predicted by using Landauer’s principle.
Despite these theoretical efforts a unifying framework for feedback-driven engines that

includes the dynamics of both controlled system and a continuously coupled feedback
controller, had not been investigated in these previous studies. The only exception I am
aware of is Ref. [57], which considered two jointly coupled colloidal particles performing
Brownian motion.
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controlled
subsystem x

+
feedback

controller y

=
bipartite system

Figure 3.4| Bipartite Markov process, where x labels a subsystem that is under control by
another subsystem y. The bipartite system, which is labeled by variable (x, y), includes
the dynamics of both parts.

3.2 Bipartite systems and entropy production
3.2.1 Basic definitions and Shannon entropy
We assume a system is separated into two subsystems that are coupled to each other. The
first subsystem “x” is labeled by states x ∈ {1, . . . , Ωx} ≡ X and the second subsystem
“y” is labeled by states y ∈ {1, . . . , Ωy} ≡ Y . The joint system of “x” and “y” is then
labeled by a pair of variables z ≡ (x, y), where x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , i.e., z ∈ Z ≡ X × Y .
We restrict our discussion to a class of bipartite Markov processes [92, 93], for which the
transition rates from (x, y) to (x′, y′) satisfy

wxx
′

yy′ ≡





wxx
′

y if x 6= x′ and y = y′,

wxyy′ if x = x′ and y 6= y′,

0 otherwise.
(3.1)

A transition, where the variables x and y changes simultaneously is not allowed, which
is the central feature of bipartite systems. In this chapter we focus on feedback-driven
systems, where x labels the state of a controlled system and y labels the state of the
feedback controller, see Fig. 3.4. The bipartite system joins the dynamics of both the
controlled subsystem “x” and the feedback controller “y”. Other examples for such systems
can be found in cellular sensing [92, 94, 95], where one variable could represent the state
of a receptor and the second variable a concentration of phosphorylated internal protein
or the degree of methylation of a receptor, which is important for cellular adaptation [95].
Another example are quantum-dots exchanging particles with two particle reservoirs [85,
96]. Moreover, two interacting colloids [97] provide a continuous example for a bipartite
system. Understanding the thermodynamics of such bipartite systems is, therefore, of
particular importance.
The dynamics associated with the transition rates (3.1) is governed by the master

equation

Ṗt(x, y) ≡
∑

x′∈X

[
Pt(x′, y)wx′xy −Pt(x, y)wxx′y

]
+
∑

y′∈Y

[
Pt(x, y′)wxy′y−Pt(x, y)wxyy′

]
, (3.2)

where Pt(x, y) is the probability of finding the joint system in state (xt, yt) = (x, y) at
time t. After a certain time the joint system reaches a steady state distribution, which
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we denote by P (x, y), where the right hand side of (3.2) vanishes. The marginals of this
steady state joint distribution are denoted by P (x) ≡ ∑y P (x, y) and P (y) ≡ ∑x P (x, y).
The conditional steady state distributions are defined by P (x|y) ≡ P (x, y)/P (y) and
P (y|x) ≡ P (x, y)/P (x). Moreover, we assume here and in the following that each sum
containing the summation variable x and y runs over all elements of X and Y , respectively.
The key information theoretic quantities are the Shannon entropy and the mutual

information [35–37]. The Shannon entropy of a random variable A is

H[A] ≡ −
∑

a

P(A = a) lnP(A = a), (3.3)

where a is a specific possible value of A and P(A = a) is a the probability of the event
A = a. We generally use “P” as a probability measure. The Shannon entropy H[A]
quantifies the uncertainty of the random variable A. If A is the instantaneous state of the
system, i.e., A = (xt, yt) with possible events a = (x, y) ∈ Z, the Shannon entropy of the
system reads, explicitly,

H[xt, yt] = −
∑

x,y

Pt(x, y) lnPt(x, y). (3.4)

As a short remark, from Eq. (3.4) and n(t) = (xt, yt) we find S(t) = H[xt, yt]. The
random variable A can also represent a full time series xt0 of subsystem “x” or a full time
series yt0 of subsystem “y”. In this latter case the sum over all possible realizations in
(3.3) corresponds to a functional integral over all possible trajectories. The conditional
Shannon entropy of A given another random variable B is given by

H[A|B] ≡ −
∑

a,b

P(A = a,B = b) lnP(A = a|B = b), (3.5)

where P(A = a|B = b) ≡ P(A = a,B = b)/P(B = b). The conditional entropy quantifies
the uncertainty of random variable A if the random variable B is known. Since side
information always leads to decreased uncertainty, that is, H[A] ≥ H[A|B], one can
define the positive mutual information

I[A:B] ≡ H[A]−H[A|B] = H[B]−H[B|A] ≥ 0, (3.6)

where the second equality indicates that the mutual information is symmetric in the
variables A and B, i.e., I[A:B] = I[B:A]. Most importantly, the mutual information can
be interpreted as the reduction of uncertainty of A due to the side information contained
in B. Similarly, the conditional mutual information reads

I[A:B|C] ≡ H[A|C]−H[A|B,C] ≥ 0, (3.7)

where C is a third random variable. For more details the reader is referred to [36].

3.2.2 Entropy production of the subsystem
The systems Shannon entropy is given by (3.4). Taking the time derivative and inserting
the master equation (3.2) yields a rate of Shannon entropy change

d
dtH[xt, yt] =

∑

x,x′,y

Pt(x, y)wxx′y ln Pt(x, y)
Pt(x′, y) +

∑

x,y,y′
Pt(x, y)wxyy′ ln

Pt(x, y)
Pt(x, y′)

, (3.8)
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where the first term corresponds to the Shannon entropy change due to jumps in the
subsystem “x” and the second term to the Shannon entropy change due to jumps in the
subsystem “y”. In the steady state the probability distribution is constant and, hence, the
rate of systems entropy change (3.8) vanishes, whereas the individual contributions are
not zero. For instance, the change in Shannon entropy due to the dynamics of subsystem
“x” reads

hx ≡
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′y ln P (x, y)
P (x′, y) . (3.9)

Similarly, the change in the Shannon entropy due to jumps of the subsystem “y” is

hy ≡
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

P (x, y)
P (x, y′) . (3.10)

Since the joint Shannon entropy H[xt, yt] remains constant in the steady state, one can
find hx + hy = 0, which implies that an increase of Shannon entropy hx due to dynamics
of subsystem “x” must be compensated by a decrease of Shannon entropy −hy due to the
dynamics of subsystem “y”, i.e., hx = −hy.
Similar to the change in the Shannon entropy the entropy production in the external

medium [18] for bipartite systems can be expressed by the following two contributions.
The first contribution is the entropy production in the environment due to transitions in
subsystem “x”, which is given by

σx ≡
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′y ln
wxx

′
y

wx′xy
, (3.11)

where P (x, y) is the steady state distribution of (3.2). The second contribution is caused
by transitions in the subsystems “y”

σy ≡
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

wxyy′

wxy′y
. (3.12)

These two contributions together satisfy the standard second law of thermodynamics [18]

σ ≡ σx + σy ≥ 0. (3.13)

As a technical side remark it should be noted that σx (σy) is not related to a coarse-grained
entropy production as for example discussed in [97–106] since it requires the detailed
dynamics of both parts of the system. For instance, the coarse-grained trajectory of the
“x”-process is not sufficient to calculate σx.
Besides the second law for the full system (3.13), we find the total entropy production

caused by transitions of the subsystem “x” using (3.9) and (3.11)

σx + hx =
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′y ln
P (x, y)wxx′y

P (x′, y)wx′xy
≥ 0. (3.14)
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This inequality is direct consequence of the log sum inequality and is explicitly considered
in [57] for a Brownian motion and in [107] for a Markov jump process.
The same inequality as (3.14) is also valid for the subsystem “y”

σy + hy =
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

P (x, y)wxyy′
P (x, y′)wxy′y

≥ 0. (3.15)

3.2.3 Interpretation of subsystem “y” as a Maxwell’s demon
Let us now consider the case where subsystem “x” is controlled by subsystem “y”. For
example, subsystem “y” plays the role of a Maxwell’s demon, which implies that the
entropy in the external medium decreases at a rate −σx due to dynamics of the subsystem
“x”. From (3.14), (3.15) and hx = −hy follow the inequalities

−σx ≤ hx ≤ σy. (3.16)

For the scenario of a Maxwell’s demon setup −σx becomes positive, the first inequality
states that the entropy reduction in the external medium is bounded by the rate hx = −hy
at which the subsystems entropy is reduced due to its coupling to the Maxwell’s demon
(subsystem “y”). We will discuss this in more detail below, when we introduce the learning
rate. The second inequality involves σy, which gives the thermodynamic costs the demon
has to invest.
For a more specific interpretation we focus on an isothermal process with the following

local detailed balance relation involving the first law

ln
wxx

′
y

wxx′y

= E(x, y)− E(x′, y) +W xx′

y , (3.17)

where E(x, y) is the internal energy of state (x, y) and W xx′
y is the work applied to the

system along the transition (x, y) → (x′, y); the left hand side constitutes the heat that
is dissipated along the transition [see, e.g., (2.7)]. Note that W x′x

y = −W xx′
y . We have set

here and throughout the chapter kBT ≡ 1, i.e., all energies are expressed in units of kBT .
In the stationary state we obtain a rate of energy change due to dynamics of subsystem
“x”

Ėx ≡
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′y [E(x′, y)− E(x, y)] (3.18)

and the rate of extracted work

Ẇ out ≡ −
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′y W xx′

y . (3.19)

Using the first law we can identity σx = −Ėx − Ẇ out as the dissipated heat due to
transitions of variable x. For the specific case Ėx = 0 we find −σx = Ẇ out implying
with (3.16) that the extracted work is bounded by hx. Furthermore, the average energy
E ≡ ∑x,y P (x, y)E(x, y) remains constant in the stationary state, which allow to identify
σy = Ẇ in, where Ẇ in is the rate at which the Maxwell’s demon (subsystem “y”) invests
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work. The standard second law σx + σy ≥ 0 then states Ẇ in ≥ Ẇ out. From this example
one can see that inequalities (3.16) for this scenario imply Ẇ out ≤ hx ≤ Ẇ in, which refines
the standard second law of thermodynamics.
Similar ideas have been proposed, where information has been considered as a reservoir.

For example, Mandal and Jarzynski has introduced a minimal model that constitutes
an autonomous Maxwell’s demon [108]. The conceived device is supposed to “convert
heat into work” while simultaneously randomizing a memory register. By increasing the
Shannon entropy of the register the system is able to deliver work. Conversely, work
is required to reduce the randomness in a memory register, which can be quantified by
its Shannon entropy [108], see [109] for a model that includes reversible transitions. This
model allows to discuss an autonomous Maxwell demon engine and Landauer’s principle on
the same footing, simultaneously. In the above description the delivered work corresponds
to −σx and the work cost to restore the memory register corresponds to σy, i.e., subsystem
“y” constitutes the memory register. This idea which was proposed by Bennett [42] has
triggered the idea of information reservoirs [68, 109–117]. Similarly, a memory register or
tape that randomizes itself can also be used to let heat flow from cold to hot reservoirs
[118].
Summarizing, these bipartite systems allow for a transparent interpretation of a

Maxwell’s demon, where the full thermodynamic cost is easily accessible via the stan-
dard second law of thermodynamics (3.13). In the following we interpret hx as the rate
at which subsystem “y” learns about the subsystem “x”, which allows us to explain the
importance of thermodynamic consistency as well as its relation to a information theoretic
measure called “transfer entropy” that is important to detect causal influence within a
time series analysis.

3.2.4 Learning rate and thermodynamic consistency
The learning rate is defined as [119, 120]

ly ≡
H[xt|yt]−H[xt|yt+dt]

dt , (3.20)

where here and in the following we assume dt → 0 for all expression with dt in the de-
nominator. The learning rate quantifies the rate at which subsystem “y” reduces the
uncertainty about the subsystem “x” that is under control. Note that if system “y” un-
dergoes a transition yt → yt+dt it forgets its previous state, which is due to the Markovian
character of the dynamics of the full bipartite system. For example, the learning rate
(3.20) accounts for this “physical forgetting”, since the definition (3.20) does not contain
a conditional uncertainty that involves yt and yt+dt, simultaneously. In Sec 3.3 we will
discuss an information theoretic measure called transfer entropy that can be used to de-
tect causal influence between two random processes and contains more than a single time
step of the process.
Using the relations

P(xt+dt = x′|xt = x, yt = y) = wxx
′

y dt+ O(dt)2 for x 6= x′

P(yt+dt = y′|xt = x, yt = y) = wxyy′dt+ O(dt)2 for y 6= y′
(3.21)
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the learning rate (3.20) becomes

ly =
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

P (x|y′)
P (x|y) (3.22)

in the steady state. Most importantly we find ly = hx in the stationary state, which can
be understood as follows. Using (3.9) we find

hx =
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′y ln P (x|y)
P (x′|y) = H[xt+dt|yt]−H[xt|yt]

dt . (3.23)

Since the conditional Shannon entropy remains constant, that is, d
dtH[xt|yt] = hx− ly = 0,

we can interpret hx as the new randomness that enters due to the dynamics of variable x
and ly as the reduction of uncertainty due to the coupling with subsystem “y”. Therefore,
ly quantifies the rate at which variable y learns due to its dynamics about a second variable
x. Identifying hx = ly we can rewrite (3.16) to

−σx ≤ ly ≤ σy. (3.24)

This replacement has the following main advantages. Eq. (3.20) provides more direct
interpretation than (3.9): The first inequality in (3.24) implies that the entropy decrease
in the medium due to subsystem “x”, which is −σx, is bounded by the rate at which
subsystem “y” learns about the subsystem “x” under control. The second inequality in
(3.24) underlines the thermodynamic consistency since the learning rate ly is bounded by
the (additional) thermodynamic cost σy that arises from the variable y. For this second
relation it is important to note that after a transition yt → yt+dt the state yt has been
“erased” and replaced by yt+dt. Therefore, the second inequality constitutes Landauer’s
principle [22] for bipartite systems and guarantees thermodynamic consistency, which is
important to assure that there is no additional “hidden third” part involved. Second and
more importantly, we are now able to discuss the link between ly and the transfer entropy,
which is useful to detect directed information transfer between two random processes. We
will discuss the transfer entropy in the following section after making some remarks on
the current state of research.
Using (3.6) one can easily find that the learning rate (3.20) can be written as the time

derivative of a time delayed mutual information

ly = I[xt:yt+dt]− I[xt:yt]
dt , (3.25)

which has been used under the term “information flow” [57, 88, 96]. Therefore, “infor-
mation flow” and learning rate are equivalent quantities, which describe the increase of
a mutual information between feedback controller “y” and the other subsystem “x”. One
can explicitly verify this statement by comparing İY from [96] with ly defined here in
(3.22).
Similarly, for the steady state, where ly = hx holds, we obtain

ly = hx = I[xt:yt]− I[xt+dt:yt]
dt . (3.26)
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This expression has been used in [59], where I[xt+dt:yt] has been considered as “predictive
power” of subsystem “y” about subsystem “x”. Moreover the difference I[xt:yt]−I[xt+dt:yt]
has been called “(useless) nostalgia”. Here it should be stressed that in [59] an erasure
process without feedback was assumed. We will later see in chapter 4 that the learning rate
ly can also be used to describe the sensory performance of a sensor “y” that is influenced
by a signal “x” in the absence of feedback, which is a different physical scenario.

3.3 Transfer entropy in bipartite systems
3.3.1 Causal influence between two random processes
The transfer entropy is a information theoretical measure that has been proposed to detect
causal dependencies between two random processes [121]. It is particularly important for
the relation between information and thermodynamics for causal networks [67], feedback-
driven systems [65] and computation [122, 123]. The transfer entropy from subsystem “x”
to subsystem “y” is defined by [121]

Tx→y ≡
H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[yt+dt|yt0, xt0]

dt = H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[yt+dt|xt, yt]
dt , (3.27)

where yt0 denotes the history of visited states of subsystem “y” along the time interval
[0, t]. The second equality in (3.27) follows from the Markov property of the full process.
For simplicity we assume here and in the following t → ∞, i.e., the system is in the
stationary state at time t. From the definition of the transfer entropy one can verify
that Tx→y is nonzero if and only if variable y is influenced by variable x. For example
if variable y were not affected by x both conditional entropies would become equal, i.e.,
H[yt+dt|yt0] = H[yt+dt|yt0, xt0] leading to a vanishing transfer entropy (Tx→y = 0). This
sensitivity for causal influence “x → y” is important to distinguish a driven system from
a feedback-driven system. If subsystem “x” were just driven by subsystem “y”, then σx
could not be negative as in the scenario of Maxwell’s demon. The following discussion
clarifies this issue.
Using (3.27) the transfer entropy can be written as

Tx→y = H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[yt+dt|xt, yt0]
dt = I[yt+dt:xt|yt0]

dt = H[xt|yt0]−H[xt|, yt+dt
0 ]

dt , (3.28)

where we have used H[yt+dt|xt, yt] = H[yt+dt|xt, yt0] in the first step. The second step
shows the transfer entropy rate as a mutual information (3.7) that underlines its positivity
Tx→y ≥ 0. The last step formally relates the transfer entropy to the learning rate (3.20).
The difference between the transfer entropy and the learning rate is that the transfer
entropy accounts for the entropy reduction due to the full time history instead of the
instantaneous state. Specifically, the formal replacement ly → Tx→y by comparing (3.20)
and (3.28) reads yt → yt0 and yt+dt → yt+dt

0 , which is also illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Most
remarkably, one can show that

ly ≤ Tx→y, (3.29)
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x0 xdt · · · xt−dt xt xt+dt

y0 ydt · · · yt−dt yt yt+dt

Tx→y
ly

Figure 3.5| Illustration of transfer entropy Tx→y and learning rate ly. Bayesian network
representation from [67, 124], where arrows demonstrate their causal relations, for example
xt+dt and yt+dt evolves from xt, yt independently, which is due to the bipartite structure.
The learning rate ly accounts for the reduction of uncertainty due to the instantaneous
state (dashed green box) and the transfer entropy Tx→y accounts for the reduction of
uncertainty due to the full time history (blue shaded region).

see [41] or Sec. 3.A for a proof, which requires further preparations. This relation (3.29)
constitutes one of the main results of this thesis, which states that the full time history of
subsystem “y” learns more about subsystem “x” than its memoryless instantaneous state.
This was shown for the first time in [41] and provides an important link between bipartite
systems, which interact autonomically, and feedback-driven engines. For instance using
(3.24) and (3.29) yields −σx ≤ ly ≤ Tx→y. From the relation one can immediately see that
−σx ≤ Tx→y implying a negative entropy production σx in the medium due to subsystem
“x”, or equivalently −σx > 0 requires a nonzero transfer entropy (Tx→y > 0). On the
other hand a vanishing transfer entropy Tx→y = 0 implies that subsystem “y” just drives
subsystem “x” without any feedback, which in turn implies σx ≥ 0, as mentioned at the
end of the previous paragraph.
In feedback-driven engines the transfer entropy is useful if the state of a system is

controlled by using repeated correlated measurements. To my knowledge, the first ap-
pearances of transfer entropy in the context of feedback-driven engines can be found in
[56, 62], although the quantity was not used under this term. Shortly afterward, fluctua-
tion theorems for feedback-driven engines involving transfer entropy, explicitly, have been
found that account for correlations between repeated measurements in a more general con-
text [65]. In [67] one can find a powerful framework called “information thermodynamics
on causal networks”, which amongst other things, discusses bipartite colloidal systems.
Interestingly, it has been found that repeated measurements show a phase transition,
where above a critical measurement error the history of measurements allows to extract
more information than just the current measurement outcome [86, 89]. The reason why
the transfer entropy appears now for bipartite systems is that these systems consist of
two parts, which continuously interact with one another. These interactions introduce
time correlations that can be seen as correlated measurements of each subsystem, which
are immediately fed back to the other subsystem.
Summarizing, the relation (3.29) advances the field in the following way. With the

thermodynamic learning rate that obeys (3.24) we can now relate the transfer entropy to
a thermodynamic consistent quantity quantifying the performance of a feedback device.
Information theoretic efficiencies that involve transfer entropy and thermodynamic costs
(e.g., −σx/Tx→y) can underestimate the thermodynamic efficiency (−σx/σy), where we
assume −σx to be positive. We will return to this point, explicitly, when discussing the
examples in Sec. 3.4.
Similar to Eq. (3.27) the transfer entropy rate from subsystem “y” to subsystem “x”
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can be written as

Ty→x ≡
H[xt+dt|xt0]−H[xt+dt|xt0, yt0]

dt = H[xt+dt|xt0]−H[xt+dt|xt, yt]
dt . (3.30)

At this point it should be noted that determining the transfer entropy, explicitly, is
generally difficult, since no closed analytical formula is known. An exception can be found
for simple linear systems, see, e.g., [88]. The reason why the transfer entropy introduces
such difficulties is the conditional Shannon entropy that involves the full time history of
the coarse grained process xt0 or yt0, which concerns H[xt+dt|xt0] from (3.30) and H[yt+dt|yt0]
from (3.27). Fortunately, as we show in the following subsection one can find an analytical
bound of the transfer entropy, which can be quite useful in particular if the dynamics of the
two subsystems obey a certain time scale separation. We explain the numerical method to
determine the transfer entropy by using random matrices to Appendix 3.B, which involves
Shannon entropy rates that are explained shortly (subsection 3.3.3).

3.3.2 Analytic upper bound on transfer entropy rate
One important feature of Shannon entropy is that conditioning reduces entropy, i.e.,
H[yt+dt|yt] ≥ H[yt+dt|yt0] holds [36], see also [92, 93]. Based on this inequality one can
define the upper bound on the transfer entropy

Tx→y ≡
H[yt+dt|yt]−H[yt+dt|xt, yt]

dt ≥ H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[yt+dt|xt, yt]
dt = Tx→y, (3.31)

where we have identified the transfer entropy (3.27) in the last step. In other words,
the upper bound Tx→y overestimates the randomness of the coarse-grained y-process.
Inserting Eq. (3.21) and

P(yt+dt = y′|yt = y) = wyy′dt+ O(dt)2 for y 6= y′, (3.32)

where the coarse-grained transition rates are given by

wyy′ ≡
∑

x

P (x|y)wxyy′ (3.33)

into (3.31) yields

Tx→y =
∑

x,y,y′

y 6=y′

P (x, y)wxyy′ ln
wxyy′

wyy′
. (3.34)

Therefore, the upper bound Tx→y on the transfer entropy rate Tx→y can be written in
terms of the stationary distribution P (x, y) and the transition rates wxyy′ .
There are three important properties, that Tx→y adopts from Tx→y. First, its sensitivity

for causal influence “x→ y”. The bound of the transfer entropy is zero (Tx→y = 0) if and
only if wxyy′ = wyy′ , i.e., subsystem “y” is completely unaffected by subsystem “x”. This
can be shown by using log-sum-inequality [36]. Second, the relation ly ≤ Tx→y, which is
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weaker than (3.29) but much simpler to show. For example, using (3.22) and (3.34) one
obtains

Tx→y − ly =
∑

x,y,y′

y 6=y′

P (x, y)wxyy′ ln
P (x|y)wxyy′
P (x|y′)wyy′

≥ 0, (3.35)

where the last inequality follows from log-sum-inequality (summation over variable x)
and Eq. (3.33). This inequality (Tx→y − ly ≥ 0 has been shown in [57] for two coupled
Brownian particles. Third, we expect Tx→y ' Tx→y if subsystem “x” evolves on a much
faster time scale than subsystem “y” (wxx′y � wxyy′). In this case the coarse-grained y-
process becomes approximately Markovian, since on the time scale of subsystem “y” the
x-process effectively visits all its possible states resulting in a dynamic that is governed
by transition rates (3.33), i.e., H[yt+dt|yt] ' H[yt+dt|yt0]. Examples that underline this
statement can be found in [93] and Fig. 3.10 from Sec. 3.4.4.
Similarly, with

wxx
′ ≡

∑

y

P (y|x)wxx′y (3.36)

we obtain

Ty→x =
∑

x,x′,y
x 6=x′

P (x, y)wxx′y ln
wxx

′
y

wxx
′ , (3.37)

which satisfies Ty→x ≥ Ty→x.

3.3.3 Rate of mutual information and Shannon entropy rates
Even though we have now found important bounds on the transfer entropy, ly ≤ Tx→y ≤
Tx→y, the transfer entropy Tx→y can still be hard to determine, numerically. There are
some recent advances involving the rate of mutual information [92, 93] and random ma-
trices that can be applied here to numerically calculate the transfer entropy.
The rate of mutual information between two random processes xt0 and yt0 is defined by

İ ≡ lim
t→∞

I[xt0:yt0]
t

= lim
t→∞

(
H[xt0]
t

+ H[yt0]
t
− H[xt0, yt0]

t

)
(3.38)

and quantifies the mutual information between two processes per time interval in the long
time limit (t→∞). For notational convenience we assume from now on for all expressions
involving time t the limit t→∞, without explicitly displaying “limt→∞”. Using the chain
rule for probabilities we obtain [36, 92, 93]

İ = H[xt+dt|xt0] +H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[xt+dt, yt+dt|xt, yt]
dt , (3.39)

where we have used the Markov property of the full process H[xt+dt, yt+dt|xt0, yt0] =
H[xt+dt, yt+dt|xt, yt]. The rate of mutual information is symmetric with respect to sub-
system “x” and “y”, i.e., exchanging xt0 ↔ yt0 does not vary İ. Therefore, İ does not
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distinguish between correlations that result from subsystem “x” influencing subsystem
“y” and correlations that result from subsystem “y” influencing subsystem “x”. For bi-
partite processes, however, it is possible to split the rate of mutual information in two
such contributions.
To see this we use (3.21) to verify the relation

P(xt+dt = x′, yt+dt = y′|xt = x, yt = y)
= P(xt+dt = x′|xt = x, yt = y)P(yt+dt = y′|xt = x, yt = y) + O(dt)2, (3.40)

i.e., H[xt+dt, yt+dt|xt, yt] = H[xt+dt|xt, yt] +H[yt+dt|xt, yt] + O(dt)2. With this finding one
can rewrite the rate of mutual information as follows [41]

İ = H[xt+dt|xt0] +H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[xt+dt|xt, yt]−H[yt+dt|xt, yt]
dt

= Tx→y + Ty→x. (3.41)

From the first to the second line we have identified the transfer entropy rates (3.27) and
(3.30). Therefore, we can separate the correlations between two coarse-grained processes
xt0 and yt0 into two causal contributions “x→ y” and “y→ x”.
There are discrete time methods for calculating Shannon entropy rates, which can be

identified by the individual terms in the numerator of Eq. (3.39). The discrete time
Shannon entropy rate of the full process reads [36]

Hx,y(dt) ≡ H[xt+dt, yt+dt|xt0, yt0] = H[xt+dt|xt, yt] +H[yt+dt|xt, yt] + O(dt)2

= −
∑

x,x′,y
x6=x′

P (x, y)dtwxyy′
[

ln(dtwxx′y )−1
]
−
∑

x,y,y′

y 6=y′

P (x, y)dtwxyy′
[

ln(dtwxyy′)−1
]
+O(dt)2.

(3.42)

One can associate the logarithm terms ln(dtwxx′y ) and ln(dtwxyy′) with jump events of
variable x and y, respectively. The remaining terms that represent “−1” in the first and
second bracket arise from remaining in state (x, y) for time dt, where we used that (1 −
dtΣ) ln(1−dtΣ) = −dtΣ+O(dt)2 holds. For dt→ 0 one can verify thatHx,y(dt)/dt→∞.
The Shannon entropy rate for the continuous time process [93, 125, 126] can formally be
obtained by setting dt = 1 in the leading term of (3.42)

Hx,y = −
∑

x,x′,y
x 6=x′

P (x, y)wxx′y

(
lnwxx′y − 1

)
−
∑

x,y,y′

y 6=y′

P (x, y)wxyy′
(

lnwxyy′ − 1
)

≡ H(1)
x,y +H(2)

x,y, (3.43)

where we have identified H(1)
x,y as the first sum and H(2)

x,y as the second sum. See Appendix
3.B for a more detailed derivation.
Similarly, from the coarse-grained Shannon entropy rates

Hx(dt) ≡ H[xt+dt|xt0]
Hy(dt) ≡ H[yt+dt|yt0]

(3.44)
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one can define the continuous time Shannon entropy rates [41, 93]

Hx ≡
1
dt

[
Hx(dt) +

∑

x,x′,y
x 6=x′

P (x, y)dtwxx′y ln dt
]

Hy ≡
1
dt

[
Hy(dt) +

∑

x,y,y′

y 6=y′

P (x, y)dtwxyy′ ln dt
]
.

(3.45)

We show in Appendix 3.B how to calculate these Shannon entropy rates directly in con-
tinuous time [93], see [92, 93, 127–129] for discrete time methods.
With the explicit analytical formula (3.43) as well as the method for calculating (3.45)

presented in Sec. 3.B we are now able to calculate numerically the transfer entropies

Tx→y = Hy −H(2)
x,y,

Ty→x = Hx −H(1)
x,y.

(3.46)

More information on Shannon entropy rates in discrete time can be found in [92, 127–
129], on continuous time Shannon entropy rates for Markovian processes [125, 126], and
more generally, coarse-grained non-Markovian processes, as relevant for Eq. (3.45), can
be found in [93].

3.4 Main results and Examples
3.4.1 Summary of important inequalities
The main results from Eqs. (3.24), (3.29) and (3.31) can be summarized by

−σx ≤ ly ≤



σy,

Tx→y ≤ Tx→y,
(3.47)

which provides a clear interpretation of a Maxwell’s demon system, where subsystem
“x” is measured and controlled by subsystem “y”. Thereby, −σx is the rate at which
subsystem “x” reduces the entropy of the external medium. For example, if there were
no feedback, the second law would imply σx ≥ 0, i.e., −σx could not be positive. With
the learning rate ly we have found a thermodynamically consistent measure for feedback-
driven engines that bounds on the one hand the entropy reduction due to the controlled
system part “x” (−σx ≤ ly) and on the other hand is bounded by the thermodynamic
cost σy of the feedback controller (ly ≤ σy).
The second line of (3.47) involves the transfer entropy, which is a conditional mutual

information between feedback controller “y” and system Tx→y = I[xt:yt+dt|yt0]/dt (note
that Tx→y = I[xt:yt+dt|yt]/dt). The transfer entropy accounts for correlations between
current “measurement” yt+dt and “measurements” in the past yt0. For bipartite systems
the transfer entropy can be considered as the tightest bound of −σx involving a mutual
information term as discussed in [54–56, 58, 60–65, 71–77, 86] for feedback systems, where
[56, 62, 65, 67, 86] consider a transfer entropy term. However, no relation can be found
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Figure 3.6| Biased random walk. (a) Random walk without feedback. (b) Random walk
with feedback, where a barrier (shown in red) hinders the particle to pass. The feedback
mechanism, which moves the barriers dependent on the position of the particle, allows to
create a mean velocity upwards.

between the transfer entropy rate Tx→y and the thermodynamic cost of the feedback device
σy.
Summarizing, the learning rate ly is the tightest bound on −σx. In contrast to the

transfer entropy, the learning rate allows for a fully thermodynamic consistent view on
each part of a bipartite system, since −σx ≤ ly and ly ≤ σy hold. From a technical point
of view one should note that the learning rate ly and Tx→y are generally much simpler to
calculate than the full transfer entropy rate Tx→y. In the following, we illustrate our main
results.

3.4.2 Biased random walk with stochastic feedback control
For our examples we consider the easiest conceivable system, which is related to the
experiment from [27]. As shown in Fig. 3.6(a) we consider a simple biased random walk
in a staircase-like potential. The “potential” arises from a load force g > 0 pointing to
the left, such that one step to the right (left) delivers an amount of g (−g) work, where
we have set T ≡ 1 for the examples. This load force implies that the rate for jumping
up the potential (ωe−g/2) is smaller than the rate for jumping down the potential (ωeg/2),
i.e., without any feedback the particle will move with mean velocity ω(eg/2− e−g/2) down
the potential (to the left) while dissipating potential energy.
We now introduce barriers behind every second step as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(b), which

cannot be passed by the particle. The goal of the feedback mechanism is to alter the
barrier positions according to the particle position. For example, as illustrated in Fig.
3.6(b), if the particle is particle at position “3” (odd numbered), the barriers will have to
be shifted to an odd numbered position (see thick dashed arrow), such that the barrier is
behind the particle to block the motion downwards.
Labeling the particle position by “even” and “odd” according to its position, one obtains

four possible states that determine the particle position and barrier position, where each
position can be either “odd” or “even”. In Fig. 3.7 all four possible states are shown,
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Figure 3.7| All four possible configurations for the feedback-driven system from Fig.
3.6(b). State II and state III is shown in 3.6(b). From left to right the particle jumps up
the potential along transition form state I to state II and from state III to state IV. The
thick dashed green arrow points along the “up” direction, which is used in Fig. 3.8.

which have labels I,II, III and IV, where states II and III are displayed in Fig. 3.6(b).
Along transitions I→ II and III→ IV the particle moves one step up the potential, where
in each transition an amount of work g is delivered from the system. A transition between
states I and II as well as between states IV and I changes the barrier positions without
altering the particle position (blue circle). Along a full cycle I → II → III → IV → I
the particle has moved up two steps in potential (one period), which corresponds to a
delivered work W out

cycle ≡ 2g.
The dynamics of the feedback mechanism that changes the positions of the barriers

is assumed to underlie the same thermodynamic rules as the particle performing the
random walk in the tilted potential. More precisely, if the system is in state II the barrier
position alter with a rate γ(1 − ε), whereas the reverse transition from state III occurs
with a rate γε. This corresponds mathematically to barrier change with constant rate
γ, where ε can be interpreted as the probability of an erroneous action, which can be a
switch from state III to state II or no change of the barriers in state II. Physically, we
assume an “odd” particle position forces the barriers to an “odd” position with a “force”
f fb

+ = [ln(1− ε)/ε], whereas an “even” particle position forces the barriers in the opposite
direction f fb

− = −f fb
+ , see Fig. 3.8. The feedback feedback force f fb

± = ± ln[(1− ε)/ε] can
stem from a mechanical or chemical force. Along the full cycle I→ II→ III→ IV→ I the
feedback mechanism introduces two barrier switches along this force, which corresponds
to a invested work W in

cycle = f fb
+ − f fb

− = 2 ln[(1− ε)/ε], where W out
cycle = 2g is the extracted

work due to particle jumps. A biased motion towards the “up” direction, see Figs. 3.7 and
3.8, requires the error ε to be small enough ε < 1/(1+eg) < 1/2 such that W out

cycle < W in
cycle

holds.

3.4.3 Bipartite four state system
In the following we discuss our main results from (3.47) for the four state system from
Fig. 3.8, which we have derived in the previous subsection. We assume a feedback-driven
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Figure 3.8| Biased random with feedback controller from Fig. 3.6 as bipartite system.
Transitions of the particle are shown as solid blue arrows and transitions barrier position
by dashed red arrows. A particle leaves state I or III performs a jump upwards the
potential, see thick dashed green arrow labeled by “up”.

engine, which corresponds to g > 0 and ε < 1/(1 + eg). Calculating the steady state
probabilities Pz of states z = I, II, III, IV yield

PI = PIII = γ(1− ε) + ωeg/2
2γ + 2ω(eg/2 + e−g/2) and PII = PIV = γε+ ωe−g/2

2γ + 2ω(eg/2 + e−g/2) , (3.48)

where states I and III are more probable than state II and IV, i.e., PI = PIII ≥ PII = PIV.
Moreover the steady state current in “up” direction

Jup = PIωe−g/2 − PIIωeg/2 = γ

2

[
(1− ε)ωe−g/2 − εωeg/2
γ + ω(eg/2 + e−g/2)

]
, (3.49)

quantifies the average rate for completing a cycle I → II → III → IV → I which corre-
sponds to two steps of the particle in the staircase potential from Fig. 3.7. Note that
g > 0 and ε < 1/(1 + eg) implies Jup > 0.
The thermodynamic entropy production rates in the medium due to the subsystems

read

σx = −2Jupg and σy = 2Jup ln 1− ε
ε

, (3.50)

where −σx ≡ Ẇ out is the delivered work (power) by the particle and σy ≡ Ẇ in the
consumed work (power) by the feedback mechanism. The standard second law

σ = σx + σy = 2Jup

(
ln 1− ε

ε
− g

)
≥ 0, (3.51)

implies Ẇ in ≥ Ẇ out. The learning rate is given by

ly = hx = Jup ln PIPIII

PIIPIV
= 2Jup ln

[
γ(1− ε) + ωeg/2
γε+ ωe−g/2

]
(3.52)
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Figure 3.9| Performance of four state system from Fig. 3.8. (a) No time scale separation
ω = γ = 1. (b) Feedback controller faster than system dynamics γ � ω (γ = 10 and
ω = 1). Parameters: Potential step g = 1, hopping frequency of particle ω = 1 and
feedback rate (a) γ = 1, (b) γ = 10. Each value of the transfer entropy rate Tx→y is
estimated from a single trajectory with N = 108 jump events.

and quantifies the reduction of uncertainty of subsystem “x” due to the dynamics of
subsystem “y”. The learning rate is positive since the feedback mechanism drives the
system to states I and III, implying PIPIII > PIIPIV. The upper bound on the transfer
entropy rate is

Tx→y = 2PIγε ln γε

wy
+ 2PIIγ(1− ε) ln γ(1− ε)

wy
, (3.53)

where wy = 2PIγε + 2PIIγ(1 − ε). An analytical expression for the transfer entropy
rate Tx→y is not known but can be calculated with the numerical method explained in
Appendix 3.B.
In figure 3.9 we show different bounds on the extracted work −σx from our main

result (3.47). We confirm the learning rate ly to be the tightest bound on −σx, which also
vanishes at equilibrium εeq = 1/(1+eg) ' 0.27. Most remarkably, there is a clear crossing
between the transfer entropy Tx→y and the invested work from the feedback controller σy.
The transfer entropy rate Tx→y is nonzero even at equilibrium εeq = 1/(1 + eg) ' 0.27
and remains finite for infinite driving (ε → 0), where σy diverges. In Fig. 3.9(a) we find
Tx→y ' Tx→y even for γ = ω = 1, which we generally expect for slow feedback dynamics
“γ � ω” as mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2. The following subsection will briefly discuss the
limit γ � ω in more detail.

3.4.4 Four state system with time scale separation
In the following we consider the system from Fig. 3.8 in the slow feedback regime, where
γ � ω. All approximations “≈” are exact “=” for the limit ω →∞. For the upper bound
on the transfer entropy rate (3.53) we obtain

Tx→y ≈ γε
eg

1 + eg ln
[
ε(eg + 1)
εeg + 1− ε

]
+γ(1−ε) 1

1 + eg ln
[

(1− ε)(eg + 1)
εeg + 1− ε

]
≡ T ∞x→y. (3.54)
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Figure 3.10| Time scale separation γ � ω implies Tx→y ≈ Tx→y, where T ∞x→y is the
transfer entropy in the limit ω → ∞ from (3.54). Model from Fig. 3.8 with parameters
γ = 1, ε = 0.15 and g = 1. Each value of the transfer entropy Tx→y is estimated from a
single trajectory with N = 108 jump events.
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Figure 3.11| Transfer entropy versus thermodynamic cost in the slow feedback regime
“γ � ω”. Parameters: γ = g = 1 and formally ω =∞. The transfer entropy is calculated
from (3.54).

A slow y-process cannot track a much faster x-process, which effectively, renders the slow
y-process Markovian for any relevant “slow” time scale γ−1, which leads to Tx→y ≈ Tx→y
as discussed in Sec. 3.3.2. We confirm in Fig. 3.10 that the transfer entropy rate Tx→y
indeed approaches its upper bound Tx→y for ω →∞ (happens also for γ → 0). Moreover,
the learning rate of the feedback controller from (3.52) becomes ly ≈ −σx.
We now discuss the two remaining inequalities involving the second law −σx ≤ σy and

transfer entropy −σx ≤ Tx→y, which are equivalent to σx + σy ≥ and σx + Tx→y ≥ 0,
respectively. Fig. 3.11 shows both inequalities, which saturate at two different values
of the feedback error εinf = 1/(1 + e2g) ' 0.12 and εeq = 1/(1 + eg) ' 0.27. Note
ε ≤ εeq corresponds to the feedback-driven case. The full engine reaches highest efficiency
−σx/σy ≤ 1 for ε→ εeq, whereas −σx/Tx→y vanishes and, therefore does not characterize
the efficiency of a feedback-driven engine.
Such an effect has, firstly, been found in [74], where an information-driven engine was

compared with a molecular motor with the same kinetics, i.e., two different physical
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systems with same dynamics. Here we can identify the same discrepancy for a single
system, where the positive rate σx + Tx→y ≥ 0 is analogous to the “entropy production a
information-driven engine” from [74], and the entropy production σx + σy ≥ 0, which are
not related as illustrated in Fig. 3.11.

3.4.5 Further related research
The results presented in this chapter reveal further similarities with the following research.
Refs. [108] contain a model, where the entropy of a tape can be changed while extract-
ing (or delivering work) from (or to) a work reservoir. For example, one can “extract
work” from a single heat bath while increasing the entropy of the tape. Among a series
of inequalities [68] the Shannon entropy difference between initial and final tape configu-
ration provides the tightest bound on the work that can be extracted in such a process.
Conversely, thermodynamic cost to restore the initial state of that tape are higher than
the amount of work that has been extracted in the randomization process, see [68] for a
detailed discussion. More studies in this this field involving “information reservoirs” can
be found in [68, 108–118].
For causal networks the transfer entropy has been shown to be useful to detect causal

dependencies in feedback-driven engines [67], which amongst other things, involves a quite
general integral fluctuation theorem involving the transfer entropy and entropy reduction
in the medium. Furthermore, a so-called time reversed transfer entropy rate has been
investigated for thermodynamics and gambling [130–132]. We postpone further discussion
on transfer entropy and biological systems to the following chapter.
Moreover, it turned out that the learning rate and the rate of dissipation vanish if

a feedback-system approaches equilibrium. This feature has just recently been used to
derive a linear response theory for information-driven engines [133]. A generalization
of this framework from bipartite to multipartite systems, which contain more than two
system parts can be found in [134]. Further, refined studies [135, 136] consider individ-
ual transitions rather than different parts of a system; a concrete example involves the
thermodynamics of resetting [137]. Further studies on continuously interacting systems
considering the same quantities from Fig. 3.9 can be found in [88, 96, 138–140]. We note
that the learning rate discussed in this chapter has been used under the term information
flow in, for instance, [57, 88, 96, 134, 138], which also involve processes of continuous
valued variables.
An instruction to calculate the analytical expressions for the the quantities showing

up in (3.47) for continuous valued processes with a Fokker-Planck dynamics is presented
in [120], see also Appendix 3.C. Finally, the first experimental test of the first line of
our main result (3.47) is presented in [52], where a feedback-driven refrigerator has been
realized with two single electron boxes that are capacitively coupled.

3.5 Conclusion
For two continuously interacting systems we have derived a set of inequalities (3.47) that
can be used to characterize the performance of feedback-driven engines. This framework
of stochastic thermodynamics of bipartite systems allows for a particular transparent
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interpretation of a Maxwell’s demon, where thermodynamic cost involving the feedback
controller (demon) are fully accessible. The rate at which the controlled subsystem reduces
the entropy in the medium −σx is shown to be bounded by the learning rate of the
feedback controller ly, which in turn is bounded by the thermodynamic cost to maintain
the feedback σy. Among a second information theoretic quantity, the transfer entropy
Tx→y, the learning rate ly is shown to be the tightest bound on −σx.
Using a simple four state system we could show that the transfer entropy is not bounded

by the thermodynamic cost to maintain the feedback, which can explicitly deduced from
the crossing between Tx→y and σy in Fig. 3.9. This feature has allowed us to show
that the transfer entropy is not a thermodynamic consistent quantity to characterize the
performance of a feedback-driven systems. For example, the transfer entropy accounts
for memorizing the time history of the feedback controller, which can only be physically
realized if one adds an additional “memory”. We will show in the following chapter
on cellular information processing that the addition of a memory is accompanied with
thermodynamic costs.
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Appendices to chapter 3

3.A Transfer entropy versus learning rate
In this Appendix we prove ly ≤ Tx→y, which is (3.29).

3.A.1 Rewriting transfer entropy rate
After a sufficiently long time t (t → ∞) the conditional Shannon entropy H[xt|yt0] sat-
urates to a constant value, i.e., d

dtH[xt|yt0] = 0. Now calculating the time derivative
yields

d
dtH[xt|yt0] ≡ H[xt+dt|yt+dt

0 ]−H[xt|yt0]
dt

= H[xt+dt|yt0]−H[xt|yt0]
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡Rx→y

+ H[xt|yt+dt
0 ]−H[xt|yt0]

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−Tx→y

= 0. (3.55)

From the first to the second line we have used the bipartite property (xt and yt cannot
change simultaneously), which allows us to apply the chain rule for the time derivative.
Furthermore, we have defined the first term by Rx→y and identified the second term by
−Tx→y using (3.28). Thereby, Rx→y is a randomness function which equals precisely Tx→y
in the steady state, which is analogous to d

dtH[xt|yt] = hx − ly = 0 from Sec. 3.2.4.
Using (3.5) we can write

Rx→y = H[xt+dt|yt0]−H[xt|yt0]
dt = 1

dt

〈
ln P(xt|yt0)
P(xt+dt|yt0)

〉
. (3.56)

3.A.2 Finishing the proof
We will now show Tx→y = Rx→y ≥ hx = ly. Specifically, we will prove (3.29) by showing
σx + Rx→y ≥ σx + hx. We begin by rewriting σx from (3.11) as follows. We define the
fixed function

W (x′|x, y) ≡ P(xt+dt = x′|xt = x, yt = y), (3.57)

where (3.21) is satisfied for x 6= x′, which states W (x′|x, y) = wxx
′

y dt+ O(dt)2 for x 6= x′.
Moreover, normalization of W implies ∑x′W (x′|x, y) = 1. Note that (3.57) is equivalent
to W (xt+dt|xt, yt) = P(xt+dt|xt, yt), whereas in general W (xt|xt+dt, yt) 6= P(xt|xt+dt, yt).
Using (3.57) we find

σx =
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′y ln
wxx

′
y

wx′xy
= 1

dt

〈
ln W (xt+dt|xt, yt)
W (xt|xt+dt, yt)

〉
. (3.58)
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In order to see this one has to use (3.21) and to verify that for dt → 0 all terms related
to xt+dt = xt (“x = x′”) cancel out.
With this result we are able to show

σx + Tx→y = σx +Rx→y = 1
dt

〈
ln W (xt+dt|xt, yt)P(xt|yt0)
W (xt|xt+dt, yt)P(xt+dt|yt0)

〉

= 1
dt

〈
ln W (xt+dt|xt, yt)P(xt, yt0)
W (xt|xt+dt, yt)P(xt+dt, yt0)

〉

= 1
dt

〈
ln P(xt+dt, xt, y

t
0)

W (xt|xt+dt, yt)P(xt+dt, yt0)

〉
. (3.59)

Since the numerator contains the weight P(xt+dt, xt, y
t
0) associated with 〈· · · 〉 we are able

to apply the log-sum-inequality [36] by integrating out yt−dt
0 , which leads to

σx + Tx→y ≥
〈

ln P(xt+dt, xt, yt)
W (xt|xt+dt, yt)P(xt+dt, yt)

〉
=
〈

ln W (xt+dt|xt, yt)P(xt, yt)
W (xt|xt+dt, yt)P(xt+dt, yt)

〉

=
∑

x,x′,y
x 6=x′

P (x, y)wxx′y ln
P (x, y)wxx′y

P (x, y)wx′xy
= σx + hx = σx + ly. (3.60)

From the first to the second line we have used (3.21) and P(xt, yt) = P (xt, yt) as well
as P(xt+dt, yt) = P (xt+dt, yt) + O(dt), where P (x, y) is the steady state probability of
(xt, yt) = (x, y). In the last two steps we have used (3.14) and hx = ly from (3.23), which
completes the proof of (3.29).

3.A.3 Comments on the proof
The presented proof contains the following crucial ideas. First, identifying, Rx→y = Tx→y
in (3.55). Second, using σx as auxiliary quantity to be able to show σx +Rx→y ≥ σx +hx,
where hx = ly. More details about this proof can be seen in [41]. The derivation presented
there is more technical and starts with the discrete time picture, using following notational
changes: dt→ τ and Rx→y → T̂x→y.

3.B Calculating Shannon entropy rates
3.B.1 Path weight and continuous time Shannon entropy rates
The full trajectory of the joint process is denoted by zt0 ≡ (z0, τ0; z1, τ1; . . . ; zN , τN),
where N is the number of jumps along the trajectory and τn denotes the waiting time in
state zn (n = 0, 1, . . . , N), which satisfy τ0 + τ1 + . . .+ τN = t. Note that the sequence of
visited states is z0 → z1 → . . . → zN . The probability of this trajectory zt0 is given by
(e.g., see [18])

P(zt0) = P0(z0)
N−1∏

n=0
wznzn+1

N∏

n=0
exp(−rznτn), (3.61)
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where rz ≡
∑
z′ wzz′ = ∑

x′ w
xx′
y +∑y′ w

x
yy′ is the total rate for leaving the state z = (x, y).

The continuous time Shannon entropy rate then reads [125]

Hz = Hx,y ≡ lim
t→∞

1
t
〈lnP(zt0)〉. (3.62)

The central limit theorem implies that the number of jumps n̂zz′ from state z to state
z satisfy limt→∞ n̂zz′/t = P (z)wzz′ and the total time τ̂z spend in state z satisfies
limt→∞ τ̂z/t = P (z). Identifying the introduced functionals as n̂zz′ = ∑N−1

n=0 δz,znδz,zn+1

and τ̂z = ∑N−1
n=0 δz,znτn from (3.61) and inserting them into (3.62) yields [125]

Hz = −
∑

z,z′
P (z)wzz′ lnwzz′ +

∑

z

P (z)rz, (3.63)

which is equivalent to Eq. (3.43).
Let us now make a comment on two individual contributions of Hz. Since the long

time limit t→∞ renders the initial preparation of the system irrelevant, we consider for
convenience the case Pt(z)|t=0 = P0(z) ≡ P (x)P (y). Using the individual exit rates

r(1)
z = r(1)

x,y ≡
∑

x′|x′ 6=x
wxx

′

y and r(2)
z = r(2)

x,y ≡
∑

y′|y′ 6=y
wxyy′ , (3.64)

which satisfy rz = rx,y = r(1)
x,y + r(2)

x,y, we can write the path weight (3.61) as a product of
two modified path probabilities

P̂yt0(xt0) ≡ P (x)
N−1∏

n=0
xn 6=xn+1

wxnxn+1
yn exp(−r(1)

zn τn) (3.65)

and

P̂xt0(yt0) ≡ P (y)
N−1∏

n=0
yn 6=yn+1

wxnynyn+1 exp(−r(2)
zn τn), (3.66)

such that

P(zt0) = P(xt0, yt0) = P̂yt0(xt0)P̂xt0(yt0). (3.67)

Note that P̂yt0(xt0) contains only transition rates of subsystem “x” (wxx′y ) and P̂xt0(yt0)
contains only transition rates of subsystem “y” (wxyy′).
Let us motivate a short interpretation of the quantity P̂yt0(xt0). Suppose subsystem “x”

were a Markov process with time dependent rates wxx′(t′) ≡ wxx
′

yt′
for jumping from state

x to state x′, which assumes yt′ is a deterministic control parameter that influences the
system labeled by variable x as a function of time t′ (0 ≤ t′ ≤ t). If the assumption of
the previous sentence were true one would interpret P̂yt0(xt0) as the probability of process
xt0 influenced by a time dependent “deterministic” control parameter yt′ with full time
protocol yt0. Similarly, one can interpret P̂xt0(yt0) as the probability of the stochastic process
yt0 influenced by the deterministic parameter xt0.
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n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
xn 1 3 2 1 2 3 1 - -
yn 2 1 2 - - - - - -

zn

(
x0
y0

) (
x1
y0

) (
x2
y0

) (
x2
y1

) (
x3
y1

) (
x4
y1

) (
x5
y1

) (
x6
y1

) (
x6
y2

)

τn τx
0 τx

1 τy
0 − τx

0 − τx
1 τx

2 − τ2 τx
3 τx

4 τx
5 τx

6 − τy
2 τy

2

Table 3.1| Detailed list of visited states of the process illustrated in Fig. 3.12. The full
process zt0 = (z0, τ0; . . . ; zN , τN ) with specific waiting times τn, where n count the number
of transitions accumulated along the trajectory. For completeness: The waiting time for
n = 3 is τ3 = τx

2 − τ2 = τx
2 − τy

0 + τx
0 + τx

1 .

Using (3.65) and (3.64) we obtain [41, 93]

H(1)
x,y ≡ lim

t→∞
1
t
〈ln P̂yt0(xt0)〉 = −

∑

x,x′,y
x 6=x′

P (x, y)wxx′y

(
lnwxx′y − 1

)
(3.68)

Similarly, from (3.66) and (3.64) follows [41, 93]

H(2)
x,y ≡ lim

t→∞
1
t
〈ln P̂xt0(yt0)〉 = −

∑

x,y,y′

y 6=y′

P (x, y)wxyy′
(

lnwxyy′ − 1
)
. (3.69)

Note that Hz = Hx,y = H(1)
x,y +H(2)

x,y holds.

3.B.2 Random matrices and path weight of coarse-grained processes
Our goal is to find an expression for the path weights P(xt0) and P(yt0) of the coarse-
grained processes xt0 and yt0, respectively. Before deriving such an expression we have to
introduce the following notation.
We now label the coarse-grained processes by xt0 = (x0, τ

x
0 ;x1, τ

x
1 ; . . . ;xNx , τ

x
Nx) and

yt0 = (y0, τ
y
0 ; y1, τ

y
1 ; . . . ;xNy , τ

y
Ny), where Nx (Ny) is the total number of jumps of variable

x (y), which satisfies Nx +Ny = N , see Fig. 3.12 for an example trajectory. The x-process
(y-process) visit the states in the following order x0 → x1 → . . . → xNx (y0 → y1 →
. . . → yNy), where the n-th visited state xn (yn) is kept for a waiting time τx

n (τy
n) with

n = 0, 1, . . . Nx (n = 0, 1, . . . Ny). The sum of all waiting times satisfies τx
0 +τx

1 +. . .+τx
Nx =

τy
0 +τy

1 +. . .+τy
Ny = t. Figure 3.12 and table 3.1 shows a sample trajectory, which compares

the coarse-grained processes (xt0 or yt0) with the full process zt0 = (xt0, yt0).
With this notation we write the coarse-grained path weights as matrix products, which

read [93]

P(xt0) =
∥∥∥eτx

Nx Mx(xNx |xNx )Mx(xNx |xNx−1) . . . eτx
1 Mx(x1|x1)Mx(x1|x0)eτx

0 Mx(x0|x0)px(x0)
∥∥∥

1

≡
∥∥∥∥∥e
τx
Nx Mx(xNx |xNx )

[
Nx−1∏

n=0
Mx(xn+1|xn)eτx

nMx(xn|xn)
]
px(x0)

∥∥∥∥∥
1

(3.70)
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τx
0

τx
1

τx
2

τx
3

τx
4

τx
5

τx
6

τy
0

τy
1

τy
2

x

time
1

2

3

0 t

y

time
1

2

0 t

trajectory xt0

trajectory yt0

Figure 3.12| Illustration of coarse-grained processes with possible states x = 1, 2, 3 and
y = 1, 2. The process xt0 (solid blue line) contains here Nx = 6 jumps and the process
yt0 (dashed green line) contains here Ny = 2 jumps. The total number of transition is
N = Nx +Ny. More details can be found in table 3.1.

and

P(yt0) =
∥∥∥eτ

y
Ny My(yNy |yNy )My(yNy |yNy−1) . . . eτ

y
1 My(y1|y1)My(y1|y0)eτ

y
0 My(y0|y0)py(y0)

∥∥∥
1

≡
∥∥∥∥∥∥
eτ

y
Ny My(yNy |yNy )



Ny−1∏

n=0
My(yn+1|yn)eτ

y
nMy(yn|yn)


py(y0)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

, (3.71)

where Mx,Mx are matrices and px,py vectors that will be explained shortly. Furthermore,
‖v‖1 is the sum norm of a vector v, which is also used under the term l1-norm or taxicab
norm. Note that the exponentials in the product represent matrix exponentials.
To explain the remaining quantities that appear in (3.70) and (3.71), we have to intro-

duce the following matrix notation of the master equation (2.6), which is equivalent to

Ṗt(x, y) =
∑

x′,y′
Lxx

′

yy′Pt(x, y), (3.72)

where we have identified

Lxx
′

yy′ =





wx
′x
y if x 6= x′ and y = y′,

wxy′y if x = x′ and y 6= y′,

−∑x̃w
xx̃
y −

∑
ỹ w

x
yỹ if x = x′ and y = y′,

0 otherwise.

(3.73)

Note that Lxxyy = −rx,y = −rz holds. Using the elements Lxx′yy′ , we can define two sets of
matrices Mx(x|x′) and My(y|y′) that appeared in the above expressions (3.70) and (3.71),
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where Mx is a Ωy ×Ωy-matrix and My is a Ωx ×Ωx-matrix with elements defined as

[Mx(x|x′)]yy′ ≡ [My(y|y′)]xx′ ≡ Lxx
′

yy′ . (3.74)

Moreover, px(x) (py(y)) is a vector with Ωy (Ωx) components that are defined by

[px(x)]y ≡ [py(y)]x ≡ P0(x, y), (3.75)

where P0(x, y) is the probability of (x0, y0) = (x, y) at time t = 0 and x ∈ {1, . . . , Ωx}
and y ∈ {1, . . . , Ωy}.
With the definitions (3.74) and (3.75) one can interpret the matrix product from (3.70)

as the partial sum of the full path weight (3.61) over all possible paths yt0. Similarly, the
matrix product in (3.71) represents the full path weight (3.61) integrated over all possible
paths xt0.

3.B.3 Shannon entropy rates of coarse-grained processes
The Shannon entropy rates of the coarse-grained processes read

Hx ≡ lim
t→∞

1
t
〈lnP(xt0)〉,

Hy ≡ lim
t→∞

1
t
〈lnP(yt0)〉.

(3.76)

Using the central limit theorem or more precisely the Shannon-Macmillan-Breiman theo-
rem [141] yields

Hx = lim
t→∞

1
t

lnP(xt0),

Hy = lim
t→∞

1
t

lnP(yt0),
(3.77)

which simplifies the determination of the Shannon entropy rates remarkably. To determine
the Shannon entropy rates Hx and Hy numerically, we just have to generate a single long
trajectory zt0 = (xt0, yt0) evaluate t−1 lnP(xt0) and t−1 lnP(yt0) by using (3.70) and (3.71).
The Shannon entropy rate “reduces” to the determination of the maximum Lyapunov
exponent for the random matrix products (3.70) and (3.71), where the matrices are defined
in (3.74). The transfer entropy rates (3.46) finally read Tx→y = Hy − H(2)

x,y and Ty→x =
Hx − H(1)

x,y, where analytical expressions for H(1)
x,y and H(2)

x,y can be found in Eqs. (3.68)
and (3.69), respectively.
Further numerical details on continuous time Shannon entropy rates can be found

in [93], which involves a trick from [142] to avoid numerical precision problems (note
that T (x) and T (y) therein represents Mx and My from here). More information about
Shannon entropy rates for discrete time processes can be found in [127–129]. References
[125, 126] discusses continuous time Shannon entropy rates for Markov processes.
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3.C Continuous variables
For continuous valued bipartite systems the dynamics will be governed by a Fokker-Planck
equation

ρ̇t(x, y) = −∇ · J t(x, y), (3.78)

where ρt(x, y) is the probability density to find state (x, y) at time t, ∇ ≡ (∂x, ∂y) and
J t(x, y) the current density function. For notational convenience, we consider the steady
state ρ̇t(x, y) = 0 by dropping the subscript t (ρt → ρ, J t → J). The steady state current
reads

J(x, y) ≡
(
Jx(x, y)
Jy(x, y)

)
=
(
µxFx(x, y)ρ(x)−Dx∂xρ(x, y)
µyFy(x, y)ρ(x)−Dy∂yρ(x, y)

)
, (3.79)

where Fi(x, y) is a local force, µi is the mobility and Di the diffusion coefficient of compo-
nent i = x, y. Note that Einstein relation reads Di = Tµi, where Boltzmann’s constant is
set to kB ≡ 1. The bipartite property of the system requires that the diffusion separates
into a “x” part and a “y” part [134], which has already be used, since there is no ∂y in
the first line of (3.79) and no ∂x in the second line of (3.79).
For the Fokker-Planck dynamics, one can deduce [120] (see also [134])

hx =
∫

dx
∫

dy∂xJx(x, y) ln ρ(x, y) = −
∫

dx
∫

dyJx(x, y)∂x ln ρ(x, y),

hy =
∫

dx
∫

dy∂yJy(x, y) ln ρ(x, y) = −
∫

dx
∫

dyJy(x, y)∂y ln ρ(x, y)
(3.80)

from (3.9) and (3.10), where hx + hy = 0. Note that the learning rate satisfies ly =
−hy = hx. Moreover, the entropy production in the medium due to the dynamics of the
subsystems read [120]

σx ≡
1
T

∫
dx
∫

dyJx(x, y)Fx(x, y) =
∫

dx
∫

dyJx(x, y)D−1
x µxFx(x, y)

σy = 1
T

∫
dx
∫

dyJy(x, y)Fy(x, y) =
∫

dx
∫

dyJy(x, y)D−1
y µyFy(x, y),

(3.81)

which obey the second law inequalities for the individual subsystems

σx + hx =
∫

dx
∫

dy Jx(x, y)2

Dxρ(x, y) ≥ 0,

σy + hy =
∫

dx
∫

dy Jy(x, y)2

Dyρ(x, y) ≥ 0;
(3.82)

see also [57] for a similar result, where hx and hy has been termed information flow.
Finally, the upper bound on the transfer entropy reads [120]

Tx→y = Dy

4T 2

∫
dx
∫

dyρ(x, y)
[
Fy(x, y)− F̃y(y)

]2

= Dy

4T 2

∫
dx
∫

dyρ(x, y)
[
Fy(x, y)2 − F̃y(y)2

]
(3.83)
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where

F̃y(y) =
∫

dxFy(x, y)ρ(x|y) ≡
∫

dxFy(x, y) ρ(x, y)
∫

dx′ρ(x′, y) . (3.84)

To show that Tx→y ≥ ly, we first rewrite the learning rate by using (3.10) as

ly =
∫

dx
∫

dy
[
µyFy(x, y)ρ(x, y)−Dyρ(y)∂yρ(x|y)

]
∂y ln ρ(x|y), (3.85)

which can also be used for non-stationary systems [replace ρ(x, y) → ρt(x, y) for the
dynamic case ρ̇t(x, y) 6= 0]. Note we have used the marginal density ρ(y) ≡ ∫

dxρ(x, y)
and ρ(x|y) ≡ ρ(x, y)/ρ(y). From (3.83) and (3.85) we get

Tx→y − ly =
∫

dx
∫

dyρ(x, y)
4Dy





[
µyFy(x, y)− 2Dy

∂yρ(x|y)
ρ(x|y)

]2

− µ2
yF̃y(y)2



 ≥ 0,

(3.86)

where we have used the conditional average
∫

dxρ(x|y)
[
Fy(x, y)− 2Dy

∂yρ(x|y)
ρ(x|y)

]
=
∫

dxρ(x|y)Fy(x, y),= F̃y(y) (3.87)

to identify 4Dy(Tx→y − ly) by the conditional variance of Fy(x, y)− 2Dyρ(x|y)−1∂yρ(x|y)
to obtain the inequality in (3.86).
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4 Cellular information processing in
bipartite systems

In this chapter we show that stochastic thermodynamics of bipartite systems is a power-
ful framework, which can be used beyond the realm of feedback-driven engines discussed
in the previous chapter. Here we consider a different problem: sensing. More precisely,
we assume a stochastic, time dependent external signal, which is measured by a sen-
sor. We show the reduction of uncertainty about an external signal due to the sensor
dynamics characterized by the learning rate is bounded by the thermodynamic cost for
maintaining the sensory network, which allows us to define an efficiency that relates the
acquired information to the thermodynamic costs [119]. Specific models with increasing
complexity inspired by the Escherichia coli sensory network are used to identify the en-
tropy production by the chemical work that is consumed inside the cell and work that is
delivered by the signal. The models involve activation/deactivation of proteins, classical
Monod-Wyman-Changeux models for receptor complexes and/or adaptation mechanisms.
In a complementary part we introduce the sensory capacity from [120]. It is a purely

information theoretic quantity that characterizes the performance of a sensor: the sensory
capacity is maximal if the instantaneous state of the sensor has as much information about
a signal as the whole time history of the sensor state. We show the sensory capacity
can be raised by a memory, where the increase of the sensory capacity characterizes
the performance of the memory. Most importantly, we find a trade-off between sensory
capacity and efficiency. A sensor that reaches the maximal sensory capacity 1 has a
thermodynamic efficiency below 1/2. A cellular two-component network is used as a
physical realization of a sensor, which estimates a fluctuating ligand concentration that
constitutes the signal. We obtain coupled linear Langevin equations that can be solved
analytically.

4.1 Introduction to cellular information processing
Cellular organisms (e.g., bacteria) must sense their fluctuating environment to survive.
They measure concentrations of food or poison to bias their motion along a food gradient
or away from poison, which is known as chemotaxis. A classical example of cells measuring
a ligand concentration via time-averaging can be found in [143]. Our goal is to gain
deeper insight into the thermodynamics of cellular information processing, which has
attracted much interest recently. For example, the role of energy dissipation has been
investigated for E. coli [95] and eukaryotic [144] adaptation, two-component systems
computing an external ligand concentration [94], the switching behavior of flagellar motors
[145], biochemical sensing [92, 146–153] and kinetic proofreading [83, 154–161], see also
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[20, 21, 162, 163] for classical works. In these studies, energy dissipation is characterized
by the thermodynamic entropy production of a isothermal system.
An entropic rate that quantifies the performance of a sensory system and is bounded

by the thermodynamic entropy production through an inequality had not been found in
these previous works. In related work [92], it had been shown that the rate of mutual
information between the time series of an external signal process and an internal sensor
process is not bounded by the thermodynamic entropy production.
Furthermore, the relation between information and thermodynamics has attracted much

interest recently, see, for example, Ref. [46] for a recent review. Most relevant to this
chapter will be the recent advances in stochastic thermodynamics of bipartite systems
[41], which are presented in chapter 3, where we introduced the learning rate. There, the
learning rate is used to quantify the reduction of the Shannon entropy of the system due
to the dynamics of a feedback controller. This entropic rate was studied for the first time
by Allahverdyan et al. [57] for Brownian particles coupled to different heat baths, where
it was interpreted as an information flow. The information flow was calculated from the
time derivative of a time-delayed mutual information. Extensions for the applications of
information flow to bipartite Markov jump processes can be found in [96], see [88, 134,
138] for similar work on feedback-driven engines.
In contrast to feedback-driven engines, where information is converted into useful en-

ergy, a sensor that measures a stochastic signal dissipates energy to obtain information
about the signal. In related work, Still et al. [59] have investigated the minimum energetic
cost to memorize and/or predict a stochastic driving signal. It has been shown that the
difference between memorized information and predictive information is bounded by the
dissipated energy.
In this chapter we show the learning rate we have introduced for feedback-driven system

can be used to characterize the performance of a sensor measuring a stochastic time
dependent signal. Thereby, the learning rate quantifies the reduction of uncertainty of a
signal due to the dynamics of the sensor dynamics (Sec. 4.2). The fact that the learning
rate is bounded by the dissipation rate of the sensor allows us to define a thermodynamic
efficiency that can be used for biological systems. In Sec. 4.3 we present three sensor
models, which are related to the chemotaxis network of E. coli [19, 164–168], one of
which includes adaptation (see Sec. 4.3.3). For simplicity, we restrict our discussion in
Sec. 4.3 to a stochastic time dependent binary signal, where a ligand concentration jumps
between two values.
In Sec. 4.4 we introduce the sensory capacity, which is a purely information theoretic

quantity that characterize the performance of a sensor. The sensory capacity can formally
be written as the ratio between learning rate and transfer entropy rate, the latter of which
quantifies by how much the time history of the sensor reduces the uncertainty about the
signal. The sensory capacity is generally bounded between 0 and 1. A sensor reaches
the maximal sensor capacity 1 if the instantaneous state of the sensor contains the same
amount of information about the signal as its full time history.
The sensory capacity can be raised with additional physical degrees of freedom that

serve as a memory. Such an increase of the sensory capacity is related to the information
from the time series of the sensor that is stored in the instantaneous state of the memory.
We illustrate our findings with a cellular two-component network, where one degree of
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Figure 4.1| Schematic illustration of E. coli chemotaxis. (a) Run and tumble motion.
(b) Bacteria want to bias their motion along gradients of food concentration (to the left).
The motion to the right is prevented by an increase of the tumbling rate. (c) Central parts
of the signaling network. Food molecules (blue dots) can bind to receptors. Unoccupied
receptors activate the “tumbling proteins” (Y→ Y∗), where an active protein Y∗ can bind
to the flagellar motor to trigger a tumbling event.

freedom represents receptors that directly measure a ligand concentration and a second
internal degree of freedom represents proteins which average the receptor signal over some
time span and constitute the memory [94, 150, 151, 169, 170]. From the two-component
network we derive coupled linear Langevin equations that can be solved analytically. We
find that a sensor that represents an optimal Kalman-Bucy filter maximizes the sensory
capacity.
Remarkably, we find an intriguing trade-off between sensory and thermodynamic effi-

ciency, which is discussed in Sec. 4.6. If a sensor reaches the maximal sensory capacity
1, it will dissipate at least the twice amount of free energy as it learns, i.e., the thermo-
dynamic efficiency must be below 1/2. This trade-off, which holds for arbitrary bipartite
systems, is illustrated for the coupled linear Langevin equations derived from the cellular
two-component network.

4.2 Efficiency of cellular information processing
4.2.1 Processing time dependent signals for bacterial chemotaxis
A beautiful example for cellular information processing is the chemotaxis signaling net-
work of E. coli, which we will now briefly explain; see Fig. 4.1 for a schematic overview.
This signaling network will also play an important role for our examples.
Quite a long time ago the bacteria’s motion, which is characterized by a “run and

tumble walk” was experimentally measured in three dimension by Berg and Brown [171],
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as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a). It has been found that the motion consists of “run” events,
where the bacterium swims in a direction with constant velocity, and “tumble” events
which interrupt the motion. During a tumble event the bacterium chooses randomly a
new direction for the next run. If nutrient resources are limited the cell must find a way
to bias its motion along directions of higher food concentration, see Fig. 4.1(b). In order
to realize this bias, the bacterium has to measure a gradient of the external nutrient
concentration, which is performed by transmembrane receptors. Remarkably, the cell
is too small to detect such a concentration gradient directly. It uses a rather indirect
approach, namely, it monitors the concentration as a function of time while it is swimming.
For example, if the bacterium is heading in the “wrong” direction, the receptors will detect
a decrease of concentration, which then trigger a tumble event earlier. More precisely, as
illustrated Fig. 4.1(c), receptors that are not occupied by a ligand will preferably activate
an internal protein (Y → Y∗), which in turn can bind to the flagellar motor to initiate
a tumble event. This strategy allows the bacterium from Fig. 4.1(b) to shorten its runs
to the right and elongate runs to the left, which lead to a mean bias of its motion along
the food gradient. Summarizing, successful chemotaxis requires to measure an external
time dependent signal (e.g., ligand concentration) by internal degrees of freedom (e.g.,
receptors, proteins).
We will show that such a setup can be studied within the framework of stochastic

thermodynamics of bipartite systems [41, 92, 93], which we have introduced in Sec. 3.
For a sensor measuring a stochastic time dependent signal, we will show that the sensory
performance of the sensor can be characterized by a learning rate quantifying the reduction
of uncertainty of a signal due to the dynamics of the sensor. Remarkably, this learning
rate is positive and bounded by the thermodynamic cost for maintaining the network,
which will allow us to introduce an efficiency that can be used for biological systems.
Three models inspired by the chemotaxis sensory system (Fig. 4.1) are studied in detail.

4.2.2 Bipartite process: Signal and Sensor
We assume a stochastic Markovian signal which constitutes an external process is labeled
by x. The signal is measured by a chemical network denoted by y that represents the
sensor. More precisely, we consider a bipartite Markov process [92, 93] with transition
rates from the discrete state (x, y) to state (x′, y′) given by

wxx
′

yy′ ≡





wxx
′ if x 6= x′ and y = y′,

wxyy′ if x = x′ and y 6= y′,

0 otherwise,
(4.1)

where x, x′ label states of the signal and y, y′ states of the sensor, see Fig. 4.2. The
transition rates are similar to the transition rates from (3.1), where only the first line
differs. The transition rates of the signal wxx′ are assumed not to be affected by the
sensor state y, i.e., there is no feedback from sensor to the signal. Imperative is the
influence of the signal dynamics on the sensor dynamics (wxyy′), which allows the sensor
to establish correlations with the signal. In Fig. 4.3 we show two examples for bipartite
Markov processes generated by the dynamics (4.1) as a function of time t. Thereby,
the sensor process yt (dotted green line) establishes correlations with the signal xt (blue
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signal (Markovian)

sensor

Markovian
bipartite
process

Figure 4.2| General setup. The signal xt fluctuates as function of time t. The the dynamics
of the sensor state yt is influenced by the signal, whereas the sensor does not influence the
signal. The state of the full bipartite system at time t is given by (xt, yt).

(b)

continuous process
xt,yt

time t

(a)

discrete processxt,yt

Figure 4.3| Examples for bipartite Markov processes of signal xt (solid blue line) and sen-
sor yt (dotted green line) from Fig. 4.2. (a) Bipartite process with discrete valued states.
(b) Bipartite process with continuous valued states (Brownian motion). A definition for
a general continuous valued bipartite processes can be found in Sec. 3.C, where a setup
of a signal and sensor process implies here Fx(x, y) ≡ Fx(x).

solid line). Fig. 4.3(b) displays a bipartite Markov process labeled by continuously valued
states, as used in sections 4.4 and 4.6 (see [120, 134] or Appendix 3.C for continuous
valued bipartite processes).
In the long time limit, correlations between the sensor variable y and the signal variable

x can be found in the steady state distribution P (x, y) for state (x, y). Borrowing the
notation from chapter 3, we denote the marginal distributions by P (x) ≡ ∑y P (x, y) and
P (y) ≡ ∑x P (x, y). The conditional probability then reads P (x|y) ≡ P (x, y)/P (y), where
P (x|y) 6= P (x) indicates that the sensor y contains information about the signal, as we
explain in the following paragraph.
The “static” uncertainty of the signal can be quantified by the Shannon entropy H[xt],

which in the steady state is given by (3.3)

H[xt] = −
∑

x

P (x) lnP (x). (4.2)

The goal of the sensor is to reduce this uncertainty of the signal. Specifically, the sensor
state yt reduces the “static” uncertainty of the signal to (3.5)

H[xt|yt] = −
∑

x,y

P (x, y) lnP (x|y) ≤ H[xt]. (4.3)
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measurementH[xt] H[xt|yt]x y

uncertainty
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conditional
uncertainty

Figure 4.4| Information of measurement is characterized by the reduction of uncertainty
I[xt:yt] = H[xt]−H[xt|yt] ≥ 0.

One can interpret this scenario as communication along a noisy channel [35, 36], see
Fig. 4.4 for an illustration. Thereby, the information that yt receives is quantified by the
reduction of uncertainty

I[xt:yt] = H[xt]−H[xt|yt] =
∑

x,y

P (x, y) ln P (x, y)
P (x)P (y) ≥ 0, (4.4)

which is called mutual information [35, 36], see also Eq. (3.6). The mutual information
I[xt:yt] quantifies the correlation between the instantaneous state of the sensor yt and the
instantaneous state of the signal xt.
Such correlations, however, do not come for free. For example, a bipartite system with

dynamics (4.1) and steady state distribution P (x, y) continuously dissipates energy. The
thermodynamic cost for maintaining this network is quantified by the familiar thermody-
namic entropy production [18]

σ = σx + σy ≥ 0, (4.5)

where

σx ≡
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′ ln w
xx′

wx′x
≥ 0 (4.6)

is the contribution due to the signal dynamics and

σy ≡
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

wxyy′

wxy′y
≥ 0 (4.7)

arises from the dynamics of the sensor. In contrast to the feedback-driven case from the
previous chapter, both contributions to the entropy production σx and σy are positive,
which is a direct consequence of (4.1).

4.2.3 Learning rate and thermodynamic efficiency of a sensor
The mutual information (4.4) characterizes the “static” reduction of uncertainty due to
the sensor. To compare the sensory performance of the sensor to the thermodynamic cost,
we are sinterested in an entropic rate that characterizes the performance of the sensor.
Fortunately, we have introduced in Sec. 3.2.4 the learning rate for feedback-driven systems
to characterize the performance of a feedback controller. We show here the learning rate
can also be used to characterize the performance of the sensor, which has nice properties
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that are generally not satisfied for systems discussed in the previous chapter. Let us
repeat the definition of the learning rate from Sec. 3.2.4,

ly ≡
H[xt|yt]−H[xt|yt+dt]

dt =
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

P (x|y′)
P (x|y) , (4.8)

where we have used (3.22) in the final step. As in Sec. 3.2.4 we assume here and in the
following for all expressions with a time difference “dt” in the denominator the limit dt→
0. The learning rate quantifies the reduction of uncertainty due to the dynamics of the
sensor. More precisely, a transition (x, y)→ (x, y′) changes the the conditional stochastic
entropy [6, 8] (see also Sec. 2.2) from s(x|y′) ≡ − lnP (x|y) to s(x|y) ≡ − lnP (x|y′), which
is associated with an entropy change s(x|y′)−s(x|y) = − ln[P (x|y′)/P (x|y)] that is exactly
minus the last logarithmic term in (4.8). Due to the last-named minus sign the term
ln[P (x|y′)/P (x|y)] characterizes the reduction of stochastic entropy along the transition
(x, y) → (x, y′), which in the steady state occurs with the rate P (x, y)wxyy′ . Therefore,
the learning rate can be interpreted as the average reduction of Shannon entropy of the
signal due to the dynamics of the sensor governed by rates wxyy′ .
The directed causal influence xt → yt, i.e., the lack of feedback xt ← yt follows from

the first line of (4.1). One important consequence from the absence of feedback (4.1)
is ly ≥ 0. To show that the learning rate is indeed positive, we recall from (3.23) the
Shannon entropy increase due to the dynamics of the signal “x”

hx = H[xt+dt|yt]−H[xt|yt]
dt =

∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′ ln P (x|y)
P (x′|y) . (4.9)

In the stationary state the conditional Shannon entropy remains constant

d
dtH[xt|yt] = hx − ly = 0, (4.10)

where hx accounts for the randomness that enters from the dynamics of the signal and ly
accounts for the reduction of uncertainty due to the sensor. Using this feature we obtain

ly = hx =
∑

x,x′
P (x)wxx′

∑

y

P (y|x) ln P (y|x)
P (y|x′) ≥ 0, (4.11)

where the second equality follows from d
dtH[xt] = ∑

x,x′ P (x)wxx′ ln[P (x)/P (x′)] = 0,
which has been subtracted from hx; the inequality is a consequence of the log-sum-
inequality [36] for the sum over the variable y.
In the previous chapter we have found the learning rate ly to be bounded by the entropy

production σy of the subsystem “y” that represents the sensor, i.e., ly ≤ σy. If one
integrates out the sensor process the signal process remains a Markov process and, hence,
the entropy production due to transitions of the signal variable is positive (0 ≤ σx), which
is equivalent to σy ≤ σ. Summarizing, we obtain with (4.11)

0 ≤ ly ≤ σy ≤ σ. (4.12)

This chain of inequalities is the main foundation of this section. For a bipartite system
with xt being an external signal process, the rate at which a sensory network yt learns
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about the signal xt is bounded by the thermodynamic entropy production. Therefore,
a sensor must dissipate energy to realize an nonzero learning rate. Using the chain of
inequalities (4.12) we define the thermodynamic efficiency [119]

η ≡ ly
σy
≤ 1. (4.13)

From a technical point of view, it should be noted that if the signal process “x” is an
equilibrium process (σx = 0), which is true for all examples used in this chapter, one
obtains σ = σy and η = ly/σ.
In the following section 4.3, we will discuss three models inspired by the chemotaxis

system of E. coli to show that this framework can be useful to study cellular information
processing. Before discussing the examples we have to introduce a coarse-grained learning
rate that is particularly relevant to the examples presented in Sec. 4.3.2 and Sec. 4.3.3,
which involve a Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model for a receptor [172, 173].

4.2.4 Coarse-grained learning rate
We consider the case where the state of the sensor is characterized by two variables
yt = (y1(t), y2(t)). At signal state x the transition rate from sensor state y ≡ (y1, y2) to
sensor state y′ ≡ (y′1, y′2) is denoted by wxyy′ = wx(y1y2)(y′1y′2). The first component, labeled
by variables y1, y

′
1, learns about the signal with a coarse-grained rate [119, 120]

ly1 =
∑

y1,y2,y′1,x

P (x, y)wx(y1y2)(y′1y′2) ln P (x|y1)
P (x|y′1) , (4.14)

where P (x|y1) ≡ P (x, y1)/P (y1) is a conditional steady state probability with coarse-
grained joint distribution P (x, y1) ≡ ∑

y2 P (x, y) and marginal distribution P (y1) ≡∑
x P (x, y1). Using effective rates for the coarse-grained process

w̃xy1y′1
≡ 1
P (x, y1)

∑

y2,y′2

P (x, y)wx(y1y2)(y′1y′2) (4.15)

for y1 6= y′1 allows us to write the coarse-grained learning rate in a similar form as shown
in Eq. (4.8),

ly1 =
∑

y1,y′1,x

P (x, y1)w̃xy1y′1
ln P (x|y1)
P (x|y′1) . (4.16)

Moreover, the coarse-grained entropy change due to the signal dynamics (4.9) becomes

h(1)
x ≡

∑

x,x′,y1

P (x, y1)wxx′ ln P (x|y1)
P (x′|y1) , (4.17)

where the steady state implies d
dtH[xt|y1(t)] = h(1)

x − ly1 = 0. Remarkably, the coarse
grained learning rate satisfies

ly1 = h(1)
x =

∑

x,x′
P (x)

∑

y1

P (y1|x)wxx′ ln P (y1|x)
P (y1|x′)

≥ 0, (4.18)
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where we have used the stationary state property in the first and second equality [cf.
Eq. (4.11)], and the log-sum-inequality [36] for the sum over variable y1 in the final step.
Comparing the coarse-grained learning rate ly1 from (4.18) with the learning rate ly from
(4.11) we find ly1 ≤ ly, which follows directly from the log-sum-inequality [36]. Therefore,
a subsystem of the sensor learns less about a signal than the full sensor.
Using effective the transition rates from (4.15) one obtains the coarse-grained entropy

production [103]

σ̃y1 ≡
∑

x,y1,y′1

p(x, y1)w̃xy1y′1
ln
w̃xy1y′1

w̃xy′1y1

. (4.19)

The coarse-grained entropy production σ̃y1 is a lower bound on the entropy production
σy. Moreover, we find the coarse-grained entropy production bounds the coarse-grained
learning rate

0 ≤ ly1 ≤ σ̃y1 . (4.20)

The following calculation will show (4.20), which is of particular importance for the models
involving the MWC receptor model discussed in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. First, we find

σy−ly =
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

P (x, y)wxyy′
P (x, y′)wxy′y

≥
∑

x,y1,y′1

P (x, y1)w̃xy1y′1
ln
P (x, y1)w̃xy1y′1

P (x, y′1)w̃xy′1y1

= σ̃y1−ly1 ,

(4.21)

where the first identity is derived from (4.6) and (4.8), while the inequality follows from
the log-sum-inequality over the sum of variables y2, y

′
2 and identifying the rates from

(4.15). The last equality in (4.21) is obtained with (4.16) and (4.19). Second, using the
log-sum-inequality for the sum over variables y1, y

′
1 yields σ̃y1−ly1 ≥ 0, which is equivalent

to the right hand side of (4.20). Moreover, from (4.21) we find σ̃y1 ≤ σy + ly1 − ly ≤ σy,
i.e., the coarse-grained entropy production σ̃y1 systematically underestimates the entropy
production σy as mentioned before.
Summarizing, integrating out variables y = (y1, y2)→ y1 lead to a decrease of the learn-

ing rate and, simultaneously, to a systematic decrease of the apparent entropy production
(ly1 ≤ ly and σ̃y1 ≤ σy).

4.3 Examples systems from E. coli chemotaxis
We use models inspired by the E. coli chemotaxis system (Fig. 4.1) to illustrate our
results from the previous section. The external signal process xt is assumed to be a time
dependent ligand concentration that switches at random with a constant rate γc between
two values c1 and c2, see Fig. 4.5. Using Eq. (4.6) one can easily see that such an external
process formally satisfies σx = 0, i.e., the total entropy production reads σ = σy. We
discuss in the following three sensor models labeled by y.
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Figure 4.5| Signal external ligand concentration that jumps between two values c1 and c2
at a constant rate γc.
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Figure 4.6| Toy Model with four states.

4.3.1 Toy model
We start with a quite simplified model [92] for which inequality (4.12) can be studied,
see Fig. 4.6. The internal state is characterized by a protein CheY, which can either
be in an active state Y∗ or in an inactive state Y. In the E. coli chemotaxis system
from Fig. 4.1(c), for example, tumbling events, which “stop” the motion, are triggered
by proteins in state Y∗. The protein state can be changed by two different reversible
chemical reactions. First, the protein can be activated Y → Y∗ along a phosphorylation
reaction

Y + ATP
κ+−⇀↽−
κ−

Y∗ + ADP, (4.22)

where an adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is turned to an adenosine diphosphate (ADP)
with transition rates κ±. Second, the protein can be deactivated (Y → Y∗) along a
dephosphorylation reaction

Y∗
ν+−⇀↽−
ν−

Y + Pi, (4.23)

through a release of an inorganic phosphate Pi, where ν± are transition rates. Following
both reactions (4.22) and (4.23) along the “+”-direction will not change the state of the
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protein, whereas it hydrolyzes one ATP (ATP→ ADP+Pi) while consuming the chemical
free energy ∆µ ≡ µATP − µADP − µPi ≥ 0, where µs is the chemical potential of species
s = ATP,ADP,Pi. The kinetic rates rates κ± and ν± are inherently coupled to this
non-equilibrium driving force

∆µ = ln κ+ν+

κ−ν−
, (4.24)

which follows from the local detailed balance relation (2.7), where here and for the re-
mainder of the chapter we have set kBT ≡ 1.
The external process is assumed to be an external concentration of ligands which jumps

at random between two extreme values “low” and “high” with a constant rate γc, which
corresponds to c1 � c2 in Fig. 4.5. If the concentration is low, most receptors on the cell
membrane will be empty, which turns the receptors active. Active receptors are assumed
to promote phosphorylation of proteins, where we assume here that only reaction (4.22)
is allowed to change the state of the protein CheY. If on the other side the concentration
is high, most receptors will be occupied by a ligand, and consequently being inactive.
We assume in the case of inactive receptors that proteins can only change their state
via dephosphorylation (4.23), whereas the phosphorylation reaction (4.22) is completely
blocked. This leads to the four state model in Fig. 4.6. Note that a more complete model,
as considered in [92], would allow both chemical reactions to happen at both low and
high concentrations, which would be represented by two additional vertical links for each
state x of the signal in Fig. 4.6. Furthermore, models with more than one CheY protein
as discussed in [94, 120] will be discussed in Sec. 4.5 later.
We denote the state distribution of the states z = 1, 2, 3, 4 from Fig. 4.6 by Pz. The

the stationary current then reads

J+ = P4κ+ − P1κ− = γc

2
κ+ν+ − κ−ν−

(κ+ + κ−)(ν+ + ν−) + γc(κ+ + κ− + ν+ + ν−) , (4.25)

which is the rate of ATP consumption. According to Kirchhoff’s law J+ equals the current
along each of all four edges in clockwise direction from Fig. 4.6. Consequently, the entropy
production (4.5) becomes

σ = J+∆µ. (4.26)

Moreover, the learning rate (4.8) is given by

ly = J+ ln
(
P1P3

P2P4

)
≡ J+f, (4.27)

where f = ln[P1P3/(P2P4)] is bounded by the chemical potential difference ∆µ.
In Fig. 4.7(a) we show the thermodynamic efficiency for the model system from Fig. 4.6.

One can deduce two important limiting scenarios regarding the switching frequency of the
external signal process γc. If the signal process is very slow (γc � κ+, ν+) the protein
will track the signal with highest fidelity f → ∆µ, which corresponds to a adiabatic
switching with maximal efficiency η → 1. A slow signal, however, does not contain much
information, which results in a very low learning rate ly on the left in Fig. 4.7(b). At the
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Figure 4.7| Sensory performance of toy model from Fig. 4.6. (a) Thermodynamic effi-
ciency η = ly/σ. (b) Learning rate ly. Parameters: κ+ = ν+ = e∆µ/2 and κ− = ν− = 1.

other extreme, where the signal switches extremely fast (γc � κ+, ν+), the protein is not
able to track the signal f → 0. In this limit of fast external switching (γc → ∞) both
learning rate ly and efficiency η will vanish.
Between these two limits is an intermediate external switching rate γc = γ∗c (∆µ), where

the learning rate is maximal, see the dashed line in Fig. 4.7. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the
maximum learning rate l∗y(∆µ) ≡ ly(∆µ, γ∗c ) increases with the chemical non-equilibrium
driving force ∆µ, which shows that an increase of the energy consumption systematically
increases the sensory performance. However, the efficiency at maximum power η∗ ≡ l∗y/σ

∗

decreases with the chemical force ∆µ, where η∗(∆µ) ≡ η(∆µ, γ∗c ); see inset of Fig. 4.8.
The efficiency at maximum power approaches 1/2 close to equilibrium, which allows for
an analogy to molecular motors. For example, it is well known for tightly coupled heat
engines [174] and molecular motors [175] that the efficiency at maximum power becomes
1/2 in the linear response regime. In contrast to a molecular motor, where chemical energy
is used to perform mechanical work, a sensor, as discussed here, dissipates energy so that
a protein can learn about an external signal process at a rate ly. A more systematic linear
response theory for bipartite systems involving the learning rate has recently be derived
in [133], where the learning rate has been interpreted as “information flow”.
In this subsection we have shown a model, where the entropy production corresponds

to chemical work that is consumed inside the cell, which arises from an internal ATP
hydrolysis reaction. In the following we show that the work necessary for a non-zero
learning rate can also be delivered by the external process.

4.3.2 Single receptor model
The receptors of E. coli are located on the cell surface allowing external ligands to bind.
The activity of a kinase CheA is influenced by the binding of ligands to the receptor via a
linker protein CheW. If the kinase CheA labeled by variable a = 0, 1 is activated (a = 1),
it acts as an enzyme for the phosphorylation (4.22) of the protein CheY [19], which is
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Figure 4.9| Since receptor model. (a) MWC receptor model with transition rates corre-
sponding to the internal sensor process. (b) Full model including the signal state that
corresponds to concentrations c1 and c2. The dash-dotted blue cycle corresponds to the
only non-vanishing affinity Aext ≡ ln(c2/c1).

responsible for the tumbling motion of the bacterium. We consider an MWC model for
a single receptor, where the external ligand binding indirectly regulates the activity of
the kinase CheA [148, 176]. For convenience, we consider only a single receptor, i.e.,
no cooperative interaction between multiple receptors, which is also another important
feature of the MWC model [173]. It should be noted that an extension to multiple
receptors with cooperative interactions is straightforward.
The single receptor model with four states is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The states of the

receptor are labeled by y = (a, b). The receptor can either be occupied by a ligand, b = 1,
or be empty, b = 0. Moreover, the kinase CheA can be in an active state a = 1 or in
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an inactive state a = 0. The free energy difference between an occupied receptor and an
empty receptor is given by Foccupied − Fempty = ln(Ka/c), where Ka is the dissociation
constant for activity state a = 0, 1 and c is the external ligand concentration. More
precisely, the term lnKa can be associated with the bare free energy between occupied
receptor and empty receptor for kinase state a and the term ln c can be associated with
the chemical potential of the ligand [31]. The free energy difference between active (a = 1)
and inactive (a = 0) state of an empty receptor is denoted by ∆E. Since a conformational
change is assumed to be an equilibrium process the free energy of each internal state (a, b)
can be written as

F (a, b|c) = a∆E − b ln c

Ka

. (4.28)

The specific transition rates wc(a,b)(a′,b′) from Fig. 4.9(a) are chosen to satisfy the local
detailed balance ln[wc(a,b)(a′,b′)/wc(a′,b′)(a,b)] = F (a, b|c) − F (a′, b′|c). Note that the rate
γa sets the time-scale of the conformational change and the rate γb the time-scale of
binding events, where it is assumed that ligand binding and unbinding is faster than
conformational changes of the receptor (γb � γa). It should be noted that the four
state model from Fig. 4.9(a) has a vanishing cycle affinity which follows from being an
equilibrium MWC model.
Let us now add the dynamics of the external signal process, which is a ligand con-

centration that jumps with a rate γc between two values c1 and c2. The full bipartite
system becomes an eight-state model as shown in Fig. 4.9(b). Using the steady state
probability P (c; a, b) of the full state (x; y) = (c; a, b) and Schnakenberg’s formula [39]
allows us to write the entropy production as a product of probability current times cy-
cle affinity as explained in the following. First, the only non-vanishing cycle affinity of
the “cube” from Fig. 4.9(b) is Aext = ln(c2/c1), which is indicated by dash-dotted blue
arrows. It corresponds to a ligand binding at c = c2 and releasing the ligand at concen-
tration c = c1, where ln(c2/c1) is difference of the chemical potential of the ligand along
these concentration switches. Second, the probability current along this cycle

J = γc
∑

a

[
P (c2; a, 1)− P (c2; a, 1)

]
(4.29)

can be interpreted as the rate at which ligands are taken from concentration c2 and
released at concentration c1. Summarizing, the total entropy production (4.5) becomes

σ = J ln c2

c1
. (4.30)

Note that the chemical work which compensates for the entropy production is delivered by
the external signal, which switches the ligand concentration in a time-dependent manner
between two values c2 and c1. In contrast to the previous example, the external process
delivers the work necessary for a nonzero learning rate, which for the full sensor labeled
by y = (a, b) reads (4.11)

lab ≡ ly = γc
∑

a,b

[
P (c2; a, b)− P (c1; a, b)

]
ln P (c2; a, b)
P (c1; a, b) . (4.31)
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Figure 4.10| Sensory performance of single receptor MWC model as function of external
switching rate γc and conformational free energy difference ∆E. (a) Learning rate lab.
(b) Coarse-grained learning rate la. (c) Efficiency η = lab/σ. Parameters from Fig. 4.9
are set to K1 = (K0)−1 = 400 and c2 = 1/c1 = 3; the rate of conformational change
γa = 1 and the rate of binding kinetics γb = 100 are indicated by vertical dotted lines.

Moreover, coarse-grained learning rate of the conformational state of the sensor labeled
by variable y1 ≡ a is given by (4.18)

la ≡ ly1 = γc
∑

a

[
P (c2, a)− P (c1, a)

]
ln P (c2, a)
P (c1, a) , (4.32)

where P (c, a) ≡ ∑b P (c; a, b).
In Fig. 4.10 is plotted the sensory performance as a function of the conformational free

energy difference ∆E and the external switching rate γc. Comparing figures 4.10(a) and
4.10(b), we find that for a slowly switching environment (γc < γa) the coarse-grained
conformational state of the sensor a learns as much as the full sensor (la ' lab), which
includes the fast binding-unbinding kinetics of ligands that is labeled by b. Increasing the
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Figure 4.11| Numerical result for single receptor model for three different conformational
free energies. (a) Dissipation rate σ, learning rate lab, and coarse-grained learning rate
la as function of the ligand concentration. (b) Entropy production of full system σ
and coarse-grained entropy production σ̃a and entropy of the full system σ̃′ with perfect
timescale separation (γb →∞). Parameters as in Fig. 4.10: K1 = (K0)−1 = 400, γa = 1,
γb = 100, c1 = c/3 and c2 = 3c.

switching rate, we find the coarse-grained learning rate has a maximum la ' 0.015 at a
switching rate γc ∼ 10−1. It decays la → 0 as the switching rate increases further, since
the conformational state labeled by variable a cannot track the signal any more. It should
be noted that the fast binding unbinding kinetics γb � γa allow the full learning rate lab
to be substantially larger than la for γc > γa, whereas if the switching rate of the external
signal becomes much larger the binding unbinding kinetics (γc � γb) we find even the
fast binding-unbinding kinetics cannot track the signal any more, which leads to a decay
of the full learning rate (lab → 0) for γc →∞, which is partially shown the lower right of
Fig. 4.10(a).
Considering the thermodynamic efficiency from Fig. 4.10(c), we find the adiabatic limit

of slow switching γc → 0 maximizes the efficiency η → 1. The star in Fig. 4.10 marks the
maximum of the coarse-grained learning rate la ' 0.015, where the efficiency is decreased
η ' 0.5. As the switching of the environment becomes faster than the receptor binding
kinetics γc � γb, the efficiency drops to zero (η → 0) since the receptor cannot track
quickly fluctuating signals.
From the contour plot of la, where the concentration switches between c1 = 1/3 and

c2 = 3, we find the optimal conformational free energy to be ∆E ' −1
2 ln(K1/K0) ' −6.

Interestingly, the optimal conformational free energy ∆E depends on the concentration
values of the external signal. To see that, we show the entropy production σ and the
learning rates lab as well as la for three different conformational free energies ∆E in
Fig. 4.11(a) as functions of the background concentration c, where c1 ≡ c/3 and c2 ≡ 3c.
Each individual conformational free energy difference ∆E = 0,−1

2 ln(K1/K0), ln(K1/K0)
is “optimal” for a specific concentration range c ∼ 10−2, 1, 102, respectively. The confor-
mational free energy ∆E will later play an important role, for the adaptation mechanism
that helps to adopt the receptor to specific background concentrations. We note that for
K0 � c � K1 and ∆E = −1

2 ln(K1/K0) we find la ' lab, since the bound (or unbound)
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state of the receptor is highly correlated with the inactive (or active) conformational state.
Since there is a clear time scale separation between the slow kinetics of conformational

changes and the fast kinetics of ligand binding (γb � γa), we are able to integrate out
the fastest variable b. Thereby, the four internal states from Fig. 4.9(a) become two
internal states as shown in Fig. 4.12(a). In the formal limit γb → ∞ one can define the
coarse-grained transition rates [103]

w̃caa′ ≡
∑

b

wc(a,b)(a′,b)
(c/Ka)b

1 + c/Ka

, (4.33)

where (c/Ka)b/(1 + c/Ka) is the conditional probability P (b|a, c) in the limit γb → ∞.
Specifically, the transition rates from Fig. 4.9(a) lead to coarse-grained rates

w̃c01 = γae−∆E/2
(

1 + c/
√
K0K1

1 + c/K0

)
and w̃c10 = γae∆E/2

(
1 + c/

√
K0K1

1 + c/K1

)
. (4.34)

Therefore, the conformational free energy difference between active state of the receptor
and inactive state of the receptor

∆F (c) = ln w̃
c
10

w̃c01
= ∆E + ln

(1 + c
K0

1 + c
K1

)
(4.35)

is a function of the external concentration. Fig. 4.12(b) shows the coarse-grained model
including the environmental switches between concentration c1 and c2, where the coarse-
grained affinity

Ãext ≡ −∆F (c1) +∆F (c1) = ln w̃
c1
01w̃

c2
10

w̃c1
10w̃

c2
01

= ln
[(1 + c1

K1

1 + c1
K0

)(1 + c2
K0

1 + c2
K1

)]
(4.36)

arises from the external switches. Denoting the coarse-grained probability of (c, a) by
P̃ (c, a) allows us to write the coarse-grained entropy production (4.19) as

σ̃a = J̃Ãext, (4.37)
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where the current reads

J̃ = γc
[
P̃ (1, c1)− P̃ (1, c2)

]
. (4.38)

Note that σ̃a is a lower bound on the total entropy production (4.30) which can be
associated with the chemical work delivered by the external signal. Using (4.29) one can
deduce the current

J̃ ′ = γc
∑

a

[
P̃ (c2, a) c2

Ka + c2
− P̃ (c1, a) c1

Ka + c1

]
, (4.39)

which satisfies J̃ ′ ' J for γa � γb, which allows to infer the total entropy production
(4.30) via the formula

σ̃′ ≡ J̃ ′ ln c2

c1
, (4.40)

which satisfies σ̃′ = σ for γb → ∞. In Fig. 4.11(b) we compare the entropy production
rates. We confirm that for γb/γa = 100 � 1 the total entropy production can be well
approximated by σ ' σ̃′. Moreover, the coarse-grained entropy production σ̃a is a lower
bound on the total entropy production.
More generally, the conformational change labeled by a could involve ATP consumption

[148, 177], which leads to an entropy production which has two contributions; see also
chapter 6 for a nonequilibrium receptor model. One contribution would be the chemical
work that is consumed inside the cell and the second contribution would be the work
that is delivered by the signal. In the following we discuss the adaptation mechanism
that allows to dynamically adjust the conformational free energy difference ∆E to the
background concentration c as illustrated in Fig. 4.11. Such an adaptation mechanism
requires additional chemical energy to be consumed inside the cell.

4.3.3 Model with adaptation
In this subsection we add an adaptation mechanism to the system which changes the
conformational free energy difference ∆E between the active (a = 1) and the inactive
state (a = 0). It allows us to obtain a more complete model, where the conformational
change of the receptor is adopted from the coarse-grained model (Fig. 4.12). In addition
to the kinase activity a, the receptor includes a methylation level m that changes the
conformational free energy difference ∆E [95]. Up to four methyl groups can bind to the
receptor, which correspond to levels m = 0, 1, . . . , 4. The internal state of the receptor
network is labeled by y = (a,m), see Fig. 4.13(a). The goal of the adaptation mechanism
is to keep the mean value of kinase activity around 1/2, where the kinase activity is most
sensitive for an external stimuli.
The free energy difference between an active receptor (a = 1) and an inactive receptor

(a = 0) depends on the methylation level such that (4.35) becomes

∆F (m|c) = ∆E(m) + ln
(1 + c

K0

1 + c
K1

)
, (4.41)
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amount of work ∆µ that is consumed inside the cell.

where we assume a linear dependence on m

∆E(m) ≡ −m4 ln K1

K0
. (4.42)

The definition of ∆E(m) is chosen such that ∆F = 0 for (m = 4, c → ∞) and (m =
0, c = 0). We adopt the vertical transition rates in Fig. 4.13(a) from (4.34)

wc01(m) ≡ γae−∆E(m)/2
(

1 + c/
√
K0K1

1 + c/K0

)
and wc10 = γae∆E(m)/2

(
1 + c/

√
K0K1

1 + c/K1

)
,

(4.43)

which satisfy the local detailed balance relation ln[wc10(m)/wc01(m)] = ∆F (m|c). More-
over, we set the free energy of each state in Fig. 4.13(a) to

F (a,m|c) ≡ a∆F (m|c). (4.44)

The degree of methylation of the receptor is mediated by two enzymes the methyltrans-
ferase CheR and the methylesterase CheB, which add or remove methyl groups to or from
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specific sites of the receptor [178]. More precisely, if the receptor is in the inactive state
a = 0 the enzyme CheR allows the receptor to be methylated by the reaction

Am + SAM
wc(0,m)(0,m+1)−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−
wc(0,m+1)(0,m)

Am+1 + SAH, (4.45)

where a S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) molecule has turned to a S-adenosyl-L-homo-
cysteine (SAH) molecule, while having transferred a methyl group to the receptor (Am →
Am+1). The individual transition rates wc(0,m+1)(0,m) and wc(0,m)(0,m+1) must satisfy local
detailed balance

ln
wc(0,m)(0,m+1)

wc(0,m+1)(0,m)
= F (0,m|c)− F (0,m+ 1|c) + µSAM − µSAH = µSAM − µSAH, (4.46)

where µX is the chemical potential of species X = SAM, SAH. Note we have used (4.44)
in the final step. If the receptor is in its active state a = 1 it will be demethylated by the
reaction

A∗m+1 + H2O
wc(1,m+1)(1,m)−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−
wc(1,m)(1,m+1)

A∗m + CH3OH (4.47)

which is catalyzed by the enzyme CheB, where a water molecule H2O takes a methyl
group from the receptor. Similarly, the local detailed balance reads

ln
wc(1,m+1)(1,m)

wc(1,m)(1,m+1)
= F (1,m+1|c)−F (1,m|c)+µH2O−µCH3OH = µH2O−µCH3OH−

1
4 ln K1

K0
,

(4.48)

where µX is the chemical potential of species X = H2O,CH3OH. Moreover, we have used
(4.44) in the last step. Summarizing, the chemical force

∆µ ≡ µSAM + µH2O − µSAH − µCH3OH (4.49)

drives internal process out of equilibrium, which corresponds to a cycle as indicated in
Fig. 4.13. For ∆µ = 0 the internal process is in equilibrium. Moreover, there is a critical
chemical potential difference

∆µ∗ ≡ ln w
c
10(m)wc01(m+ 1)

wc01(m)wc10(m+ 1) = ∆F (m|c)−∆F (m+ 1|c) = 1
4 ln K1

K0
, (4.50)

which the chemical potential ∆µ must exceed to allow the adaptation machinery to work
properly for two reasons. First, if 0 < ∆µ < ∆µ∗ the system is internally driven out of
equilibrium but will also be pushed away from the adaptation level m that corresponds
to a receptor being most sensitive for a change of concentration. Second, to recover a
mean kinase activity of 1/2 requires the chemical force ∆µ to be larger than the bias of
the conformational free energy ∆µ∗. For example, only if ∆µ > ∆µ∗ will a receptor in
state a = 0 increase its methylation level to “push” the receptor more to the a = 1 state
such that the mean activity of the receptor is mediated around 1/2.
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We now add the external process c, which is assumed to switch between two values
c = c1 and c = c2 such that the full system becomes a 20 state system as illustrated in
Fig. 4.13(b). The internal state is labeled by variables y = (a,m). We denote the steady
state probability of the full state (c, a,m) by P (c; a,m) and its corresponding coarse-
grained distribution by P (c, a) ≡ ∑4

m=0 P (c; a,m). Calculating the entropy production
yields

σ =
∑

c,a,a′,m

P (a; c,m)wcaa′(m) ln w
c
aa′(m)

wca′a(m) +
∑

c,a,m,m′
P (a; c,m)wc(a,m)(a,m′) ln

wc(a,m)(a,m′)

wc(a,m′)(a,m)
. (4.51)

We find the entropy production can be split into two contributions

σ = σint + σext, (4.52)

where σint contributes to chemical work that is consumed inside the cell and σext can be
associated with chemical work that is delivered by the external signal.
Specifically, the rate at which SAM is consumed inside the cell is determined by

Jint ≡
3∑

m=0

∑

c

[
P (c; 0,m)wc(0,m)(0,m+1) − P (c; 0,m)wc(0,m)(0,m+1)

]
. (4.53)

Any SAM that is consumed inside the cell can be associated with a chemical work ∆µ that
is consumed inside the cell, as defined in (4.49). Consequently, the entropy production
due to internally consumed chemicals reads

σint = Jint∆µ. (4.54)

Moreover, the free energy of the internal states depends on the external concentration. A
concentration switch from c1 to c2 in the active state (a = 1) corresponds to a free energy
change

Aext ≡ F (1,m|c2)− F (1,m|c1) = ln
[(1 + c2

K0

1 + c2
K1

)(1 + c1
K1

1 + c1
K0

)]
, (4.55)

where we have used (4.41) and (4.44). The change of the free energy Aext is delivered by
the signal such that

σext = γc
[
P (c1, 1)− P (c2; 1)

]
ln
[(1 + c2

K0

1 + c2
K1

)(1 + c1
K1

1 + c1
K0

)]
(4.56)

contributes to the rate at which the signal delivers work to the system. Formally, a
systematic derivation of the above expressions for σ = σint + σext can also be obtained by
using Schnakenberg’s network theory [39]. It should be noted that σext is a lower bound
on the chemical work that is delivered by the system through binding of ligands at varying
concentration. Using a similar idea as in (4.40) allows us to write the full chemical work
that is delivered by the signal in the following form

σ′ext = γc
∑

a

[
P (c2; a) c2

c2 +Ka

− P (c1; a) c1

c1 +Ka

]
ln c2

c1
. (4.57)
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Figure 4.14| Numerical results for system with adaptation from Fig. 4.13. Sensory per-
formances (la, lam) and energy consumptions (σext, σint, σ = σext + σint) as function of
(a) chemical potential difference ∆µ, (b) the external switching rate γc, and (c) the
concentration c, where c1 = c/3 and c2 = 3c. (d) Learning rates la and lam of the
system with adaptation versus the learning rate la for the MWC systems without adap-
tation as illustrated in Fig. 4.11(a) (dotted gray lines) for different conformational free
energy differences ∆E. The methylation level m = 0, 1, . . . , 4 correspond to conforma-
tional free energy differences ∆E(m) defined in (4.42). Parameters: K1 = (K0)−1 = 400,
∆µ∗ = 1

4 ln(K1/K0), γa = 1, γm = 1/20. (a), (c), (d) ∆µ = 6. (a), (b) c1 = 1/3, c2 = 3.
(b)-(d) γc = 0.1.

Moreover, the learning rate of the full process labeled by y = (a,m) reads (4.11)

lam ≡ ly = γc
∑

a,m

[
P (c2; a,m)− P (c1; a,m)

]
ln P (c2; a,m)
P (c1; a,m) . (4.58)

The learning rate of coarse-grained variable y1 ≡ a is given by (4.18)

la ≡ ly1 = γc
∑

a

[
P (c2, a)− P (c1; a)

]
ln P (c2, a)
P (c1, a) , (4.59)

where P (c, a) ≡ ∑m P (c; a,m) denotes the marginal distribution of (c, a).
The numerical results for the system are shown in Fig. 4.14. In Fig. 4.14(a) we find

the sensory performance quantified by the learning rates lam, la to grow substantially if
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the chemical potential difference exceeds ∆µ > ∆µ∗, which lead to a high rate of internal
energy consumption σint. Since successful adaptation requires the chemical potential
difference to satisfy ∆µ > ∆µ∗ we have chosen ∆µ accordingly in figures 4.14(b-c). In
Fig. 4.14(b) we vary the external switching rate γc. As shown in the inset, the internal
dissipated energy σint, which can be related to the consumption of SAM inside the cell,
is much larger than the learning rates and does virtually not depend on the external
switching rate. Interestingly, at slow switching rate we find the learning rate lam to
be larger than the work that is delivered by the external signal σext, see Fig. 4.14(b).
Therefore, a cell can learn more than the driving of the external process σext if the internal
process provides additional energetic input.

Changing the concentration c which parametrizes the values of the external concen-
trations via c1 = c/3 and c2 = 3c we find in Fig. 4.14(c) the learning rates la and
lam to be substantial for concentration between the values of the dissociation constants
K0 < c < K1. Moreover, we find σext ' σ′ext for K0 � c � K1. Fig. 4.14(d) compares
the coarse-grained learning rate la from the adaptive system (solid blue line) with the
learning rate of the kinase activity la without adaptation dynamics from Fig. 4.11 (dot-
ted gray lines), where the methylation level m = 0, 1, . . . , 4 correspond to conformational
free energy differences ∆E = ∆E(m). Comparing the solid blue lines and the dotted
gray lines in Fig. 4.14(d), we find the coarse-grained learning rate la to be large over a
broader range of concentration values c. Similarly, it has been found that the adapta-
tion mechanism allows the sensitivity to concentration changes to be high over a wide
range of concentration [176]. More importantly, we find the full learning rate lam that
includes the methylation level receptor to be much larger than la, which is a signature for
a more complex response when including the methylation level m. For example, it has
been found that chemotaxis systems with simple response without adaptation will lead to
paradoxical compromise between long and short time behavior [179, 180], i.e., to a failing
of chemotaxis. Therefore, the adaptation mechanism is essential for E. coli chemotaxis,
see [179, 180] for more information.

A closely related study to this example can be found in [181], which discusses the
same E. coli adaptation system from Fig. 4.13(a). In contrast to our model they used
a single stochastic concentration change from an initial value to a stochastically chosen
final value. Their mutual information between the full internal system (a,m) and the
final concentration is analogous to our learning rate lam. They found that after a long
time t � γ−1

a most of the information about the final concentration is encoded in the
methylation level. Similarly, we find for extremely slow external switching rate γc � γm,
see Fig. 4.14(b), the coarse-grained learning rate la to be negligible compared to lam, i.e.,
lam ' lam − la for γc � γm.

In [182] Ito and Sagawa show that the transfer entropy rate can be used to characterize
the performance of an adaptation mechanism; the transfer entropy limits the accuracy
and the speed to adapt. Similarly, we will discuss in the following section the role of the
transfer entropy for the ability of a sensor to filter out noise, which will lead to a new
purely information theoretic quantity that characterizes the performance of a sensor.
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time

thermodynamic costs?

Figure 4.15| Example for signal inference. The signal is represented in blue and the state
of the sensor is shown in green. (a) Stochastic time dependent signal. (b) Bare sensor
state with signal from (a) as function of time. (c) Measurement of sensor with optimal
noise filtering (Kalman-Bucy filter) with signal from (a).

4.4 Sensory capacity
Until now we have discussed the sensory performance of the sensor that is characterized
by the learning rate that takes into account the dynamics of the state of a sensor. We will
now shift our focus to the time history of the visited states of a sensor along a trajectory.
The following subsection on noise filtering will give a short motivation.

4.4.1 Optimal noise filtering
Noise filtering or suppression of noise does play an important role in feedback cooling [87,
88], hidden Markov processes [89], adaptation [182, 183], and gene regulatory networks
[184] to name but a few examples. A prominent example we are going to discuss involves
optimal filters for Gaussian processes known as Kalman-Bucy filters [88, 185, 186], see
Fig. 4.15. Fig. 4.15(a) displays a stochastic time dependent signal (blue line), which can be
considered to be a continuous valued concentration of ligands that is randomly fluctuating
in time. Fig. 4.15(b) shows the same signal (thin blue line) with the time history of the
sensor (noisy green line) which measures the signal and is corrupted by thermal noise.
Using the time history of the state of the bare sensor one is able to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio. We show in Fig. 4.15(c) the result of an optimal Kalman-Bucy filter, where
the bare state of the sensor from Fig. 4.15(b) is exponentially averaged over a finite time
span. Note that the correlations between the time histories of the signal and the sensor
quantified by their mutual information does not change with noise filtering techniques,
since Fig. 4.15(c) is derived from Fig. 4.15(b).
In the following we introduce the sensory capacity as a purely information theoretic

measure which is bounded between 0 and 1. For example, the sensory capacity reaches
its maximum value 1 if the instantaneous state of the sensor knows as much about the
signal as its full time history, which corresponds to the scenario shown in Fig. 4.15(c).
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The sensory capacity can be raised with the addition of a memory that stores information
from the time history of the sensor in the instantaneous state of the memory. Thereby, the
increase of the sensory capacity characterizes the improvement of the sensory performance
with the addition of a memory.

4.4.2 Transfer entropy rate and sensory capacity
The maximal rate of information that can be transfered from the signal to the sensor is
quantified by the mutual information between the time series of the signal xt0 and the
time series of the sensor yt0 divided by the total time t. More precisely, the rate of mutual
information is defined by [92, 93]

İ ≡ lim
t→∞

I[xt0:yt0]
t

, (4.60)

where I is the mutual information (3.6), see Sec. 3.3.3. In the following the steady state
limit t → ∞ is assumed for all expressions involving time t. For bipartite processes
we have found in Eq. (3.41) that the rate of mutual information does have two causal
contributions

İ = Tx→y + Ty→x = Tx→y, (4.61)

where Tx→y is the transfer entropy rate from signal “x” to sensor “y” and Ty→x is the
transfer entropy rate from sensor “y” to signal “x”, see (3.27) and (3.30) for definition
of the transfer entropies. Note in the last step we have used Ty→x = 0, which is a
consequence of the signal being not affected by the sensor, see Eq. (4.1). Therefore, the
transfer entropy from signal to sensor Tx→y characterizes the maximal performance of the
sensor that can be derived from the time history of visited sensor states. We repeat the
definition of the transfer entropy from (3.28)

Tx→y ≡
H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[yt+dt|yt0, xt]

dt = I[xt:yt+dt|yt0]
dt = H[xt|yt0]−H[xt|yt+dt

0 ]
dt , (4.62)

where the last expression can be used to compare it with the learning rate from (4.8). The
transfer entropy characterizes the rate at which the uncertainty of the signal is reduced
due the time history of the sensor yt0, whereas the learning rate characterizes the reduction
of uncertainty due to the dynamics of the instantaneous state of the sensor yt, see Fig. 4.16
for an illustration.
We have shown in the previous chapter that the learning rate is bounded by the transfer

entropy rate ly ≤ Tx→y, see also [41], which simply means that the time history of the
sensor yt0 contains more information about the signal state xt than the instantaneous state
of the sensor yt. On the basis of this inequality we define the positive sensory capacity
[120]

C ≡ ly
Tx→y

≤ 1. (4.63)

The sensory capacity is a purely information theoretic quantity characterizing the per-
formance of a sensor. A sensor reaches its information theoretic limit C = 1 if the
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x0 xdt · · · xt−dt xt xt+dt

y0 ydt · · · yt−dt yt yt+dt

Tx→y
ly

Figure 4.16| Presentation of transfer entropy versus learning rate as in Fig. 3.5 with single
directed causal influence from signal to sensor. The time history of the bipartite process
(xt0, yt0) is shown with discrete time spacing dt. The learning rate takes into account only
the instantaneous state yt (dashed green box) to infer the signal xt, whereas the transfer
entropy considers the full time history yt0 (blue shaded region).

instantaneous state of the sensor has the maximum information, which is the information
contained in the full time history of the sensor. As a side note, it has been similarly
been shown that information driven engines, which use the information from a history
of measurements, can extract more work than engines, which use only the single last
measurement [86, 89]. Thereby, the increase of work extraction can be characterized by
a gain or discord parameter that is bounded between 0 and 1, like the sensory capacity
discussed here.
We note that the sensory capacity should not be confused with the familiar channel ca-

pacity in information theory [36]. The sensory capacity quantifies the sensory performance
of a sensor for specific time dependent signals, whereas the channel capacity is defined
for a different setup, where two static random variables constituting the input and the
output are considered, similar to the example from Fig. 4.4. For a predefined conditional
probability of the output given the input, the channel capacity is the maximum mutual
information between input and output, where the maximization is performed over the
probability distribution of the input [36].

4.4.3 Sensor with a memory
Suppose the sensor is composed of two degrees of freedom y = (r,m), where r labels the
first degree of freedom directly sensing the signal and m labels the memory acquiring
information from the time history rt0 from the first degree of freedom (see [170] for a
similar setup). The coarse-grained learning rate of the first degree of freedom is given by
(4.14) (see also [119])

lr ≡
H[xt|rt]−H[xt|rt+dt]

dt =
∑

x,r,r′,m

P (x, r,m)wx(r,m)(r′,m) ln P (x|r′)
P (x|r) , (4.64)

where wx(r,m)(r′,m) is the transition rate from state (x, r,m) to state (x, r′,m), and P (x, r,m)
is the joint steady state probability of the variable (x, r,m). Moreover, the coarse-grained
learning rate satisfies lr ≤ ly, see Sec. 4.2.4 or [119, 120]. The full dynamics of the signal
and the sensor with memory is determined by a master equation with transition rates

wxx
′

yy′ ≡





wxx
′ if x 6= x′ and y = y′,

wxrr′ if x = x′, r 6= r′, and m = m′,

w(r,m)(r,m′) if x = x′, r = r′ and m 6= m′,

0 otherwise,

(4.65)
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x0 xdt · · · xt−dt xt xt+dt

r0 rdt · · · rt−dt rt rt+dt

m0 mdt · · · mt−dt mt mt+dt

Tx→y ly

Tx→r

y

Figure 4.17| Presentation of transfer entropy versus learning rate as in Fig. 3.5 with single
directed causal influence from signal to sensor.

where y′ = (r′,m′). These transition rates imply the causal relation x → r → m as
illustrated in Fig. 4.17. A system with three variables, where only one variable can
change in a single jump, as in (4.65), forms a tripartite system, which constitutes a
specific example of a multipartite Markov process [134]. Inserting the transition rates
(4.65) in the expression for the coarse-grained learning rate (4.64) yields

lr =
∑

x,r,r′
P (x, r)wxrr′ ln

P (x|r′)
P (x|r) . (4.66)

Importantly, the transfer entropy from the signal x to the first layer of the sensor r, which
is defined by

Tx→r ≡
H[rt+dt|rt0]−H[rt+dt|rt0, xt]

dt , (4.67)

equals the transfer entropy from the signal x to full sensor y = (r,m), i.e.,

Tx→r = Tx→y. (4.68)

This relation (4.68) follows from the causal relation x → r → m as we show in the
following paragraph, see also [120].
We define zt ≡ (xt, rt,mt) such that the conditional probability P(zt+dt|zt) can be

written in the form

P(zt+dt|zt) = P(xt+dt|xt)P(rt+dt|xt, rt)P(mt+dt|rt,mt) + O(dt)2, (4.69)

where we have used the structure of the rates (4.65), see also (3.40) for a similar calcula-
tion. Using (4.69) and the definition of the conditional Shannon entropy (3.5) allows us
to derive the relations

H[zt+dt|zt] = H[xt+dt|xt] +H[rt+dt|xt, rt] +H[mt|rt,mt] + O(dt)2 (4.70)

and

H[yt+dt|zt] ≡ H[rt+dt,mt+dt|xt, rt,mt] = H[rt+dt|xt, rt] +H[mt|rt,mt] + O(dt)2. (4.71)

Moreover, using the Markov property P(zt+dt|zt) = P(zt+dt|zt0), Eq. (4.69), and taking
the limit t→∞ yields

H[yt+dt|yt0] ≡ H[rt+dt,mt+dt|rt0,mt
0] = H[rt+dt|rt0] +H[mt+dt|mt, rt] + O(dt)2. (4.72)
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Therefore, we obtain the relation for the transfer entropy rate

Tx→y ≡
H[yt+dt|yt0]−H[yt+dt|xt, yt]

dt = H[rt+dt|rt0]−H[rt+dt|xt, rt]
dt = Tx→r, (4.73)

where we have used the definition of the transfer entropy from (3.27) in the first step,
inserted Eqs. (4.71),(4.72) in the second step, and finally identified the expression with
the transfer entropy rate Tx→r from (4.67) by using the Markov property H[rt+dt|xt, rt] =
H[rt+dt|xt, rt0]. Note we use the convention dt→ 0 whenever dt appears in a denominator.
The addition of a memory does have an interesting effect on the analytic upper bound

on the transfer entropy rate. To see this we rewrite the analytic bound

Tx→y = H[yt+dt|yt]−H[yt+dt|xt, yt]
dt = H[rt+dt|rt,mt]−H[rt+dt|xt, rt]

dt , (4.74)

where we have used in the first step the definition of the upper bound on the transfer
from (3.31), and then inserted (4.69) in the last step. From H[rt+dt|rt,mt] ≤ H[rt+dt|rt]
we can derive the inequality

Tx→y ≤ Tx→r, (4.75)

where

Tx→r = H[rt+dt|rt]−H[rt+dt|xt, rt]
dt (4.76)

is the upper bound on the transfer entropy rate corresponding to the first layer of the
sensor. Importantly, inequality (4.75) is contrary to what we have found for the coarse-
grained learning rate, which satisfies lr ≤ ly. We can summarize the inequalities derived
in this subsection by the following chain of inequalities

lr ≤ ly ≤ Tx→r = Tx→y ≤ Tx→y ≤ Tx→r. (4.77)

4.5 Cellular two-component network
4.5.1 Model definition with memory and fluctuating signal
For our examples we consider the following cellular two-component network as realization
of a sensor that measures a time dependent fluctuating ligand concentration as shown in
Fig. 4.18, see [170] for a similar setup. The signal xt at time t is related to an external
ligand concentration via x = ln(ct/cref), where ct is the ligand concentration at time t
and cref is some reference concentration value, i.e., the signal xt characterizes the change
of the chemical potential of the external ligands, where we have set kBT ≡ 1. The first
layer of the cellular two-component network consists of Nr receptors, which directly sense
the external concentration. Thereby, the i-th receptor can either be occupied by a ligand
(bi = 1) or be empty (bi = 0), where i = 1, . . . , Nr. The total number of receptors being
bound by a ligand is then given by nb ≡

∑Nr
i=1 bi with possible values nb = 0, 1, . . . , Nr.

The second layer of the network, which constitutes the memory, is composed of internal
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Figure 4.18| Cellular two-component network measuring a fluctuating external concentra-
tion. The total number of receptors is Nr = 9, where nb = 5 of them are being occupied
by a ligand. The number of memory proteins is Nm = 11, where ny = 6 of them are in the
phosphorylated state Y∗. In contrast to the examples for the E. coli chemotaxis systems
from Sec. 4.3 the ligands here should formally considered to be repellent (poison) instead
of attractants (food).

proteins Y that can be in a phosphorylated state Y∗. We denote the total number of
phosphorylated proteins by ny, where ny = 0, 1, . . . , Nm, with Nm being the total number
of proteins. The second degree of freedom, which is the memory, does not affect the
dynamics of the occupancy of the receptor nb, whereas the state of the receptors nb
influences the variable ny, i.e., the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation reaction of the
proteins. Summarizing, the full sensor state is labeled by y = (nb, ny).
The signal is assumed to be a continuous valued stochastic process that can be described

by the Langevin equation

ẋt = −ωxxt + ξt, (4.78)

where ωx is the rate at which the signal changes and ξt is stochastic noise with zero mean
and covariance

〈ξtξt′〉 = 2Dxδ(t− t′). (4.79)

The process shown in Fig. 4.15(a) is generated the Langevin equation from (4.78). We
note a Langevin equation (4.78) can also be approximated by discrete process as follows.
Using discrete signal values x that are multiples of dx, the transition rates become

w±x (x) = Dx

dx2 exp
(
∓ωxx

2Dx
dx
)
, (4.80)

where “±” indicates a signal change x → x ± dx. In the limit dx → 0 the discrete
dynamics of the signal becomes equivalent to the continuous Langevin equation (4.78),
see also [120].
The number of occupied receptors nb changes with rates

w+
r (x, nb) = ω+

b (x)(Nr − nb),
w+

r (x, nb) = ω−b (x)nb,
(4.81)
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where ω+
b (x) is the rate for the binding of a ligand to an individual receptor and ω−b (x) is

the rate for a release of a ligand from from a receptor. These rates satisfy the local detailed
balance relation ln[ω+

b (x)/ω−b (x)] = ∆F (x), where ∆F (x) is the free energy difference
between the empty receptor state and the occupied receptor state. It is assumed that the
number of external ligands is large compared to the number of receptors such that ligand
binding events to receptors and unbinding events from receptors do not alter the external
ligand concentration.
Similarly to the system from Sec. 4.3.1, the internal memory changes its state through

two chemical reactions. First, a single memory protein can be activated along the phos-
phorylation

Y + ATP
nbκ+−−−⇀↽−−−
nbκ−

Y∗ + ADP, (4.82)

where nbκ± are the individual transition rates for a single protein, which are assumed to
be proportional to the number of occupied receptors nb. The second chemical reaction
involving changes of the memory is the dephosphorylation reaction

Y∗
ν+−⇀↽−
ν−

Y + Pi, (4.83)

where the transition rates ν± are assumed to be independent of nb. Thermodynamic
consistency requires the transition rates to satisfy ln[κ+ν+/(κ−ν−)] = ∆µ, where ∆µ =
µATP−µADP−µPi is the free energy release from hydrolyzing on ATP molecule. The total
transition rates for an individual protein then read

ω+
y (nb) ≡ nbκ+ + ν−,

ω−y (nb) ≡ nbκ− + ν+,
(4.84)

such that the overall number of phosphorylated proteins changes with total rates
w+

m(nb, ny) ≡ ω+
y (nb)(Nm − ny),

w−m(nb, ny) ≡ ω−y (nb)ny,
(4.85)

where w±m(nb, ny) is the rate for a transition from ny to ny±1 at constant occupancy level
nb. See Fig. 4.19 for an illustration of the rates (4.81) and (4.85).
The entropy production of the cellular two-component network has the following two

contributions. First, ligand binding and unbinding events to or from receptors contribute
to the entropy production

σr =
∑

x,nb

Jr(x, nb) ln w+
r (x, nb)

w−r (x, nb + 1) (4.86)

where

Jr(x, nb) ≡ P (x, nb)w+
r (x, nb)− P (x, nb + 1)w−r (x, nb + 1) (4.87)

is the steady state probability current with P (x, ny) being the steady state probability
distribution of (x, nb). Second, the entropy production due to transitions of the memory
proteins can be estimated by

σm ≡
∑

nb,ny

Jm(nb, ny) ln w+
m(x, nb)

w−m(x, nb + 1) , (4.88)
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Figure 4.19| Transition rates of internal states y = (nb, ny).

where

Jm(nb, ny) ≡ P (nb, ny)w+
m(x, nb)− P (x, nb + 1)w−m(x, nb + 1) (4.89)

is the total steady state probability current for transitions of the memory with P (nb, ny)
being the stationary probability of state (nb, ny). The quantity σm provides a lower bound
on the free energy that is dissipated due to internal chemical reactions. For convenience
we will use σm in the following.
For the sake of completeness, we introduce the full expression for the entropy production

σ′m due to the chemical reactions (4.82) and (4.83), which is slightly more involved than
σm. First, we split the transition rates from (4.85) into

w+,phos
m (nb, ny) ≡ nbκ+(Nm − ny), w+,dephos

m (nb, ny) ≡ ν−(Nm − ny),
w−,phos

m (nb, ny) ≡ nbκ−ny w−,dephos
m (nb, ny) ≡ ν+ny, ,

(4.90)

which satisfy w±m(nb, ny) = w±,phos
m (nb, ny) + w±,dephos

m (nb, ny). Using the transition rates
(4.90) the full expression for entropy production due to memory transitions becomes

σ′m =
∑

nb,ny,i

J (i)
m (nb, ny) ln w+,i

m (x, nb)
w−,im (x, nb + 1)

, (4.91)

where

J (i)
m (nb, ny) ≡ P (nb, ny)w+,i

m (x, nb)− P (x, nb + 1)w−,im (x, nb + 1) (4.92)

and i = phos, dephos. In the following we stick with the estimate σm that satisfies
σm ≤ σ′m.
For this cellular two-component network σy ≡ σr +σm ≥ 0 is rate at which the network

dissipates energy. The term σr arises from ligand binding and unbinding events at different
concentration values and, therefore, is compensated by the work that is delivered by the
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external signal. The term σm is compensated by the chemical work that is consumed
inside the cell along ATP hydrolysis reactions. As mentioned in the previous paragraph
σm is only a lower bound on the free energy that is dissipated inside the cell. We note
that a similar splitting into externally delivered work and internally consumed work that
allows a nonzero learning rate is discussed in Sec. 4.3.3 and [119], where the adaptation
mechanism of E. coli is discussed.
For a small fluctuating signal, we show in Appendix 4.A that the linear noise approx-

imation can be used to transform the dynamics associated with Eqs. (4.78), (4.81) and
(4.85) into a set of coupled Langevin equations

ẋt = −ωxxt + ξx
t (signal),

ṙt = −ωr(rt − xt) + ξr
t (bare sensor),

ṁt = −ωm(mt − rt) + ξm
t (memory),

(4.93)

where the noise terms ξit have zero mean and covariance

〈ξitξjt′〉 = 2Diδijδ(t− t′), (4.94)

for i, j = x, r,m. The variable rt characterizes the state of the bare sensor and is related
to the number of receptors that are occupied by a ligand at time t, see Eq. (4.136) from
Appendix 4.A. Moreover, the memory variable mt is related to the number of phospho-
rylated proteins inside the cell, see Eq. (4.136). The noise amplitudes Dr, Dm are given
in Eq. (4.138) from Appendix 4.A, where one can identify the following three important
features. First, without internal energy consumption (∆µ = 0) the memory becomes
uncorrelated with the state of the receptors, which formally leads to a divergent noise
amplitude of the memory Dm → ∞, as can be deduced from Eq. (4.138) in Appendix
4.A. Second, the noise amplitude of the memory Dm decreases with increasing number
of proteins Nm, where Dm ∼ N−1

m . Third, the noise amplitude of the bare sensor Dr is
inversely proportional to the number of receptors Nr.

4.5.2 Bare sensor
We begin with the bare sensor, where the evolution of the system is ruled by just the first
two Langevin equations from (4.93), i.e., the memory that is labeled by variable mt is
excluded for this subsection. In this subsection we add the subscript “r” to differentiate
quantities expressed for the bare sensor that is characterized by variable rt from quantities
expressed for the full sensor with the memory that is characterized by variable yt = (rt,mt)
and will be discussed in the next subsection. Specifically, the sensory capacity of the bare
sensor is denoted by Cr, whereas for the efficiency we use ηr. The coupled dynamics of
signal and sensor is a Gaussian process. Thereby, the covariance matrix

Σ =
(
Σxx Σxr
Σrx Σrr

)
≡
(
〈x2

t 〉 − 〈xt〉2 〈xtrt〉 − 〈xt〉〈rt〉
〈rtxt〉 − 〈rt〉〈xt〉 〈r2

t 〉 − 〈rt〉2
)

(4.95)

must satisfy the Lyapunov equation [28, 34]

Σ̇ = −AΣ−ΣA> + 2D, (4.96)
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where

A ≡
(
ωx 0
−ωr ωr

)
and D ≡

(
Dx 0
0 Dr

)
. (4.97)

The stationary distribution of (xt, rt) is a normal distribution with zero mean and covari-
ance

Σ = E2
x

(
1 νr

νr+1
νr
νr+1 [ νr

νr+1 + Br
νr

]

)
, (4.98)

which is the stationary solution (Σ̇ = 0) of the Lyapunov equation (4.96), where we
have defined E2

x ≡ Dx/ωx (signal variance), νr ≡ ωr/ωx (ratio of the relaxation rate),
and Br ≡ Dr/Dx (noise ratio). As shown in Appendix 4.B, the learning rate is given by
(4.150)

lr = ωx

[
ν3

r
ν2

r +Br(1 + νr)2

]
, (4.99)

the transfer entropy adopted from [88] reads

Tx→r = ωr

2



√

1 + ν2
r
Br
− 1


 , (4.100)

and the entropy production due to the bare sensor dynamics is given by (4.144)

σr = ωx
ν2

r
Br(1 + νr)

. (4.101)

The quantities are shown in Fig. 4.20(a). All three quantifies are getting larger as the
sensor noise is getting smaller. At an intermediate noise level Br = ν2

r /(ν2
r−1) the learning

rate equals the transfer entropy lr = Tx→r, implying the sensory capacity saturates at
Cr = 1 as shown in Fig. 4.20(b). As sensor noise decreases further the learning rate
saturates to lr ≈ 10, whereas the transfer entropy Tx→r and the entropy rate σr both
diverge ∼ B−1

r . Thereby, a decrease of the noise amplitude can be realized by an increase
in the number of receptors, see Eq. (4.138) from Appendix 4.A, which accounts for a larger
rate of energy dissipation. Since the bare sensor is not assumed to consume chemicals
inside the cell, the entropy production is equal to the rate at which the signal delivers
work to the sensor.
An interesting feature can be found in Fig. 4.20(b). At maximal sensory capacity Cr = 1

the efficiency is ηr = 1/2, i.e., the sensor dissipates energy at twice the rate at which it
learns (σr = 2lr). More generally, we show in Sec. 4.6 a trade-off between sensory capacity
and efficiency which states that C = 1⇒ η ≤ 1/2. A further useful relation involves the
upper bound on the transfer entropy rate. Calculating the upper bound on the transfer
entropy rate as shown in the Appendix 4.B yields (4.154)

Tx→r = ωxν
2
r

4Br

[
ν2

r +Br(1 + νr)2

ν2
r (1 + νr) +Br(1 + νr)2

]
. (4.102)
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Figure 4.20| Sensory performance of the bare sensor model as function of the sensor noise
Br = Dr/Dx. (a) Transfer entropy rate Tx→r, learning rate lr, and entropy production σr.
The vertical dotted line at Br = ν2

r /(ν2
r − 1) indicates the point for which lr = Tx→r, i.e.,

the capacity saturates (Cr = 1). (b) Sensory capacity (Cr = lr/σr) and thermodynamic
efficiency (ηr = lr/σr) of the bare sensor. At maximal sensory capacity Cr = 1 the
efficiency is ηr = 1/2 as well as Tx→r = Tx→r. (c) Comparison to conditional variances.
For Cr = 1 the inequality Ex|rtraj ≤ Ex|r saturates. Parameters: ωx = 1, νr = ωr/ωx = 10,
and E2

x = Dx/ωx = 0.1.

This quantity has also been derived in [182]. Comparing the transfer entropy with its
upper bound we find Tx→r = Tx→r at maximal sensory capacity Cr = 1; see Fig. 4.20(b).
This feature “Tx→y = Tx→y at C = 1” will be useful later in Sec. 4.6, where we show the
trade-off between sensory capacity and efficiency.

We compare two conditional signal variances in Fig. 4.20(c). The conditional variance
of the signal xt given the state of the sensor rt is denoted by E2

x|r ≡ 〈(xt−〈xt〉rt)2〉, whereas
E2

x|rtraj
is the conditional variance of xt|rt0, which generally satisfies E2

x|rtraj
≤ E2

x|r, since the
time history rt0 reduces the variance of the signal more than just the instantaneous state
rt. Note the conditional variance E2

x|rtraj
is derived in Appendix 4.C. At maximal sensory

capacity Cr = 1 both uncertainties become equal E2
x|rtraj

= E2
x|r, implying a memory that

stores the information from the time history rt0 cannot further reduce the uncertainty of the
signal. We note E2

x/E2
x|r ≥ 1 is the signal-to-noise ratio, which is the inverse to the quantity

plotted in Fig. 4.20(c), where E2
x/E2

x|rtraj
is the maximal signal-to-noise ratio that can be

attained with the addition of a memory. As a side note we have shown in the Appendices
4.B and 4.C that the transfer entropy rates can be expressed as Tx→r = (4Br)−1ωxν

2
r E2

x|r/E2
x

and Tx→r = (4Br)−1ωxν
2
r E2

x|rtraj
/E2

x , see Eqs. (4.154) and (4.163).
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4.5.3 Memory increases sensory capacity
If the bare sensor does not reach a sensory capacity close to 1, it is possible to increase the
sensory capacity with the addition of a memory. We add the memory by considering the
third line of Eq. (4.93), where the Lyapunov equation (4.96) involves the 3× 3 matrices

A ≡



ωx 0 0
−ωr ωr 0

0 −ωm ωm


 and D =



Dx 0 0
0 Dr 0
0 0 Dm


 (4.103)

where Σ becomes a 3× 3 matrix with elements Σij, where i, j = x, r,m. The expression
for the steady state solution of the covariance matrix Σ is too long to be displayed here.
The exact expression for learning rate ly is shown in Eq. (4.151) of Appendix 4.B. We

have shown in Eq. (4.68) that the transfer entropy rate does not change with the addition
of a memory Tx→r = Tx→y, which implies that Eq. (4.100) remains the expression for the
transfer entropy from signal to the sensor with memory. Moreover, the expression for the
coarse-grained learning rate lr is still given by (4.99). For this subsection, we adopt the
sensor parameters of the bare sensor from Fig. 4.20 with Br = 10−2. This set of parameters
corresponds to a low sensory capacity of the bare sensor Cr ' 0.2, see Fig. 4.20(b), which
is similar to the case presented in Fig. 4.15(b). In this case the sensory performance can
be improved with the addition of a memory. In Fig. 4.21(a) we show the learning rate ly
as a function of the memory noise Bm ≡ Dm/Dx. At low amplitude of the memory noise
the learning rate approaches the transfer entropy ly ≈ Tx→r, where the instantaneous
state of the memory includes the maximal information from the time history of the bare
sensor, i.e., the sensory capacity approaches C ≈ 1 as shown in Fig. 4.21(b). As the
memory noise increases the learning rate decreases, where the limit Bm →∞ renders the
memory useless, since the sensor capacity approaches the sensory capacity of the bare
sensor without memory (C → Cr).
The addition of the memory, which increases the sensory capacity, is accompanied

by additional internal dissipation of chemical energy due to the consumption of ATP
molecules. More precisely, the sensor with memory dissipates free energy at a rate σy =
σr +σm, where σr given by (4.101) contributes to the work that is delivered by the external
signal and σm contributes to chemical work that is consumed inside the cell. As shown in
the Appendix 4.B the rate at which the memory dissipates energy is related to (4.145)

σm = ωx
ν2

m [ν2
r +Br(1 + νm)(1 + νr)]

Bm(1 + νm)(1 + νr)(νm + νr)
, (4.104)

where we have defined the relaxation rate of the memory νm ≡ ωm/ωx and the memory
noise Bm ≡ Dm/Dx. The entropy production due to the memory σm increases as the
memory noise Bm decreases, which according to (4.138) can be realized by increasing
the number of memory proteins and/or the chemical potential difference ∆µ. As shown
in Fig. 4.21(b) the efficiency η = ly/σy decays as the sensory capacity approaches its
maximal value 1, which follows from the ATP consumption due to the memory inside the
cell.
In the contour plot from Fig. 4.22 we present the sensory capacity as a function of

both memory parameters νm and Bm, from which we can deduce the following important
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Figure 4.21| Numerical results for the sensor model with memory. (a) Transfer entropy
Tx→r, coarse-grained learning rate lr, learning rate ly (including the memory), and both
upper bounds on the transfer entropy Tx→y, Tx→r as function of the memory noise Bm ≡
Dm/Dx. Both the upper bound on the transfer entropy Tx→y and the learning rate ly
approach the transfer entropy Tx→y as Bm → 0. (b) Sensory capacity C = ly/Tx→r (with
memory), Cr = ly/Tx→r (without memory) and efficiency η. (c) Conditional variances of
the signal. The conditional variances of xt|rt0, xt|rt, xt|yt are denoted by E2

x|rtraj
, E2

x|r, E2
x|y,

respectively. The addition of a memory with low noise amplitude allows to reduce the
variance E2

x|y to its minimal possible value E2
x|rtraj

. Parameters: ωx = 1, νr = ωr/ωx = 10,
E2

x = Dx/ωx = 0.1, Br = 10−2 and νm =
√

1 + ν2
r /Br ' 100.

conditions to realize a large sensory capacity. First, the noise amplitude Br must be small.
Second, the relaxation rate of the memory νm must be chosen carefully. If the memory
is too fast, it will effectively average over just the instantaneous state of the bare sensor
rt, i.e., the memory state mt does not store additional information from the time history
rt0 of the bare sensor implying C ' Cr. If the memory is too slow, it averages the sensor
state rt for too long such that it filters out any noise but also the signal. The maximal
sensory performance can be attained at an intermediate value νm =

√
1 + ν2

r /Br ≡ ν∗

(see dotted line in Fig. 4.22), which is a compromise between time resolution and noise
canceling through averaging, allowing the sensory capacity to approach its maximal value
1. The efficiency of the sensory network is quite low for this scenario. For example, the
maximal efficiency ηF ' 0.024 is achieved for memory parameters as marked by the star
in Fig. 4.22. In this regime the thermodynamic efficiency does not seem to be the relevant
quantity to characterize the performance of the sensor.
In Fig. 4.21(c) we show the conditional variances of xt|rt, xt|yt, xt|rt0 denoted by
E2

x|r, E2
x|y, E2

x|rtraj
, respectively. As shown in Appendices 4.B and 4.C the uncertainties are
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Figure 4.22| Sensory capacity of the sensor with memory as function of the memory
parameters νm and Bm. The dashed line indicates the relaxation rate νm =

√
1 + ν2

r /Br,
which has been used for the plot of C in Fig. 4.21(b). The star (F) marks memory
the point (BFm , νFm ) for which the efficiency is maximal (here ηF ' 0.024). Parameters:
νr = 10 and Br = 10−2 (as in Fig. 4.21).

proportional to the transfer entropy rate or the upper bounds on the transfer entropy rate
such that

Tx→r = ωxν
2
r

4Br

E2
x|r
E2

x
, Tx→y = ωxν

2
r

4Br

E2
x|y
E2

x
, Tx→r = ωxν

2
r

4Br

E2
x|rtraj

E2
x

= Tx→y (4.105)

holds [cf. Eqs. (4.154), (4.156) and (4.163)]. Moreover, the relation Ex|rtraj ≤ Ex|y ≤ Ex|r
implies Tx→r ≤ Tx→y ≤ Tx→r. With the addition of a memory the upper bound on
the transfer entropy decreases (Tx→y ≤ Tx→r), whereas the the learning rate increases
(lr ≤ ly). Thereby, the chain of inequalities (4.77) is satisfied as illustrated in Fig. 4.21(a),
which also shows that if the sensory capacity approaches its maximal value one, the
learning rate, transfer entropy and the upper bound on the transfer entropy will coincide,
i.e., ly = Tx→r = Tx→y at C = 1. The simultaneous saturation of both inequalities
ly ≤ Tx→r ≤ Tx→y at C = 1 plays an important role in the following subsection, since it
allows us to derive a trade-off between sensory capacity and thermodynamic efficiency.

4.6 Trade-off between sensory capacity and efficiency
4.6.1 Trade-off for linear two-component network
From the linear two-component system we were able to identify two scenarios where the
capacity reaches its maximum C = 1. First, the kinetic parameters, which characterize
the dynamics of signal and the first layer of the network, are chosen in such a way that
the time history rt0 does not provide further information about the signal compared to the
instantaneous state rt. Second, a dissipative memory is added which stores information
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Figure 4.23| Trade-off between sensory capacity and efficiency. The parameters are chosen
at random with 10−1 ≤ νr, Br, νm, Bm ≤ 102. The bare sensor involves the parameters
νr, Br. The solid lines represent the bounds 4η(1 − η) ≤ C ≤ 2

√
η(1− η) for the bare

sensor. The bound C ≤ 2
√
η(1− η) is also valid for the sensor with memory for η ≥ 1/2.

from the time history rt0 in the instantaneous state of the memory mt. In the first case,
we have found that the efficiency is η = 1/2 for C = 1, whereas in the second case we
have found η < 1/2 due to additional dissipation inside the cell.
The trade-off between sensory capacity and efficiency for the linear two-component

network with dynamics from (4.93) is shown in Fig. 4.23. For the bare sensor we obtain

4ηr(1− ηr) ≤ Cr ≤ 2
√
ηr(1− ηr), (4.106)

which can be demonstrated as follows. Using (4.99) and (4.101) the efficiency of the bare
sensor reads

ηr = lr
σr

= Brνr(1 + νr)
ν2

r +Br(1 + νr)2 , (4.107)

moreover, using (4.99) and (4.100) the sensory capacity of the bare sensor reads

Cr = lr
Tx→r

= 2ν3
r

[ν2
r +Br(1 + ν2

r )][
√

1 + ν2
r /Br − 1]

. (4.108)

The bounds on the sensory capacity (4.106) are obtained by minimizing or maximizing
(4.108) while keeping (4.107) fixed and satisfying νr, Br ≥ 0. Most importantly, the upper
bound (4.106) holds also for the sensor with memory for η ≥ 1/2, which is responsible for
the empty region in the upper right corner of the scatter plot in Fig. 4.23.

4.6.2 General trade-off
We now prove a general trade-off between sensory capacity and efficiency: a sensor with
maximal sensory capacity C = 1 implies η ≤ 1/2 as we have shown in [120]. The proof
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depends on the reasonable assumption that for any sensor one can add a fictitious memory
that stores all information from the time history of the sensor in the instantaneous state
of the fictitious memory. We use the example from Sec. 4.5 involving the Langevin
equations (4.93) to verify that such a fictitious memory indeed could be constructed.
First, the memory must be precise, i.e, must not be noisy, which corresponds to Dm = 0
in (4.93). Second, the memory maybe composed of different subunits, where each subunit
is sensitive for a different frequency ωm, i.e., storing a different time frame of the time
series of the sensor. For the Gaussian process from (4.93) we have seen that a single
frequency ωm = ωx

√
1 + ν2

r /Br suffices to reach the maximal sensory capacity C = 1.
The chain of inequalities that has been derived in Eq. (4.77) demonstrates that the

addition of a memory leads to an increase of the learning rate and a decrease of the upper
bound on the transfer entropy rate. In a first step we show the trade-off by assuming that
(i) maximal sensory capacity is reached C = 1 and (ii) the upper bound on transfer entropy
rate equals the transfer entropy rate, i.e., ly = Tx→y = Tx→y holds. From Eq. (3.35), we
obtain

Tx→y − ly =
∑

y,y′
P (y)

∑

x

P (x|y)wxyy′ ln
P (x|y)wxyy′
P (x|y′)wyy′

≥ 0, (4.109)

where the inequality follows from the log-sum-inequality [36]. Note this inequality satu-
rates if and only if the logarithm term is constant one for all values of x [36], i.e.,

P (x|y′) =
P (x, y)wxyy′
P (y)wyy′

≡ P (x|y → y′), (4.110)

must be satisfied, where P (x|y) = P (x, y)/P (y) has been used and P (x|y → y′) has
been defined as the right hand side of the equation. Eq. (4.110) has a clear physical
explanation: P (x|y′) is the probability distribution of signal if the sensor state y′ is
known and P (x|y → y′) is the probability distribution of the signal if the current sensor
state y′ and its previous state y is known, more precisely, the transition y → y′. The
fact P (x|y′) = P (x|y → y′) suggests that the time history of the sensor which involves
the transition y → y′ does not provide more information about the signal x than the
instantaneous state of the sensor. A more thorough discussion will follow below. By
solving Eq. (4.110) for wxyy′ and inserting the expression for the rate of dissipation (4.7)
yields

σy =
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln



P (x|y′)
P (x|y) wyy′

P (x|y)
P (x|y′)wy′y


 = 2ly + σ̃y, (4.111)

where we have identified the learning rate ly from (4.8) and defined the coarse-grained
entropy production [103]

σ̃y ≡
∑

y,y′
P (y)wyy′ ln

wyy′

wy′y
≥ 0, (4.112)

which generally fulfills σ̃y ≤ σy. Hence, at maximal sensory capacity C = 1 the thermo-
dynamic efficiency reads

η = ly
σy

= ly
2ly + σ̃y

≤ 1
2 . (4.113)
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In the following paragraph we show that C = 1 indeed implies Tx→y = Tx→y, which
completes the proof of the trade-off. We now add a fictitious memory mf to the sensor y.
Consider the transition rates from (4.65), where the sensor variable y replaces the variable
r and the fictitious memory mf replaces m. The learning rate of this fictitious sensor is
given by (4.10)

lz =
∑

x,x′
P (x)wxx′

∑

y,mf

P (y,mf |x) ln P (y,mf |x)
P (y,mf |x′) ≥ 0 (4.114)

where the state of the fictitious sensor is characterized by z = (y,mf) and P (y,mf |x) is
the conditional distribution of (y,mf) given x. Within this fictitious sensor ly is considered
to be a coarse-grained learning rate which is smaller than lz, i.e.,

lz − ly =
∑

x,x′,y

P (x, y)wxx′
∑

mf

P (mf |x, y) ln P (mf |x, y)
P (mf |x′, y) ≥ 0. (4.115)

At maximal sensory capacity C = 1 the fictitious memory cannot raise the learning rate
such that lz − ly = 0 must hold. The inequality (4.115) can only saturate if P (mf |x, y) =
P (mf |x′, y) = P (mf |y) holds, which implies P (x|y,mf) = P (y)P (x|y)P (mf |x,y)

P (y)P (mf |y) = P (x|y), i.e.,

H[xt|yt,mf
t] = H[xt|yt]. (4.116)

Our key assumption is that it is always possible to find a fictitious memory that stores all
information from the time history of the sensor in the instantaneous state of the memory

H[xt|yt,mf
t] = H[xt|yt0]. (4.117)

Since the fictitious memory is unspecified, we can choose such a fictitious memory to
obtain

H[xt|yt] = H[xt|yt0], (4.118)

from Eqs. (4.116) and (4.117). Therefore, maximal sensory capacity C = 1 implies
(4.118). Furthermore, Eq. (4.118) implies I[xt:yt0] = I[xt:yt, yt−dt] = I[xt:yt], which can
be used to write the learning rate in the form

ly = I[xt:yt]− I[xt+dt:yt]
dt = I[xt:yt, yt−dt]− I[xt+dt:yt]

dt = I[xt+dt:yt+dt, yt]− I[xt+dt:yt]
dt ,

(4.119)

where we have used (3.26) in the first step, I[xt:yt, yt−dt] = I[xt:yt] in the second step,
and finally used the steady state property I[xt:yt, yt−dt] = I[xt+dt:yt+dt, yt]. Inserting the
conditional distributions from (3.21) and (3.32) into (4.119) yields

ly =
∑

x,y,y′
P (x, y)wxyy′ ln

wxyy′

wyy′
= Tx→y, (4.120)
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Figure 4.24| Estimate of the sensory capacity C̃ versus efficiency. (a) Results from
Fig. 4.23, where C is replaced by C̃ = ly/Tx→y. Black line indicates C̃ = 4η(1 − η).
(b) Estimate of sensory capacity C̃ ≡ ly/Tx→y versus lower bound on efficiency η̃ ≡
lr/(σy− σ̃y). For the bare sensor we use C̃r ≡ lr/Tx→r and η̃r ≡ lr/(σr− σ̃r), where σ̃r = 0.
The estimate of the sensory capacity of the bare sensor satisfies C̃r = 4η̃r(1− η̃r), see solid
black line in (a) and (b). Parameters νr, Br, νm, Bm are chosen as in Fig. 4.23.

where we have identified the expression by the upper bound on the transfer entropy rate
from (3.34) in the final step. Summarizing, we have shown that C = 1 ⇒ H[xt|yt] =
H[xt|yt0] ⇒ ly = Tx→y ⇒ C = 1. Therefore, whenever the sensory capacity saturates
C = 1 we will find ly = Tx→y = Tx→y.
We note for the bare sensor from Sec. 4.5.2 the coarse-grained entropy production

(4.112) vanishes, which with (4.113) implies η = 1/2 for C = 1. The sensory network
with memory from Sec. 4.5.3 includes internal dissipation, which also implies σ̃y > 0. In
accordance with (4.113), we obtained η ≥ 1/2 for C = 1.

4.6.3 Estimate of sensory capacity and refined efficiency
It is generally much simpler to calculate the upper bound on the transfer entropy rate
Tx→y from (3.34), rather than Tx→y, which usually does not have an analytical expression.
Using the upper bound on the transfer entropy, we define the estimate for the sensory
capacity

C̃ ≡ ly
Tx→y

≤ C ≤ 1, (4.121)

where the first inequality follows from Tx→y ≤ Tx→y. We note that in Sec. 4.6.2 is shown
that C = 1 implies ly = Tx→y, i.e., C = 1 ⇒ C̃ = 1. If the transfer entropy rate is not
accessible one may fall back to this estimate C̃. In Fig. 4.24(a) we show the scatter plot
from Fig. 4.23, where the sensory capacity C has been replaced by C̃ from (4.121). For
the bare sensor, which does not involve internal dissipation of chemical energy, we use
C̃r = lr/Tx→r, where lr is given by (4.99) and Tx→r is given by (4.102). Comparing the
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estimate of the sensory capacity for the bare sensor with (4.107) yields C̃r = 4ηr(1− ηr).
We note that there is an analogy to periodically driven engines [187, 188], where the
estimate of the sensory capacity C̃ is similar to the ratio of maximum power at given
efficiency and global maximum power; compare Fig. 4 from Ref. [188] and Fig. 4.24(a).
First, the bare sensor, where σ̃y vanishes, corresponds to the case in which the figure
of merit diverges [188]. Second, the decrease of the efficiency at maximum power below
1/2 due to the idle heat current [188] is similar to the reduction of efficiency below 1/2
from (4.113), where ly corresponds to the power output and σ̃y to the idle heat current.
This analogy should clearly be distinguished from the discussion inm Sec. 4.3.1 involving
Fig. 4.8 as well as the linear response theory for information driven engines from [133],
since these discussions do not involve the transfer entropy rate.
The coarse-grained entropy production σ̃y that appeared in the derivation for the trade-

off between sensory capacity and efficiency in Eq. (4.112) allows us to refine one of our
main inequalities from (4.12) involving the thermodynamic cost. More precisely, it follows
from the log-sum-inequality [36] and (4.112) that

σy − ly =
∑

y,y′
P (y)

∑

x

P (x|y)wxyy′ ln
P (x|y)wxyy′
P (x|y′)wxy′y

≥ σ̃y. (4.122)

Based on this inequality we can define the refined efficiency

η̃ ≡ ly
σy − σ̃y

≤ 1, (4.123)

which satisfies η ≤ η̃. Importantly, one can show that η = 1 implies η = η̃ = 1, which
in turn after some extended algebra generally yields C̃ = 0. This result implies that a
sensor with maximal efficiency η = 1 has vanishing sensory capacity estimate C̃ = 0, i.e.,
an energetically efficient sensor is a lousy noise filter. This is analogous to a heat engine
reaching Carnot efficiency only at zero power [187, 188]. For completeness, we show the
specific trade-off between C̃ and η̃ for the cellular two-component network in Fig. 4.24(b).
For future work it would be worthwhile to investigate whether this trade-off holds for
arbitrary nonlinear networks.

4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown that the performance of a sensor can be characterized by
an entropic rate which we call learning rate [119, 120]. The fact that the learning rate ly
is bounded by the thermodynamic cost σy to maintain the sensory network has allowed us
to define an efficiency η = ly/σy that relates the acquired information of a sensor to the
energy, which is dissipated by the sensor. We have analyzed three models inspired by the
E. coli sensory network. With these specific models, we were able to relate the entropy
production σy to chemical work that is consumed inside the cell and/or to work that is
delivered by the signal. In particular, the learning rate of a sensor can exceed the rate at
which the external signal delivers energy to the sensor if an internal mechanism provides
additional energetic input; see, e.g., Fig. 4.14(b), where lam > σext at slow switching rates
γc.
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In a second part we have introduced a purely information theoretic measure, the sensory
capacity, that characterizes the performance of a sensor. The sensory capacity relates the
information that a sensor acquires about a signal with its state to the maximal information
that can be inferred from the time history of a sensor. The sensory capacity is formally
the ratio between the learning rate ly and transfer entropy rate Tx→y (C = ly/Tx→y). A
sensor reaches the maximal sensory capacity C = 1 if the instantaneous state of the sensor
contains as much information about a fluctuating signal as its full time history. We have
shown the sensory capacity can be increased with the addition of a memory.
A cellular two-component network has been used to show that the sensory capacity can

indeed saturate (C = 1), allowing the instantaneous state of the sensor to carry the same
amount of information about a signal as the full time history of the sensor. For a sensor
with low sensory capacity (C � 1) an additional dissipative memory can increase the
sensory capacity to its maximum C = 1, where the instantaneous state of the memory
stores information from the time history of the sensor.
Most prominently, a trade-off between the sensory capacity C and thermodynamic

efficiency η has been identified, implying that a sensor with maximal sensory capacity
C = 1 cannot be efficient (η ≤ 1/2). This trade-off, which holds for arbitrary sensory
networks, allows a sensor either to be energetically efficient or to be a good noise filter,
but not to be both. The trade-off has been analyzed in detail for the specific cellular
two-component network. Moreover, a dissipative memory with low noise amplitude can
increase the sensory capacity from a very low value to its maximum. For this specific linear
model we could show a more detailed trade-off between sensory capacity and efficiency,
as illustrated in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24.
In Sec. 4.6.3 we have introduced an analytical estimate of the sensory capacity C̃, which

lower bounds the precise value C̃ ≤ C. Most prominently, the estimate of the sensory
capacity C̃ is shown to vanish for sensors which are energetically efficient η = 1, i.e.,
η = 1 ⇒ C̃ = 0. This finding goes beyond what has been found in [120]. It would be
interesting to investigate whether the full trade-off from Fig. 4.24 [C̃ ≤ 4η(1 − η) for
η ≥ 1/2] hold for arbitrary nonlinear networks.
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Appendices to chapter 4

4.A Linear noise approximation for cellular
two-component network

4.A.1 Diffusion approximation

We denote the probability of (x, nb, ny) at time t by Pt(x, nb, ny), where x is continuous
and nb, ny take discrete values nb = 0, 1, . . . , Nr and ny = 0, 1, . . . , Nm, respectively. In the
following, we introduce a diffusion approximation which is quite accurate if the number
of individual components is large Nr, Nm � 1 [33, 34]. The dynamics is given by the
following partial differential equation

Ṗt(x, nb, ny) = ωx
∂

∂x
xPt(x, nb, ny) +Dx

∂2

∂x2Pt(x, nb, ny)

+ w+
r (x, nb − 1)Pt(x, nb − 1, ny)− w+

r (x, nb)Pt(x, nb, ny)
+ w−r (x, nb + 1)Pt(x, nb + 1, ny)− w−r (x, nb)Pt(x, nb, ny)
+ w+

m(nb, ny − 1)Pt(x, nb, ny − 1)− w+
m(nb, ny)Pt(x, nb, ny)

+ w−m(nb, ny + 1)Pt(x, nb, ny + 1)− w−m(nb, ny)Pt(x, nb, ny), (4.124)

where the first line follows from the Langevin equation (4.78), see [28, 34] for the inter-
conversion of Langevin equations into Fokker-Planck equations; the second and the third
line correspond to transitions involving ligand binding and unbinding; the fourth and
fifth line take into account the transition of the memory protein. Using the Taylor series
approximations

w±r (x, nb ∓ 1)Pt(x, nb ∓ 1, ny) ≈ w±r (x, nb)Pt(x, nb, ny)∓ ∂

∂nb
w±r (x, nb)Pt(x, nb, ny)

+ 1
2
∂2

∂n2
b
w±r (x, nb)P (x, nb, ny) (4.125)

and

w±m(nb, ny ∓ 1)Pt(x, nb, ny ∓ 1) ≈ w±m(nb, ny)Pt(x, nb, ny)∓ ∂

∂ny
w±m(nb, ny)Pt(x, nb, ny)

+ 1
2
∂2

∂n2
y
w±m(nb, ny)Pt(x, nb, ny) (4.126)
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allow us to approximate (4.124) by the Fokker-Planck equation

Ṗt(x, nb, ny) = ωx
∂

∂x
xPt(x, nb, ny) +Dx

∂2

∂x2Pt(x, nb, ny)

− ∂

∂nb

[
Fb(x, nb) + ∂

∂nb
Db(x, nb)

]
Pt(x, nb, ny)

− ∂

∂ny

[
Fy(nb, ny) + ∂

∂ny
Dy(nb, ny)

]
Pt(x, nb, ny), (4.127)

where

Fb(x, nb) ≡ w+
r (x, nb)− w−r (x, nb), (4.128a)

Db(x, nb) ≡ 1
2
[
w+

r (x, nb) + w−r (x, nb)
]
, (4.128b)

Fy(nb, ny) ≡ w+
m(nb, ny)− w−m(nb, ny), (4.128c)

Dy(nb, ny) ≡ 1
2
[
w+

m(nb, ny) + w−m(nb, ny)
]
. (4.128d)

Thereby, the variables nb and ny become continuous. Inserting the transition rates from
(4.81) and (4.85) in (4.128) yields

Fb(x, nb) = ωr(x) [nb(x)− nb] , (4.129a)

Db(x, nb) ≡ ωr(x)nb(x) [Nr − nb(x)]
Nr

, (4.129b)

Fy(nb, ny) = ωm(nb) [ny(nb)− ny] , (4.129c)

Dy(nb, ny) = ωm(nb)ny(nb) [Nm − ny(nb)]
Nm

, (4.129d)

where ωr(x) ≡ ω+
r (x) + ω−r (x), nb(x) ≡ Nrω

+
r (x)/[ω+

r (x) + ω−r (x)], ωm(nb) ≡ ω+
m(x) +

ω−m(x), and ny(x) ≡ Nmω
+
y (nb)/[ω+

m(nb) + ω−m(nb)]. We note the Fokker-Planck equation
(4.127) is equivalent to the Langevin equations [28, 34]

ẋt = −ωxxt + ξx
t ,

ṅb(t) = Fb(xt, nb(t)) + ξb
t ,

ṅy(t) = Fy(nb(t), ny(t)) + ξy
t ,

(4.130)

where the stochastic therms ξb
t , ξ

y
t are white noise terms that similarly to (4.79) have noise

amplitudes, which are defined in (4.129b) and (4.129d), respectively. Note all stochas-
tic differential equations are interpreted as Ito stochastic differential equations [28, 34]
throughout this thesis.

4.A.2 Small signal variation and linear noise approximation
In the following, we derive an analytically solvable approximation of (4.130) for a weak
fluctuating signal xt, which is assumed to fluctuate around zero, see also [34]. Therefore,
we expand the expressions from (4.129) around x = 0, which yields

Fb(x, nb) ≈ ωr[n∗b + α1x− nb] and Db(x, nb) ≈ ωrn
∗
b [Nr − n∗b]
Nr

≡ D∗b, (4.131)
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where ωr ≡ ωr(0), n∗b ≡ nb(0) and α1 ≡ ∂xnb(x)|x=0. Moreover, expanding nb around n∗b
yields

Fy(nb) ≈ ωm[n∗y +α2(nb−n∗b)−ny] and Dy(nb, ny) ≈
ωrn

∗
y

[
Nm − n∗y

]

Nm
≡ D∗y, (4.132)

where ωm ≡ ωm(0), n∗y ≡ ny(n∗b) and α2 ≡ ∂nbny(nb)|nb=n∗b . With the above approxima-
tions the Langevin equations (4.130) become

ẋt = −ωxxt + ξx
t ,

ṅb(t) = −ωr[nb(t)− n∗b − α1x] + ξb
t ,

ṅy(t) = −ωm[ny(t)− n∗y − α2(nb(t)− n∗b)] + ξy
t ,

(4.133)

where the noise terms ξb
t , ξ

y
t have zero mean and covariances 〈ξb

t ξ
b
t′〉 = 2D∗bδ(t − t′) and

〈ξy
t ξ

y
t′〉 = 2D∗yδ(t− t′). We note the explicit form of the parameter α1 from (4.131) is

α1 = n∗b(Nr − n∗b)
Nr

∂∆F (x)
∂x

(4.134)

and α2 from (4.132) is

α2 =
n∗y(Nm − n∗y)

Nm

[
κ+ν+ − κ−ν−

(n∗bκ+ + ν−)(n∗bκ− + ν+)

]
. (4.135)

Importantly, if the internal ATP hydrolysis reaction were in equilibrium, i.e., ∆µ =
ln[κ+ν+/(κ−ν−)] = 0, the parameter α2 would vanish. Thus internal energy consumption
is necessary to establish correlations between the memory state ny and the occupancy
level of the receptors nb.
Finally, the Langevin equations (4.133) can further be simplified to Eq. (4.93) by using

the transformations

rt ≡
nb(t)− n∗b

α1
and mt ≡

ny(t)− ny

α1α2
, (4.136)

where the noise amplitudes become

Dr = D∗b/α
2
1 and Dm = D∗y/(α1α2)2. (4.137)

Using Eqs. (4.131)-(4.135), the noise amplitudes explicitly read

Dr = ωrNr

n∗b(Nr − n∗b)

[
∂∆F (x)
∂x

]−2

,

Dm =
[

ωrNr

n∗b(Nr − n∗b)

]2 [
∂∆F (x)
∂x

]−2
ωmNm

n∗y(Nm − n∗y)

[
(n∗bκ+ + ν−)(n∗bκ− + ν+)

κ+ν+ − κ−ν−

]2

,

(4.138)

where n∗b ∼ Nr and ny ∼ Nm. Therefore, the noise amplitude of the receptor variable
Dr is inversely proportional to the number of receptors Nr, i.e., Dr ∼ N−1

r . Moreover,
the noise amplitude of the memory Dm decreases with increasing number of proteins Nm
and/or with increasing chemical potential ∆µ = ln[κ+ν+/(κ−ν−)].
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4.B Entropic rates for Gaussian linear process
In this Appendix we calculate the entropy production and the learning rate for a sensor
with dynamics from Eq. (4.93). We start by rewriting the the linear Langevin equations
from (4.93) in the form

(
ẋt
ẏt

)
= −A

(
xt
yt

)
+ ξt, (4.139)

where 〈ξtξ>t′ 〉 = 2Dδ(t− t′). Thereby, for the bare sensor yt = rt holds and the matrices
A, D are given by (4.97), whereas for the full sensor yt = (rt,mt) the matrices A and
D are given by (4.103). The stationary probability density ρ(x, y) of (xt, yt) = (x, y) is
a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance Σ, which is the stationary solution
of the Lyapunov equation (4.96). Identifying the first term in (4.139) as “mobility times
force” motivates the definition

βF (x, y) ≡ −D−1A
(
x
y

)
, (4.140)

where β ≡ 1/T is the inverse temperature and F is the force. Note we have used the
Einstein relation β = µi/Di, where µi is the mobility of the i-th component and i = x, r,m.
The probability current, see (3.79) from Appendix 3.C, is in this case given by

J(x, y) = −
[
A−DΣ−1

] (x
y

)
ρ(x, y) (4.141)

where Σ−1 is the inverse of Σ, which arises from taking the gradient of the Gaussian
density distribution function. We denote the i-th component of the force from (4.140) by
Fi and the i-th component of the current from (4.141) by Ji, where i = x, r for the bare
sensor and i = x, r,m for the sensor with memory.
In order to simplify the following calculations considerably, we define the matrix

Φ ≡
∫

dx
∫

dyJ(x, y)βF (x, y)>, (4.142)

which by using Eqs. (4.140), (4.141) and the fact that ρ(x, y) is a normal distribution
with covariance Σ, becomes

Φ =
[
A−DΣ−1

]
ΣA>D−1 = AΣA>D−1 −DA>D−1. (4.143)

Using Eq. (3.81) from Appendix 3.C, the entropy production due to subsystem “r” be-
comes

σr ≡
∫

dx
∫

dyJr(x, y)βFr(x, y) = Φrr = ωx
ν2

r
Br(1 + νr)

, (4.144)

where we have identified σr by the second diagonal element of (4.142) in the second step,
and finally inserted Eqs. (4.98), (4.143) with νr ≡ ωr/ωx, Br ≡ Dr/Dx (as defined in
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Sec. 4.5.2). This expression for σr is shown in (4.101). Similarly, the entropy production
due to subsystem “m” is given by

σm ≡
∫

dx
∫

dyJm(x, y)βFm(x, y) = Φmm = ωx
ν2

m [ν2
r +Br(1 + νm)(1 + νr)]

Bm(1 + νm)(1 + νr)(νm + νr)
, (4.145)

where νm ≡ ωm/ωx and Bm ≡ Dm/Dx (as defined in Sec. 4.5.3). Note the covariance Σ,
which appears in (4.143), must be considered to be the 3×3 matrix that solves the steady
state Lyapunov equation (4.96), whereas the matrices A,D are defined in (4.103). This
expression for σm is shown in Eq. (4.104) of the main text.
We use a similar trick to calculate the learning rates lr and ly. First, we have shown in

(4.10) that ly = hx holds. Therefore, the learning rate is given by

ly = hx = −
∫

dx
∫

dyJx(x, y) ∂
∂x

ln ρ(x, y), (4.146)

where we have used Eq. (3.80) from Appendix 3.C in the last step. The gradient of the
logarithm of the probability is given by

a ≡ −
(
∂x
∂y

)
ln ρ(x, y) = Σ−1

(
x
y

)
. (4.147)

We define the matrix

L ≡
∫

dx
∫

dyJ(x, y)a(x, y)> = −(A−DΣ−1)ΣΣ−1 = DΣ−1 −A, (4.148)

where we have used (4.141) and (4.147). The learning rate can then be identified by the
first element of the matrix

ly = (L)xx = Dx(Σ−1)xx − (A)xx. (4.149)

For learning rate of the bare sensor we use the 2 × 2 covariance matrix of (xt, rt) from
(4.98) and (4.149) to get

lr = ωxν
3
r

ν2
r +Br(1 + νr)2 . (4.150)

Note we use the subscript “r” to distinguish the learning rate of the bare sensor lr from
the learning rate of the sensor with memory ly. Using the 3 × 3 covariance matrix of
(xt, rt,mt) and (4.149) we obtain

ly = ωxν2
r (νm+νr){Brν2

m(νmνr+1)+νr[Bm(νm+1)2(νm+νr)+ν2
mνr]}

ν2
m{Brν2

r [ν2
m+νm(4νr+2)+ν2

r +2νr+2]+B2
r (νm+1)2(νr+1)2+ν4

r }+Bm(νm+1)2[Br(νr+1)2+ν2
r ](νm+νr)2 .

(4.151)

In the following we denote conditional averages by

〈· · · 〉y ≡
∫
ρ(x|y)(· · · )dx, (4.152)
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where the subscript “y” indicates the condition and ρ(x|y) is the conditional density,
whereas we use 〈· · · 〉r for the bare sensor. Using Eq. (3.83) of Appendix 3.C the upper
bound on the transfer entropy rate becomes [120]

Tx→r = 1
4Dr

〈[
Fr(x, r)− 〈Fr(x, r)〉r

]2〉
= ω2

r
4Dr

〈[
x− 〈x〉r

]2〉 ≡ ω2
r

4Dr
E2

x|r, (4.153)

where we have used Fr(x, r) = −ωr(r− x) from (4.93) in the second step and defined the
conditional variance of x given r by E2

x|r in the last step, see also [41]. Note in contrast
to (3.83), where Fy is a force, here we use Fr(x, r) as drift velocity which has lead to a
change of the prefactor in front of the integral in (4.153). With Ex = Dx/ωx, νr = ωr/ωx
and Br = Dr/Dx the upper bound on the transfer entropy becomes

Tx→r = ωxν
2
r

4Br

E2
x|r
E2

x
, (4.154)

where

E2
x|r
E2

x
= ν2

r +Br(1 + νr)2

ν2
r (1 + νr) +Br(1 + νr)2 (4.155)

is derived from the covariance matrix (4.98) by using the Schur complement [189, 190]
(see also [120]). For the sensor with memory, the upper bound on the transfer entropy
rate analogously to (4.154) is given by [120]

Tx→y = ω2
r

4Dr

〈[
x− 〈x〉y

]2〉 ≡ ωxν
2
r

4Br

E2
x|y
E2

x
, (4.156)

where the conditional variance satisfies

E2
x|y
E2

x
= Bm(1+νm)2(νm+νr)2[ν2

r +Br(1+νr)2]+ν2
m{ν4

r +B2
r (1+νm)2(1+νr)2+Brν2

r [(1+νm)2+(1+νr)2+4νmνr]}
Bm(1+νm)2(1+νr)(νm+νr)2[ν2

r +Br(1+νr)]+ν2
m[ν2

r +Br(1+νm)(1+νr)][Br(1+νm)(1+νr)+ν2
r (1+νm+νr)] .

(4.157)

The conditional variance of x|rt0, which is denoted by E2
x|rtraj

, will be calculated in the
following appendix by using a Kalman-Bucy filter.

4.C Uncertainty from time series
The conditional variances E2

x|r and E2
x|y are generally simple to calculate if the covariance

matrix Σ is known, since it can expressed as Schur complement of Σ [189], see also [190].
In the following we show how to calculate the conditional variance of xt|rt0 by using a
Kalman-Bucy filter, see, e.g., [88, 185]. Following [185] we determine the conditional
average x̂t ≡ 〈xt〉yt0 , as defined in (4.152), and the conditional variance

E2(t) ≡ 〈(xt − x̂t)2〉, (4.158)

which saturates E(t)→ Ex|rtraj in the steady state limit t→∞.
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First, we note that x̂t is a function of rt0, which minimizes the variation (4.158), i.e.,
replacing x̂t by any other function f(rt0) in (4.158) will increase E2(t). As shown in, e.g.,
[185], the function x̂t is a linear projection of xt on rt0, where 〈xtrt′〉 = 〈x̂trt′〉 must be
satisfied for all t′ ≤ t, which also implies 〈x̂t(xt − x̂t)〉 = 0. We rewrite the first two lines
from (4.93) as stochastic Ito differential equations

dxt = −ωxxtdt+ dξx
t ,

drt = −ωr(rt − φxt)dt+ dξr
t = −ωr(rt − φx̂t)dt+ ωr(φxt − φx̂t)dt+ dξr

t ,
(4.159)

where we have generalized the differential equation with a parameter φ, which in case of
Eq. (4.93) is φ = 1, and used independent Wiener increments dξit with zero mean and
(dξit)2 = 2Didt (i = x, r); the second step introduces x̂t as the linear projection of xt on
rt0, which allows us to define dr‖t ≡ −ωr(rt − φx̂t)dt and dr⊥t ≡ drt − dr‖t that satisfy
〈rt′drt〉 = 〈rt′dr‖t 〉 as well as 〈rt′dr⊥t 〉 = 0 for all t′ ≤ t. We note that the increment
dr⊥t ≡ rt+dt − rt contains new information about xt from rt+dt

0 that is not in rt0 [185].
Using the dr⊥t we can derive a stochastic differential equation for the linear projection of
the signal

dx̂t = −ωxx̂tdt+ 〈xtdr
⊥
t 〉

〈(dr⊥t )2〉dr
⊥
t = −ωxx̂tdt+ ωrφ〈xt(xt − x̂t)〉

2Dr

[
ωrφ(xt − x̂t)dt+ dξr

t

]

= −ωxx̂tdt+ ωrφE2(t)
2Dr

[
ωrφ(xt − x̂t)dt+ dξr

t

]
, (4.160)

involving the following calculations. The first step in (4.160) contains two terms, where
one accounts for the update of x̂t due to the signal dynamics [see first line of (4.159)] and
second term arises from the Gram-Schmidt procedure by considering dr⊥t as a base vector
for the new observation that is orthogonal to rt0, i.e., 〈rt′dr⊥〉 = 0 for all t′ ≤ t. In the
second step of Eq. (4.160) we have inserted dr⊥t . From the first to the second line in Eq.
(4.160) we have used 〈x̂t(xt − x̂t)〉 = 0 and (4.158).
From the stochastic differential equation of the projection x̂t we can derive the so-called

Riccati equation [88, 120, 185]

d
dtE

2(t) = 2〈(xt − x̂t)(dxt − dx̂t)〉
dt + 〈(dxt − dx̂t)2〉

dt

= −2ωxE2(t)− ω2
rφ

2

Dr
[E2(t)]2 + 2Dx + ω2

rφ
2

4D2
r

[E2(t)]2(2Dr)

= −ω
2
rφ

2

2Dr
[E2(t)]2 − 2ωxE2(t) + 2Dx, (4.161)

where from the first to the second line (4.160) and (4.159) have been used. Note that
dx2

t = 2Dxdt, dx̂2
t = ω2

rφ
2[E2(t)]2/(4D2

r )(dξr
t)2, and (dξr

t)2 = 2Drdt.
Setting the left hand side of (4.161) to zero yields

E2
x|rtraj = E2

x


 2

1 +
√

1 + ν2
r
Br


 , (4.162)
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where Ex = Dx/ωx, νr = ωr/ωx and Br = Dr/Dx. Moreover, comparing (4.162) with the
transfer entropy from (4.100) yields

Tx→r = ωxν
2
r

4Br

E2
x|rtraj

E2
x

, (4.163)

which is quite analogous to what we have found for the upper bounds on the transfer
entropy rates Tx→r from (4.154) and Tx→y from (4.156).
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5 Optimal inference strategies and
approximation schemes

For an array of independent binary sensors (e.g., receptors, single electron transistors)
measuring a stochastic signal (e.g., ligand concentration, gate voltage), we investigate the
information loss of inference strategies that are solely based on the time averaging of the
sensor state. It is shown that these inference strategies lose up to 1/2 bit of information
compared with the full time history of the sensor. Moreover, it turns out that this in-
formation loss is independent of the number of binary sensors. Using the local detailed
balance relation, we derive a condition that determines whether or not such a loss of
information occurs. For example, if the free energy difference arising from the signal,
influences the both forward and backward rate in a symmetric manner, time integration
will capture the full information about the signal. More broadly, for the long time limit
we derive an analytical expression for the hidden information that cannot be accessed
by using simple time averaging mechanisms, which is intimately linked to a asymmetry
parameter that determines the load distribution of the free energy difference on forward
and backward rates of the sensor. As an implication we find a connection between this
hidden information and the information loss of approximation schemes for chemical net-
works. For example, the linear noise approximation loses information compared to the
original system dynamics that is precisely the hidden information that cannot be accessed
with simple time averaging mechanisms. Thereby, the information loss arises from the
simplification of the dynamics. This chapter is based on [190].

5.1 Introduction to chemoreception
In 1977 Berg and Purcell (BP) have studied in their seminal work [143] the phyisics of
chemoreception, where they determined the physical limits to the precision with which
cellular organism can perform concentration measurements with receptor proteins. For a
single receptor using the mean occupancy level, which is obtained from time averaging,
they have derived an explicit expression for the limit to the precision of such a mea-
surement. Interestingly, it has later been found that using a maximum likelihood (ML)
estimate can reduce the uncertainty of the concentration measurement even further by a
factor of two [191]. In an information theoretic language the ML estimate “uses” 0.5 bit
more information from the time history of the receptor occupancy level than the BP esti-
mate. The ML estimate has been investigated for concentration ramps [169, 192], spatial
gradients [193], and competing signals [194] (see [153, 195] for recent reviews). Impor-
tantly, it has been shown that this additional information is not accessible with linear
networks [94, 196], which illustrate a the characteristic information loss for this class of
models.
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y = 0

y = 1

w01(x) w10(x)
y = 1

∆F0

y = 0

y = 1

∆F0 + x

y = 0

Figure 5.1| Binary sensor model with transition rates on the left. The change x of the
free energy difference is shown on the right.

More broadly, the relation between energy consumption and the information acquisition
of biological networks has attracted much interest recently. For example, the expenditure
of chemical energy can lead to ultra-sensitive response to external stimuli [145, 148, 177].
Furthermore, trade-offs between energy consumption, accuracy and speed has been dis-
covered for bacterial adaptation [95, 178, 182] (see [144] for a different perspective). The
role of energy consumption has been studied for cellular computation [94, 181, 197], cellu-
lar sensing [92, 119, 149–151, 153, 170, 198] and learning [199]. Specifically, the maximal
sensory performance can only be reached at diverging energetic cost [94, 149–151]. To be
able to come close to such bounds, it is, therefore, essential to use the optimal inference
strategy.
In the following, we investigate inference strategies that allow to reach maximum sensory

performance. Thereby, two classes of inference strategies can be identified, which involve
time-averaging of the sensor state and counting transitions [198]; we study their joint
correlations. For binary sensors responding to a stochastic signal we obtain an analytical
expression for the hidden information that cannot be attained with inference strategies
that are solely based on time-averaging. For example, this information loss is up to 1/2 bit.
The same loss of information can also be identified in the linear noise approximation, which
is a useful tool to approximate chemical networks with an effective Brownian motion [33,
34, 200–202]. In this case the information loss arises from the simplification the original
system dynamics, which is assumed to be governed by a chemical master equation. We
show under which circumstances these approximation schemes are surprisingly accurate
on the trajectory level and when they lose up to about 1/2 bit of information .

5.2 Sensor measuring a stochastic concentration
5.2.1 Model for binary sensor
We assume the sensor at time t can be in one of two binary states yt = 0, 1, where yt = 0
corresponds to the “empty” state and yt = 1 corresponds to the “occupied” state. Initially,
the two states are equilibrated to a free energy difference ∆F0 between y = 0 and y = 1.
At time t = 0 the signal changes the free energy difference to a new value ∆F0 +x, where
a positive signal (x > 0) favors the occupied state. More precisely, the transition rates
wyy′(x) from state yt = y to state yt = y′, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1, must satisfy the local
detailed balance relation

ln w01(x)
w10(x) ≡ ∆F0 + x, (5.1)
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where we have set here and in the following the thermal energy to kBT ≡ 1. In equilibrium,
the probability for being in the occupied state y = 1 at signal value x then reads P eq(1|x) =
e∆F0+x/(1 + e∆F0+x). For an illustration, let us consider a single receptor which can either
be occupied by a ligand (y = 1) or be empty (y = 0). At concentration c ligands bind
to the receptor with a rate w01 ≡ kc and unbind with the rate w10 ≡ r. Denoting the
initial concentration by c0, the initial free energy difference becomes ∆F0 = ln(kc0/r)
and the change of the ligand concentration c0 → c corresponds to x = ln(c/c0), i.e., the
signal x corresponds a change of the chemical potential. The mean occupancy level of the
receptor then reads P eq(1|x) = kc/(kc+ r), where c = c0ex. This example for a receptor
measuring an external ligand concentration will be useful to compare our findings with
the work from Refs. [94, 191, 192, 196]. A non-biological example is a single electron
transistor [50–52], where the signal x can be associated with a change of the gate voltage
[50].
Since the local detailed balance relation (5.1) provides only one constraint for two

rates, it does not determine both rates w01(x) and w10(x) individually. The asymmetry
parameter, which is a central quantity in this chapter, defined through

α ≡ −∂x lnw10(x) = 1− ∂x lnw01(x), (5.2)

accounts for this freedom of choice, where the second identity follows directly from (5.1).
For “natural” values 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 the free energy change x influences the rates in such a
way that one rate increases while the corresponding reverse rate decreases. For α = 0 (or
α = 1) only one rate is affected by the signal x. The before mentioned receptor model,
where w01(x) = kc0ex and w10(x) = r, corresponds to α = 0. A two level system with
fermionic rates w01(x) = γP eq(1|x) and w01(x) = γP eq(1|x) (see, e.g., [85]), where γ is a
constant rate, has an asymmetry parameter α = P eq(1|x). For example, the experiment
involving a single-electron box with the mean number of electrons of about 1/2 from
Ref. [51], corresponds to a system for which α ' 1/2 holds, which can be deduced from
the supporting information (Fig. S1) of Ref. [51].

5.2.2 Main result
Let us first introduce the measurement of a stochastic signal as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
The sensor is initially equilibrated with a free-energy difference ∆F0 at time t < 0. At
time t = 0 the free-energy difference changes stochastically to a new value ∆F0 +x, where
we assume the change x to be normally distributed with zero mean and variance E2

x , i.e.,
P (x) ≡ (2πE2

x)−1/2 exp[−x2/(2E2
x)]. For weak signals the condition E2

x � 1 holds. We are
interested in the mutual information between the stochastic signal x and time history of
the sensor yt0 ≡ {yt′}0≤t′≤t, since mutual information and the minimal estimation error
are intimately related with one another [36]; see also [190]. The mutual information is
given by (3.6)

I ≡ I[x:yt0] ≡
〈

ln P (yt0|x)
P (yt0)

〉
, (5.3)

where P (yt0|x) is the conditional probability of the sensor time history yt0 given the signal
value x and P (yt0) ≡ ∫

P (yt0|x)P (x)dx is the marginal distribution. The brackets 〈· · · 〉
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yt

time

1

0
t0

τ̂1

Figure 5.2| Time history of a single binary sensor. The initial state is y0 = 0. The red-
shaded region illustrates the functional τ̂1. The other persistence time reads τ̂0 = t− τ̂0.
The dots indicate jump events, where the closed (open) circles indicate transitions of the
sensor 0 → 1 (1 → 0), respectively. The total number of jump events is n̂tot = 7, where
the individual number of transitions are n̂01 ≡ #( ) = 4 and n̂10 ≡ #( ) = 3.

denote the average over all possible realizations yt0 and x, weighted by the joint distribution
P (yt0|x)P (x). We will later use 〈· · · 〉x for the average over all sensor trajectories yt0
at a given signal value x weighted by the conditional probability P (yt0|x). Note that
〈〈· · · 〉x〉 = 〈· · · 〉 holds. A discrete state Markov process consists of a sequence of visited
states, where each state decays exponentially by triggering a transition to a new state.
Therefore, the path probability can be written in the form (see, e.g., Refs. [18, 191])

P (yt0|x) = P (y0)w01(x)n̂01w10(x)n̂10 exp[−w01(x)τ̂0 − w10(x)τ̂1], (5.4)

where n̂yy′ is the number of transitions from state y to state y′ and τ̂y is the time spent
in state y along the time history of the sensor yt0. The functionals n̂yy′ and τ̂y of the
trajectory yt0 are illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Since τ̂0 = t − τ̂1 and, since each transition
0→ 1 must be followed by a transition 1→ 0, the path weight (5.4) is fully characterized
by the functionals y0, n̂tot ≡ n̂01 + n̂10, and τ̂1, implying I = I[x:y0, n̂01, n̂10, τ̂0, τ̂1] =
I[x:y0, τ̂1, n̂tot].
Let us now highlight the important role of the asymmetry parameter α from (5.2) for

this inference problem in the long time limit. Using the fact that each forward transition
must be followed by the reverse transition, we obtain for t→∞ the relations n̂01 ' n̂10 '
n̂tot/2� 1. Importantly, for α = 1/2 the first terms in the path probability (5.4) do not
depend on the value of the signal x, since w01(x)n̂01w10(x)n̂10 ' [w01(0)w10(0)]n̂tot/2 holds.
In this case, where α = 1/2, the number of jump events n̂tot does not contain additional
information about the signal. More precisely, the coarse-grained variables (y0, τ̂1) contains
generally less information than the full time history of the sensor

Ĩ ≡ I[x:y0, τ̂1] ≤ I, (5.5)

whereas for α = 1/2 the inequality must saturate, i.e., Ĩ = I. In Figs. 5.3(a) and
5.3(b), we compare the full information from the trajectory I (blue open circles) with
the information Ĩ, which excludes the information from the number of jump events (solid
red line). For the symmetric weight α = 1/2 we confirm I = Ĩ, which implies that the
number of jump events n̂tot does not provide additional information about the signal. For
asymmetric weight α 6= 1/2 as it applies to the aforementioned receptor model, where
α = 0, the number of jump events n̂tot contribute to a gain of information of about
up to 1

2 ln 2 = 1/2 bit. The same result is obtained for an array of N = 100 sensors [see
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Figure 5.3| Full information from the time history of the sensors I (blue open circles)
and coarse-grained information Ĩ (solid red line) as function of time. The results are
displayed for four different sensory systems, for which the rates are either asymmetrically
α = 0 (a, c) or symmetrically (b, d) influenced by the signal. The results for a single
sensor (N = 1) is shown in the upper panel (a, b). The results for the sensor array with
N = 100 are shown in the lower panel (c, d), where we set I ≡ IN and Ĩ ≡ ĨN . The full
mutual information I is obtained from 106 individual trajectories yt0 each with a different
stochastic signal x, where we used Eqs. (5.4) and (5.3) for the single sensor case (N = 1),
and Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) for the sensor array with N = 100 sensors. For the coarse-
grained mutual information, we use the approximation from Eq. (5.12). Parameters:
Rates w01(x) ≡ e(1−α)x and w10(x) ≡ e−αx; asymmetry parameter α = 0 (left panel)
and α = 1/2 (right panel); number of sensors N ≡ 1 (upper panel) and N ≡ 100 (lower
panel); signal standard deviation Ex ≡ 0.3 (E2

x = 0.09 � 1); ωy ≡ w01(0) + w10(0) = 2,
and p0 ≡ w01(0)/ωy = 1/2.
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Figs. 5.3(c) and 5.3(d)]. Since the reduction of the signal variance due to the measurement
is proportional to e−2I (see, e.g., [36, 190]) this additional information corresponds to to
a decrease of the measurement variance (error) by a factor of 2. This enhanced accuracy
for ML estimators has been firstly been found in [191] for aforementioned receptor model,
where α = 0 holds. We note that for binary sensors measuring a stochastic signal such a
gain of information from the number of jump events occurs whenever the signal influences
forward and backward rate asymmetrically (α 6= 1/2).
Using the method of generating function, see the following section 5.3, we obtain more

generally

∆I ≡ lim
t→∞

(I − Ĩ) = 1
2 ln

(
4α2 − 4α + 2

)
, (5.6)

which is our main result of this chapter. A simple derivation of this formula for narrow-
width Gaussian signals (E2

x � 1) is shown in Sec. 5.3.2. We show in Sec. 5.3.3 that
Eq. (5.6) holds even for broadly distributed and/or non-Gaussian signals. Importantly,
the relation (5.6) implies that the asymmetry parameter α determines the additional
information content of the number of jump events. Under natural conditions, where
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 holds, the number of jump events contribute to a gain of information (5.6)
up to 1/2 bit. The gain of information can qualitatively be understood as follows. If the
transition rates are symmetrically influenced by the signal (α = 1/2), a signal change will
increase one rate by the same amount as it decreases the corresponding reverse transition
rate. Therefore, the total number of transition along both directions n̂tot = n̂01 + n̂10 will
not expected to be altered by the signal x. Hence, the total number of jump events n̂tot
does not provide additional information about x, where ∆I = 0. However, in the extreme
case α = 0, only the transition rate w01(x) is influenced by the signal, which leads to a
monotonic correlation between the signal x and the number of jump events n̂tot.
We note from a technical point of view that the derivation of the main result, Eq. (5.6),

used the method of generating function, which we will present in Sec. 5.3.1. Thereby,
the generating function allows to determine in finite time the joint dispersion of different
classes of random variables, for example, jump variables n̂yy′ and persistence time τ̂y [198].
For networks where each component consist of more than two states it might be difficult
to calculate the generating function analytically. We show a in Sec. 5.3.4 (see also [190])
a method that allows to determine the joint dispersion of such random variables in the
long time limit, which does not require the generating function. A similar method has
been derived in [198, 203, 204], whereas we extent this method to correlated dispersion
of random variables.
Our main result for the information gain ∆I (5.6) holds even for an array of N sensors

measuring the same signal x. To see that we first generalize the path weight (5.4) to an
arbitrary number of sensors. We label each sensor by a variable i = 1, . . . , N , where the
i-th sensor is in state y(i)

t = 0, 1 at time t. Hence the state of the sensor array at time t
is characterized by yt = (y(1)

t , . . . , y
(N)
t ) and yt0 ≡ {yt′}0≤t′≤t denotes the full trajectory

of the sensor array. Denoting for the i-th sensor the time spent in state y by τ̂ (i)
y and the

number of transitions from y to y′ by n̂(i)
yy′ the conditional path weight of the sensor array

becomes

P (yt0|x) ≡ pY0
0 (1− p0)N−Y0w01(x)n̂01w10(x)n̂010 exp[−w01(x)τ̂0 − w10(x)τ̂1], (5.7)
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where we have defined p0 ≡ e∆F0/(1+e∆F0), Y0 ≡
∑N
i=1 y

(i)
t |t=0, τ̂1 ≡

∑N
i=1 τ̂

(i)
1 , τ̂0 = Nt−τ̂1,

and n̂yy′ ≡
∑N
i=1 n̂

(i)
yy′ . With the marginal path weight P (yt0) =

∫
dxP (yt0|x)P (x) the

mutual information between the time history of the sensor array and the signal becomes

IN ≡
〈

ln P (yt0|x)
P (yt0)

〉
= I[x:Y0, n̂01, n̂10, τ̂1], (5.8)

where the second identity follows from the functional form of path weight (5.7), which is
fully characterized by the variables Y0, τ̂1, n̂01, n̂10. Note for a sensor array with N sensors
holds generally 0 ≤ τ̂1 ≤ Nt. We define the coarse-grained mutual information for the
sensor array

ĨN ≡ I[x:Y0, τ̂1], (5.9)
which generally satisfies ĨN ≤ IN . Analogously to the derivation of the main result (5.6)
we obtain for the sensor array

∆IN ≡ lim
t→∞

(IN − ĨN) = 1
2 ln

(
4α2 − 4α + 2

)
, (5.10)

i.e., the information gain from the number of jump events for the sensor array with N
sensors equals the result for the single sensor case (5.6). A detailed proof of this formula
can be found in Sec. 5.3, where Sec. 5.3.2 contains a simple proof, assuming a narrow-
width Gaussian signal (E2

x � 1), and Sec. 5.3.3 shows the (5.10) for arbitrarily distributed
signals. A brief summary of the proof for weakly changing signals is shown in the next
paragraph. We note that this result (5.10) agrees with Fig. 5.3, where we have observed
the same information gain from the number of jump events for the single sensor (N = 1)
and the sensor array with N = 100 sensors; see Figs. 5.3(a) and 5.3(c), where α = 0 and
∆IN = 1

2 ln 2 in both cases, or see Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.3(d), where α = 1/2 and ∆IN = 0
in both cases.
We briefly outline the proof of the main result (5.10) for weak signals, where E2

x � 1
holds. As we will show in Sec. 5.3.2 for weak Gaussian distributed signal (E2

x) mutual
information can be approximated by (5.37)

IN ≈
1
2 ln

[
1 + (2α2 − 2α + 1)p0(1− p0)E2

xNωyt
]

(5.11)

and coarse-grained mutual information by (5.38)

ĨN ≈
1
2 ln

[
1 + 1

2p0(1− p0)E2
xNωyt

]
, (5.12)

where we have defined ωy ≡ w01(0) + w10(0). These approximations are fairly accurate
for Ex = 0.3 as can be confirmed with Figs. 5.3(b) and 5.3(d); see also Fig. 5.5(a) for
α 6= 1/2. From (5.11) and (5.12) one immediately obtains (5.10) in the limit t→∞.

5.3 Dispersion of random variables
In this section, we will introduce the method of generating function that can be used
to calculate the dispersion of functionals of the sensor trajectory yt0. Note we use two
different averages, where 〈· · · 〉x is the average over all stochastic trajectories yt0 at given
signal value x and the total average is denoted by 〈· · · 〉 ≡ ∫ dxP (x)〈· · · 〉x.
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5.3.1 Generating function and first two moments
For a binary sensor system with states y = 0, 1 the master equation at given signal value
x reads

∂

∂t
Pt(0) = Pt(1)w10(x)− Pt(0)w01(x),

∂

∂t
Pt(1) = Pt(0)w01(x)− Pt(1)w10(x),

(5.13)

where Pt(y) is the probability for yt = y at given signal x. Note that Pt(1) = 〈yt〉x. It
will be convenient to write the master equation in matrix form

d
dtP t = LP t (5.14)

where
(
−w01(x) w10(x)
w01(x) −w10(x)

)
and

(
Pt(0)
Pt(1)

)
. (5.15)

We have dropped here and in the following for notationally convenience the dependence
of the generator L on the signal value x. The time dependent solution P t can then be
written as a matrix exponential P t = exp(Lt)P 0, where P 0 is the initial configuration of
the sensor. Moreover, the path probability from (5.4) can then be written in the form

P (yt0|x) = P0(y0)(L01)n̂10(L10)n̂01eL00τ̂0+L11τ̂1 = P0(y0)
[ ∏

y,y′

y 6=y′

(Ly′y)n̂yy′
][∏

y

eLyy τ̂y
]
. (5.16)

The second expression is also valid if the senor would have more than two states, where
the matrix L would become larger than a 2× 2 matrix. Our goal will be to calculate the
moments of the functionals n̂yy′ and τ̂y, as well as their joint correlations. We define the
generating function as

G(s, t) ≡ V> exp
[
L(s)t

]
P 0, (5.17)

where we have used V> ≡ (1, . . . , 1) and defined the elements of the modified generator
L(s)yy′ ≡ Lyy′sy′y. The modified generator of the binary sensor system thus reads

L(s) =
(
−w01(x)s00 w10(x)s10
w01(x)s01 −w10(x)s11

)
. (5.18)

In this matrix notation V>P t = 1 accounts for the normalization and V>L is the con-
servation of probability. From now on we use “s = 1” as a shorthand form for “syy′ = 1
for all pair of states y, y′”. For example, L(s)|s=1 = L holds, which allows us to identify
G(s, t)|s=1 = G(s, 0) = 1. Inserting the modified generator L(s) into the path weight
(5.16) allows us to write the generating function as

G(s, t) =
∫

d[yt0]P0(y0)
[ ∏

y,y′

y 6=y′

(Ly′ysyy′)n̂yy′
][∏

y

eLyy τ̂ysyy
]
≡
∫

d[yt0]P̃ (yt0|x, s), (5.19)
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where
∫

d[yt0] is the path integral over all realizations yt0; in the second step we have defined
the modified path weight P̃ (yt0|x, s), which satisfies P̃ (yt0|x, s)|s=1 = P (yt0|x). From (5.16)
and (5.19) it is straight forward to show that the first moments can be calculated with

〈τ̂〉x = 1
Lyy

∂G(s, t)
∂syy

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
,

〈n̂yy′〉x = ∂G(s, t)
∂syy′

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

(5.20)

and the second moments with

〈τ̂ 2
y 〉x = 1

L2
yy

∂2G(s, t)
∂s2

yy

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
,

〈n̂yy′ τ̂ỹ〉x = 1
Lỹỹ

∂2G(s, t)
∂syy′∂ss̃s̃

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
,

〈n̂2
yy′〉x = ∂2G(s, t)

∂s2
yy′

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

+ ∂G(s, t)
∂syy′

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
,

(5.21)

where y, y′, ỹ are sensor states with y 6= y′. Note the last term in the third line of (5.21)
corrects the negative term in ∂syy′ (syy′)

n̂yy′ = (n̂2
yy′ − n̂yy′)(syy′)n̂yy′−2; it appears whenever

calculating second moments of the same jump variable nyy′ , for example, such a term does
not appear for y 6= y′, ỹ 6= ỹ′ and y 6= ỹ, where

〈n̂yy′n̂ỹỹ′〉 = ∂2G(s, t)
∂syy′∂sỹỹ′

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

(5.22)

holds.
In the limit t� 1/[w01 + w10], the generating function is dominated by the maximum

eigenvalue (maximum real part) of the modified generator (5.18), which is

λmax(s) = −w01(x)s00 + w10(x)s11

2 +
√

w01(x)w10(x)s01s10 + [w01(x)s00 − w10(x)s11]2
4 .

(5.23)

In this limit, the first moments become

µ(x) ≡
(
〈τ̂1〉x
〈n̂tot〉x

)
=
(

〈τ̂1〉x
〈n̂01〉x + 〈n̂10〉x

)
≈ w01(x)t
w01(x) + w10(x)

(
1

2w10(x)

)
(5.24)

Analogously, the signal-dependent covariance becomes

Σm|x(x) ≡
(

〈τ̂ 2
1 〉x − 〈τ̂1〉2x 〈τ̂1n̂tot〉x − 〈τ̂1〉x〈n̂tot〉x

〈τ̂1n̂tot〉x − 〈τ̂1〉x〈n̂tot〉x 〈n̂2
tot〉x − 〈n̂tot〉2x

)

≈ 2w01(x)w10(x)t
[w01(x) + w10(x)]3

(
1 w10(x)− w01(x)

w10(x)− w01(x) 2[w01(x)2 + w10(x)2]

)
. (5.25)
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5.3.2 Mutual information for weak Gaussian signals
For Gaussian distributed signals P (x) = (2πE2

x)−1/2 exp[−x2/(2E2
x)], with small amplitude

E2
x � 1, the joint distribution of z ≡ (x,m), where m ≡ (τ̂1, n̂tot), is approximatively

Gaussian as well. Denoting the covariance matrix by

Σ ≡ 〈zz>〉 − 〈z〉〈z>〉 ≡
(
E2

x b>

b Σm

)
. (5.26)

the mutual information becomes [36] (see also [190])

I[x:m] = 1
2 ln E

2
x
E2

x|m
= 1

2 ln det(Σm)
det(Σm|x) , (5.27)

where E2
x|m and Σm|x are conditional covariances that can be obtained from the Schur

complements of the covariance matrix (5.26), which read [189]

E2
x|m = E2

x − b>Σ−1
m b,

Σm|x = Σm − b
1
E2

x
b>.

(5.28)

Using (5.27) and the second line of (5.28), the mutual information becomes

I[x:m] = 1
2 ln




det(Σm|x + b 1
E2

x
b>)

det(Σm)


 = 1

2 ln
[
det

(
1 + Σ−1

m|xb
1
E2

x
b>
)]

= 1
2 ln


1 +

b>Σ−1
m|xb

E2
x


 , (5.29)

where we have used in the last step the matrix determinant lemma, which states that
the determinant of the identity matrix plus a dyadic product can be written as a scalar
product.
We use (5.24) and (5.25) to calculate b and Σm|x, which are necessary for the mutual

information (5.29). From the expressions of the first moments we obtain

b ≡
(
〈xτ̂1〉 − 〈x〉〈τ̂1〉
〈xn̂tot〉 − 〈x〉〈n̂tot〉

)
=
(
〈xτ̂1〉
〈xn̂tot〉

)
=
∫

dxP (x)xµ(x) ≈ E2
xµ
′(0), (5.30)

where we have used 〈x〉 = 0 in the second step, Eq. (5.24) in the third step. The final
approximation involves the derivative of the first moments with respect to the signal, i.e.,
µ′(x) ≡ ∂xµ

′(x). The approximation b ≈ E2
xµ
′(0) is fairly accurate for weakly changing

signals E2
x � 1. Using the definition of the asymmetry parameter (5.2) and (5.24), the

vector (5.30) becomes

b ≈ E2
xw01(0)w10(0)t

[w01(0) + w10(0)]2

(
1

2(1− α)w10(0)− 2αw10(0)

)
. (5.31)

Similarly, using (5.25) the conditional covariance reads

Σm|x ≡
∫

dxP (x)Σm|x(x) ≈ Σm|x(0). (5.32)
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Inserting (5.31) and (5.32) into (5.29) yields

I ≈ I[x:τ̂1, n̂tot] = I[x:m] = 1
2 ln

(
1 + b>Σm|x(0)−1b

E2
x

)

= 1
2 ln

[
1 +

(
2α2 − 2α + 1

)E2
xw01(0)w10(0)t
w01(0) + w10(0)

]
. (5.33)

Similarly for coarse-grained mutual information, where m = τ̂1, one obtains from first
component of the upper-right component of (5.25) and the first component of (5.31)

Ĩ = I[x:τ̂1] ≈ 1
2 ln

[
1 + (b)2

1
[Σm|x]11E2

x

]
= 1

2 ln
[
1 + 1

2
E2

xw01(0)w10(0)t
w01(0) + w10(0)

]
. (5.34)

Calculating the difference I − Ĩ with Eqs. (5.33) and (5.34) yields immediately to the
main result (5.6) for the long time limit (t→∞). This calculation constitutes the proof
of the main result (5.6) for narrow-width Gaussian distributed signals. We note that
(5.33) and (5.34) are fairly accurate even for finite time t. Before we turn to arbitrarily
distributed signal we make a short comment on the effect of multiple sensors.
The calculations forN independent sensors are quite similar. A more detailed discussion

can be found in [190]. We use subscript N to differentiate the deterministic quantities
for the sensor array with N sensors from the single sensor case. First, the measurement
becomes m = (τ̂1, n̂01 + n̂10), where τ̂1 ≡

∑N
i=1 τ̂1 and τ̂yy′ = ∑N

i=1 n̂yy′ ; see also (5.7) from
Sec. 5.2.2. Second, for N sensors the mean becomes

µN(x) ≡
N∑

i=1

(
〈τ̂ (i)

1 〉x
〈n̂(i)

01 〉x + 〈n̂(i)
10 〉x

)
= Nµ(x), (5.35)

where we used 〈τ̂ (i)
1 〉x = 〈τ̂ (1)

1 〉x and 〈n̂(i)
yy′〉x = 〈n̂(1)

yy′〉x as well as the first moments of
a single sensor (5.24). Therefore, bN = Nb holds. Analogously, the signal-dependent
covariance matrix

Σm|x,N(x) = 〈mm>〉x − 〈m〉x〈m〉>x = NΣm|x(x). (5.36)

is proportional to the number of receptors. Substituting b→ bN and Σm|x(x)→ Σm|x,N(x)
in (5.33) and (5.34) yields

IN ≈ I[x:τ̂1, n̂01 + n̂10] ≈ 1
2 ln

[
1 +

(
2α2 − 2α + 1

)NE2
xw01(0)w10(0)t

w01(0) + w10(0)

]
(5.37)

and

ĨN ≈ I[x:τ̂1] ≈ 1
2 ln

[
1 + 1

2
NE2

xw01(0)w10(0)t
w01(0) + w10(0)

]
, (5.38)

which are equivalent to Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12), respectively. Moreover, the difference
IN − ĨN approaches 1

2 ln(4α2 − 4α+ 1) in the long time limit, which proofs (5.10) for N
independent sensors measuring a weakly fluctuating signal.
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m2

m1

µ2(x)

µ1(x)

∂µ

∂x

µ(x∗)
m

Figure 5.4| Illustration of saddle-point approximation in d = 2 dimensions, where m =
(m1,m2) and µ(x) = (µ1(x), µ2(x)). The solid green line indicates all possible points,
where m = µ(x) is satisfied (x ∈ R). The dashed green line indicates the width of the
marginal distribution P (m), which approach the solid line for t→∞. The closest point
to m on the solid green line is µ(x∗), where x∗ = x∗(m) is a function of m; see open red
points, which are connected via a solid red line. The blue dotted ellipse illustrates the
width of the conditional distribution P (m|x) for a specific signal value x.

5.3.3 Long time limit for arbitrary signal distribution
In this section we show that the main result still holds for if the signal x is broadly
distributed with probability P (x). Thereby, P (x) may not be a Gaussian distribution,
as it has been used in the previous subsection. We derive an approximation I∞ for the
mutual information I from (5.3), which becomes exact in the long time limit t→∞ and
can by used also for strong signals (e.g., E2

x > 1) and/or non-Gaussian distributed signals.
We note all approximations that involve “≈” become exact in the limit t → ∞. The
following proof is based on a saddle-point approximation.
We denote the measurement by m ≡ (m1, . . . ,md). In d = 2 dimensions we identify

m1 = τ̂1 and m2 = n̂tot, where the mean 〈m〉x = µ(x) is given in (5.24). Moreover, with
the covariance (5.25) the conditional probability distribution reads

P (m|x) = el(m|x)
√

(2π)d det[Σm|x(x)]
, (5.39)

where

l(m|x) = −1
2[m− µ(x)]>Σm|x(x)−1[m− µ(x)]. (5.40)

In the long time limit the covariance matrix Σm|x and the conditional mean µ(x) grow
linearly in time, i.e., µ(x),Σm|x ∼ t, which implies that the probability weight becomes
sharply distributed around m ≈ µ(x), where x ∈ R.
In the following we use saddle-point approximation to determine the marginal distribu-

tion P (m) for the long time limit, as schematically shown in Fig. 5.4. The approximation
will become exact in the limit t → ∞. The green solid curve in Fig. 5.4 corresponds to
all points x ∈ R, where m = µ(x). The dotted blue ellipse corresponds to width of the
conditional distribution (5.39) for a single signal value x around µ(x) = (µ1(x), µ2(x))>.
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Since mean and conditional covariance increase both linearly in time, one can identify
m− µ(x) ∼

√
t and ∂xµ(x) ∼ t, which with (5.40) yields

∂2

∂x2 l(m|x) ≈ −∂µ(x)
∂x

>
Σm|x(x)−1∂µ(x)

∂x
. (5.41)

This expression (5.41) determines the curvature of l(m|x) in the limit t → ∞. For a
specific point m we obtain the marginal probability distribution using Eqs. (5.39) and
(5.41) with saddle-point approximation

P (m) ≡
∫

dxP (m|x)P (x) ≈ P (x∗(m))el(m|x∗)√
(2π)d−1 det[Σm|x(x∗)]∂µ(x∗)

∂x

>Σm|x(x∗)−1 ∂µ(x∗)
∂x

, (5.42)

where x∗ = x(m) maximizes (5.40) for a givenm, which are both geometrically indicated
as two points connected with a straight red solid line in Fig. 5.4.
The mutual information between signal x and measurement m

I[x:m] =
∫

dm
∫

dxP (x)P (m|x) ln P (m|x)
P (m) (5.43)

can be calculated with (5.39) and (5.42) and the relation

l(m|x)− l(m|x∗) = 1
2
∂l2(m|x)
∂x2 (x− x∗)2 + O(x− x∗)3, (5.44)

which becomes −1/2 = ln
√

1/e after averaging over (x,m). Finally, from x = x∗ follows
the long time limit approximation

I[x:m] ≈
∫

dxP (x) ln




1
P (x)

√√√√ ∂µ(x)
∂x

>Σm|x(x)−1 ∂µ(x)
∂x

2πe


 ≡ I∞ (5.45)

We note that this approximation (5.45) becomes exact in the long time limit (t → ∞).
In the following two paragraphs we illustrate the validity of this approximation.
First, we consider a Gaussian distributed signal P (x) = (2πE2

x)−1/2 exp[−x2/(2E2
x)]. In

Fig. 5.5 we confirm that the approximation I∞ (5.45) approaches the exact value of the
mutual information I in the long time limit. Even for strong signals (Ex = 2) the approx-
imation I∞ from Eq. (5.45) can be used to calculate the mutual information, whereas
the weak signal approximation (5.11) fails at any time. For narrow-width Gaussian sig-
nals the approximation (5.11) works even for “finite time”. Note that we used the same
parameters in Figs. 5.3(a) and 5.5(a).
As second example, we use a uniformly distributed signal, where P (x) is constant in a

interval xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax. We compare in Fig. 5.6 the exact mutual information I (blue
open circles) and the approximation I∞ (solid red line) for xmin = −1 and xmax = 1. We
confirm I∞ approaches I in the long time limit (t → ∞). Moreover, we note that the
convergence to the exact solution is more slowly than for Gaussian signal with the same
width.
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Figure 5.5| The exact mutual information (blue open circles) is compared with both
approximations I∞ (solid red line) and the approximation from (5.11) (dashed green
line), where the latter assumes a weak signal E2

x � 1. In both figures the approximation
I∞ approaches the exact result in the long time limit (t → ∞). (a) The weak signal
approximation from (5.11) is fairly accurate even for finite time. (b) For strong signal
Ex > 1 the approximation from (5.11) fails at any time, approximation I∞ becomes exact
in the long time limit (t→∞). Parameters: Rates w01 = ex, w10; asymmetry parameter
α = 0; number of sensors N = 1. (a) Signal standard deviation Ex = 0.3 [same parameters
as in Fig. 5.3(a)]. (b) Ex = 2.
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Figure 5.6| Exact mutual information I (blue open circles) versus long time limit approx-
imation I∞ (solid red line) for non-Gaussian signal. The signal is uniformly distributed
within the interval −1 ≤ x ≤ 1, i.e., P (x) = 1/2 for |x| ≤ 1 and P (x) = 0 for |x| > 1.
Parameters: Rates w01 = ex, w10 = 1; asymmetry parameter α = 0.
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With approximation (5.45), we obtain the long time limit approximation for the coarse-
grained mutual information Ĩ as defined in (5.5) in a quite similar way. First, we consider
d = 1, where m1 ≡ τ̂1, which has a signal-dependent mean 〈m1〉x = µ1(x) and the
conditional variance 〈m2

1〉x − 〈m1〉2x = [Σm|x(x)]11. Using (5.45), the approximation for
coarse-grained mutual information becomes

I[x:m] ≈
∫

dxP (x) ln

 1
P (x)

√√√√√
∣∣∣∂µ1(x)

∂x

∣∣∣
2

2πe[Σm|x(x)]11


 ≡ Ĩ∞, (5.46)

which becomes exact in the limit t→∞. We note that from (5.25) follows [Σm|x(x)]11 =
2w01(x)w10(x)t/[w01(x) + w10(x)]3.
From the difference between (5.45) and (5.46) we obtain the information gain from the

number of jump events

∆I∞ ≡ lim
t→∞

(I∞−Ĩ∞) = lim
t→∞

∫
dxP (x)1

2 ln
[

[Σm|x(x)]11
∂µ(x)
∂x

>Σm|x(x)−1 ∂µ(x)
∂x∣∣∣∂µ1(x)

∂x

∣∣∣
2

]
. (5.47)

The same calculation as for (5.31), where we have used the definition of the asymmetry
parameter (5.2) and (5.24), yields

∂µ

∂x
= ∂

∂x

(
µ1(x)
µ2(x)

)
= ∂

∂x

(
〈τ̂1〉x
〈n̂tot〉x

)
≈ w01(x)w10(x)t

[w01(x) + w10(x)]2

(
1

2(1− α)w10(x)− 2αw01(x)

)
,

(5.48)

which with the signal-dependent covariance matrix (5.25) finally results in

∆I∞ =
∫

dxP (x)1
2 ln

(
4α2 − 4α + 2

)
. (5.49)

This proofs our main result (5.6) since the approximations for the mutual information
I ≈ I∞ (5.45) and the coarse-grained mutual information Ĩ ≈ Ĩ∞ (5.46) become exact
in the limit t→∞.
This result for a single sensor can easily be adopted to a sensor array with N sensors.

First, the long time limit implies n̂01 ≈ n̂10. Second, the mean and covariance of (τ̂ , n̂tot),
which appears in the path weight (5.7), where τ̂1 = ∑N

i=1 τ̂
(i)
1 and n̂tot ≡

∑N
i=1[n̂(i)

01 + n̂
(i)
10 ],

is proportional to the number of sensors. Since the replacement µ(x) → Nµ(x) and
Σm|x(x) → NΣm|x(x) does not alter the expression (5.47), we obtain the same gain of
information from the number of jump events for the single sensor case and the sensor
array with N sensors.

5.3.4 Method from References [198, 203, 204] for joint dispersion
In this section we derive a method that can be used to calculate the dispersion of random
variables (τ̂y and n̂yy′) for networks with more than two states, where it might be diffi-
cult to determine generating function G(s, t) or the maximum eigenvalue of the modified
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generator L(s). Thereby, we generalize the methods from Refs. [198, 203, 204] to the
joint dispersion of jump-related variables n̂yy′ and persistence time τ̂y. We emphasize, the
following method does not require either the generating function G(s, t) or the eigenvalues
of L(s), which will be replaced step-by-step.
The modified generator L(s) has one maximum eigenvalue (with maximum real part),

which we denote by λmax(s), where λmax(s)|s=1 = 0. In the long time limit (t→∞), the
generating function is dominated by the contribution of the maximum eigenvalue

G(s, t) = V>eL(s)tP 0 ≈ Φ(s)eλmax(s)t, (5.50)

where we have identified the term Φ(s), which must satisfy Φ(s)|s=1 = 1. Using the
general properties Φ(s)|s=1 and λmax(s)|s=1 = 0 simplifies the calculations remarkably. In
the following we use a ≡ syy′ and b ≡ sỹỹ′ , where y, y′, ỹ and ỹ are states of the system.
Using (5.50) it is then straight forward to show that

∂G(s, t)
∂a

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

= ∂λmax

∂a

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
t+ ∂φ(s)

∂a

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
≈ ∂λmax

∂a

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
t (5.51)

holds in the long time limit. Similarly, one obtains

∂2G(s, t)
∂a∂b

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
− ∂G(s, t)

∂a

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

∂G(s, t)
∂b

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
≈ ∂2λmax

∂a∂b

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
t. (5.52)

In these two steps we have mapped derivatives of the generating function to derivatives
of the maximum eigenvalue. Hence, the derivatives of the generating function can be
replaced by derivatives of the maximum eigenvalue (5.51) and (5.52).
Denoting the i-th eigenvalue by λi(s), the characteristic polynomial of the modified

generator L(s) reads

χ(λ) ≡ det[L(s)− λ1] =
∏

i

[λi(s)− λ] ≡ C0(s)− C1(s)λ+ C2(s)λ2 + O(λ)3,

(5.53)

where we have defined the coefficient Ci(s) in the second step. In the following paragraph
we will demonstrate that these coefficients can be used to calculate [190]

∂λmax(s)
∂a

=
[

1
C1

∂C0

∂a

]

s=1
(5.54)

and [190]

∂2λmax(s)
∂a∂b

= 1
C1

∂2C0

∂a∂b

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

+ 2C2

C3
1

∂C0

∂a

∂C0

∂b

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1
− 1
C2

1

[
∂C0

∂a

∂C1

∂b
+ ∂C0

∂b

∂C1

∂a

]

s=1
. (5.55)

The next paragraph will demonstrate that Eqs. (5.54) and (5.55) indeed hold. We note the
joint dispersion of jump related variables and persistence can be calculated with formulas
(5.20) and (5.21), whereas thanks to Eqs. (5.51)-(5.55) the generating function and the
eigenvalues of the modified generator do not need to be known for the long time limit.
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Note that calculating the dispersion from the characteristic polynomial of the modified
is generally much simpler that calculating the dispersion from the eigenvalues of the
modified generator, since zeros of a polynomial are generally harder to determine than
just evaluating the polynomial at specific points. An example, for applying this method
to the two level sensor system from Fig. 5.1 is shown in Appendix D of Ref. [190] [see
equations (D9)-(D12) therein].
In this paragraph we prove (5.54) and (5.55). From the definition of the characteristic

polynomial from (5.53) we can identify the coefficients by
C0(s) =

∏

i

λi(s), C1(s) =
∑

i

∏

j 6=i
λj(s), C2(s) =

∑

i<j

∏

k 6=i,j
λk(s), (5.56)

where λi is the i-th eigenvalue of the modified generator L(s). Setting s = 0 yields
λi(s)|s=1 6= 0 for i 6= max and λmax(s)|s=1 = 0. Therefore, from (5.56) follows

C0(s)|s=1 = 0, C1(s)|s=1 =
∏

i 6=max
λi(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1
, C2(s)|s=1 =

∑

i 6=max

∏

j 6=i,max
λj(s). (5.57)

The first derivative at of the first two coefficient in (5.56) with respect to a = syy′ become

∂C0(s)
∂a

=
∑

i

∂λi(s)
∂a

∏

j 6=i
λj(s) and ∂C1(s)

∂a
=
∑

i

∑

j 6=i

∂λj(s)
∂a

∏

k 6=i,j
λk(s). (5.58)

For s = 1 the first derivatives read
∂C0(s)
∂a

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

= ∂λmax(s)
∂a

∏

j 6=max
λj(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1

= ∂λmax(s)
∂a

C1(s)
∣∣∣∣
s=1

∂C1(s)
∂a

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

=
∑

i 6=max

∂λmax(s)
∂a

∏

k 6=max,i
λk(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1

+
∑

j 6=max

∂λj(s)
∂a

∏

k 6=j,max
λk(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1

= ∂λmax(s)
∂a

C2(s)
∣∣∣∣
s=1

+
∑

i 6=max

∂λi(s)
∂a

∏

j 6=i,max
λj(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1

(5.59)

where we have used that the maximum eigenvalue vanishes at s = 1; in the second step of
the first line we have inserted second expression from (5.57); from the second to the third
line we have used the third relation from (5.57) and changed summation indices of the
remaining sum. The first line in (5.59) immediately proofs (5.54). Taking the derivative
of the first expression of (5.58) with respect of b yields

∂2C0(s)
∂a∂b

=
∑

i

∂2λi(s)
∂a∂b

∏

j 6=i
λj(s) +

∑

i 6=j

∂λi(s)
∂a

∂λj(s)
∂b

∏

k 6=i,j
λj(s). (5.60)

With a similar calculations, as performed above, this expression for s = 1 becomes
∂2C0(s)
∂a∂b

∣∣∣∣∣
s=1

= ∂2λmax(s)
∂a∂b

C1(s)
∣∣∣∣
bs=1

+ ∂λmax(s)
∂a

∑

i 6=max

∂λi(s)
∂b

∏

j 6=i,max
λj(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1

+ ∂λmax(s)
∂b

∑

i 6=max

∂λi(s)
∂a

∏

j 6=i,max
λj(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=1
. (5.61)

Resolving Eq. (5.61) for ∂2λmax/(∂a∂b)|s=1 and inserting Eqs. (5.57) and (5.59) yields
finally (5.55).
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Figure 5.7| Two levels of coarse graining. First, yt ≡ (y(1)
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t . Second, linear noise approximation Yt → Ỹt.

5.4 Continuous approximation schemes

Chemical networks, for instance, the signaling networks in individual cells, typically con-
tain about N = 104 � 1 signaling molecules. For such networks it is useful not to try
to resolve each individual component at the molecular level, but rather to use continuous
approximation schemes as, for example, a deterministic rate equations or a stochastic
Brownian motion [33, 34, 200–202, 205, 206]. For our inference problem the approxima-
tion with stochastic Brownian motion is particularly interesting [33, 34, 200–202], since
it considers fluctuations arising from the discreteness of the system. In Fig. 5.7 we show
schematically the approximation scheme for our binary sensor problem. Importantly, we
will show that such approximation schemes lose information compared with the original
system dynamics, which is precisely given by Eq. (5.6).
Before using this approximation scheme one has to consider the total sensor activity

Yt ≡
∑N
i=1 y

(i)
t of the sensor array (see first step in Fig. 5.7). Since each sensor is measuring

the signal independently one can verify that IN = I[x:Y t
0 ], where Y t

0 ≡ {Yt}0≤t′≤t denotes
the time history of the total sensor activity Yt′ within the time interval 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t, i.e.,
the path weight (5.7) is a functional of just Y t

0 and x. The linear noise approximation
Ỹt is now used to approximate the total activity (Ỹt ' Yt) with a Langevin equation.
The approximation, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7, is usually quite accurate for N & 10 and
weak changes of the signal x (E2

x � 1). A systematical derivation of the linear noise
approximation for the cellular two-component network involving a series expansion of the
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corresponding master equation is shown in Appendix 4.A. Here we can use a simpler
approach, where we identify three core properties of the sensor dynamics that determine
the dynamics of Ỹt. First, the correct mean behavior requires for the long time limit
〈Ỹ∞〉x ≈ 〈Y∞〉x = Nw01(x)/[w01(x) + w10(x)]. A first order Taylor expansion of 〈Y∞〉x
with respect to x yields,

〈Ỹ∞〉x = Np0 +Np0(1− p0)x, (5.62)

where we have used p0 = w01(0)/[w01(0) +w10(0)] and the local detailed balance relation
(5.1). Second, the mean 〈Yt〉x decays exponentially to 〈Y∞〉x with rate ωy ≡ w01(0) +
w10(0), which characterizes the relaxation rate of the sensor. Third, in the steady state
the variance of the total sensor activity reads 〈Y 2

∞〉x − 〈Y∞〉2x ≈ Np0(1 − p0). Adopting
this three core properties of the original system dynamic results in the linear Langevin
equation

˙̃Yt = −ωy(Ỹt − 〈Ỹ∞〉x) + ξt, (5.63)

where ξt is standard white noise with zero mean 〈ξt〉x = 0 and covariance 〈ξtξt′〉x =
2Dδ(t− t′), where the diffusion constant is given by D = Nωyp0(1− p0).
This process (5.63) is the well-known Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. For such processes

optimal filtering strategies exist, known as Kalman-Bucy filters, which estimate a normally
distributed signal x ∼ N (0, E2

x) from the coarse-grained time history Ỹ t
0 with the least

variance, which we denote by E2(t); see, e.g., Refs. [88, 120, 185, 190] or Appendix
4.C. More precisely, the variance of the estimate E2(t) must satisfy the Riccati equation
(4.161), where one has to replace the parameters from (5.63) in the following way. Setting
Dx = ωx = 0 (static signal), ωr = ωy, Dr = D, and φ = Np0(1− p0) = D/ωy, the Riccati
equation (4.161) becomes d

dtE2(t) = 1
2DE2(t), with the initial condition E2(0) = E2

x the
solution becomes E2(t) = 2E2

x/[2 + E2
xDt]. Due to the Gaussian nature of the coarse-

grained process the mutual information is then given by [190]

I lin
N ≡ I[x:Ỹ t

0 ] = 1
2 ln E2

x
E2(t) = 1

2 ln
[
1 + 1

2E
2
xNωyp0(1− p0)t

]
. (5.64)

Comparing Eqs. (5.11) and (5.64), we find the coarse-grained process Ỹt loses information
about the original process Yt, which is given by

IN − I lin
N ≈

1
2 ln

(
4α2 − 4α + 2

)
(5.65)

for t→∞. This result is precisely the information loss from the number of jump events,
which we have found in Eq. (5.6). The information of the linearized process (5.64) equals
the approximation of coarse-grained mutual information for weak signals (5.12), i.e., I lin

N ≈
ĨN . Hence, the linear noise approximation loses the information compared with the
original system dynamics that is hidden in the discontinuous jump events. For example,
the persistence time is fully captured by the coarse-grained system dynamics, which can
be understood as follows. The linear noise approximation adopts the correct dynamics of
the mean 〈yt〉x and its correlations 〈ytyt′〉x, implying it includes the persistence time τ̂1 ≡∫ t

0 yt′dt′ up to its second moment. Since the long time limit renders τ̂1 normally distributed,
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the linear noise approximation precisely includes the information from τ̂1. Therefore, ∆I
from (5.6) also determines the information loss of the linear noise approximation compared
with the original system dynamics. This insight constitutes the second main result of
this chapter: The asymmetry parameter from (5.2) determines whether the linear noise
approximation loses information on the trajectory level or not. For example, for α = 1/2
as it applies to the model from Fig. 5.3(d), the information loss vanishes, making the linear
noise approximation accurate on the trajectory level. Whereas for all “natural values” of
the asymmetry parameter (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) the linear noise approximation loses information
on the trajectory level which is bounded by 1/2 bit per measurement.

5.5 Discussion and outlook
We have shown that the asymmetry parameter, quantifying the load distribution of a free
energy change caused by a signal [see Eq. (5.2)], plays a central role for the information
acquisition of binary sensory networks. The asymmetry parameter determines the addi-
tional information about the signal that can only be obtained from the number of jump
events. For example, if the forward and backward transition rates are symmetrically in-
fluenced by a signal (α = 1/2) the number of jump events do not contain any additional
information about the signal, i.e., simple time integration methods can reach highest sen-
sory performance. Under natural condition, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the additional information
that can be gained from the number of jump events is bounded by 1/2 bit. Notably, the
information gain from the number of jump events is independent of the number of binary
sensors N measuring the same signal.
Moreover, the linear noise approximation, which is a continuous Brownian motion quite

useful for systems with a large copy number (N � 1), adopts the probability distribution
of the sensor state yt and its time correlations up to the second moment 〈ytyt′〉x on the
ensemble level, whereas it loses information on the trajectory level compared with the
original system that is precisely the information that is only accessible with the number
of discontinuous jump events. Consequently, the asymmetry parameter determines also
whether or not the linear noise approximation loses information on the trajectory level
compared with the original system dynamics. Analogously, for α = 1/2 the linear noise
approximation is surprisingly accurate. For 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 the linear noise approximation
loses up to 1/2 bit of information per measurement irrespective of the number of individual
copies N .
For future studies, it will be interesting to study sensors that measure not just a single

signal but rather multiple signal with a single sensor unit [194]. Moreover, multi-state
systems can have nonequilibrium affinities which trigger currents which allow to infer
additional information about a signal even for symmetric influence of the signal on the
transition rates. For example, the dissipation of chemical free energy can reduce the dis-
persion of jump-related variables [207]; see also Refs. [198, 208–212]. The method, which
is described in Sec. 5.3.4, allows to calculate the joint dispersion of jump-related variables
and persistence time variables for networks with more than two states. Furthermore, it
will be worthwhile to investigate the implications to continuously varying signal ramps
[120, 169, 192], which require more than just a single signal estimate.
Finally, a single-electron box [50–52], as it has been used to realize a feedback-driven
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engine, may be a promising nonbiological example to investigate information about a
change of voltage that can be inferred from the time history of the state of the single-
electron box. For example, Ref. [213] has recently studied current fluctuations for varying
gate voltage.
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6 Nonequilibrium sensing and its
analogy to kinetic proofreading

For a paradigmatic model of chemotaxis, we analyze the effect of how a nonzero affin-
ity driving receptors out of equilibrium affects sensitivity. This affinity arises whenever
changes in receptor activity involve ATP hydrolysis. The sensitivity integrated over a
ligand concentration range is shown to be enhanced by the affinity, providing a measure
of how much energy consumption improves sensing. With this integrated sensitivity we
can establish an intriguing analogy between sensing with nonequilibrium receptors and
kinetic proofreading: the increase in integrated sensitivity is equivalent to the decrease
of the error in kinetic proofreading. The influence of the occupancy of the receptor on
the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation reaction rates is shown to be crucial for the
relation between integrated sensitivity and affinity. This influence can even lead to a
regime where a nonzero affinity decreases the integrated sensitivity, which corresponds to
anti-proofreading. This chapter is adopted from [177].

6.1 Introduction
Bacterial chemotaxis, a process by which the cell directs its motion in response to external
ligand concentration, is a canonical example of biological sensing. Experiments with E.
coli have provided much insight into chemotaxis [171, 214], making this bacterium sensory
system a particularly well understood example. In E. coli chemotaxis, the sensitivity is a
key observable quantifying the response in activity inside the cell due to a change in the
external ligand concentration.
Stochastic models for E. coli [167, 176, 215, 216] receptors often assume that changes

in activity are described by an equilibrium process involving only conformational changes,
leading to an equilibrium Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model [172, 173]. However,
chemical reactions where the receptor changes from an inactive to an active state often
involve free energy consumption through, for example, the hydrolysis of adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP). A stochastic model including this feature must have transition rates that
break detailed balance leading to a nonzero affinity, corresponding to the chemical poten-
tial difference involved in ATP hydrolyisis, which drives the process out of equilibrium.
Two recent studies have analyzed the effect of such an affinity in models related to the

E. coli sensory network. Tu [145] has considered the effect of the driving affinity on both
the dwell-time distribution and the sensitivity in a model for the flagellar motor switching
between run and tumble. Skoge et al. [148] have shown that nonequilibrium receptors
can increase the signal-to-noise ratio for fixed sensitivity.
Beyond E. coli chemotaxis, the effect of energy dissipation in biological processes in-

volving information processing has received much attention recently [92, 94, 95, 119, 144,
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Figure 6.1| Four-state model for a single receptor. Vertical transitions correspond to a
change in activity, while horizontal transitions correspond to a change in the occupancy
of the receptor. The phosphorylation rates in (6.4) are chosen as κ0

+ = γbe∆µ and κ0
− =

γae∆E . The dephosphorylation rates in (6.5) are chosen as ω1
+ = αγa(K1/K0)e∆E and

ω1
− = αγa.

146, 149–151, 170, 181]. A prominent example among such processes is kinetic proof-
reading [20, 21, 162, 163], which is a dissipative error reduction mechanism related to
copying biochemical information. As this error reduction is achieved through free energy
consumption, a nonzero affinity driving the process out of equilibrium is also present in
kinetic proofreading. Specifically, relations between the error and the driving affinity have
been obtained [154, 163] (see also [147, 155–158, 217] for other recent works).
In this chapter, we consider a nonequilibrium model for E. coli receptors including ATP

hydrolysis in the chemical reactions that involve changes in activity. We quantify the effect
of having a nonzero driving affinity on sensing by analyzing an integrated sensitivity, which
is an integral of the sensitivity over a concentration range. This observable is shown to
have a simple relation with the affinity driving the process out of equilibrium. We show
that sensing with nonequilibrium receptors and kinetic proofreading can be viewed as
equivalent problems, with the increase in the integrated sensitivity in nonequilibrium
sensing being analogous to the error reduction in kinetic proofreading.
The transition rates for changes in activity are assumed to depend on whether the re-

ceptor is occupied by a ligand or empty. We show that this dependency is quite important
for the relation between sensitivity and the driving affinity. There is even a regime where
energy dissipation leads to a decrease in the integrated sensitivity, which is equivalent to
an anti-proofreading regime in kinetic proofreading [157].

6.2 Nonequilibrium receptor model
The single receptor model we analyze in this chapter is defined as follows (see Fig. 6.1).
There are two binary variables a and b characterizing the state of the receptor, with b = 1
if the receptor is occupied by a ligand (bound) and b = 0 if the receptor is free (unbound),
and a = 1 if the receptor is active and a = 0 if the receptor is inactive.
In equilibrium the free energy of the four different states can be written as [119, 173]

(see also Sec. 4.3.2)

F (a, b) ≡ a∆E − b ln c

Ka

, (6.1)
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where ∆E is the conformational energy difference between active and inactive for a free
receptor (b = 0), Ka is the dissociation constant that depends on the activity a, and c
is the external ligand concentration. Setting Boltzmann’s constant and the temperature
to kBT ≡ 1, the equilibrium stationary probability is Pa,b ∝ exp[−F (a, b)]. Denoting the
coarse-grained probability by Pa ≡

∑
b′ Pa,b′ , we obtain

P0

P1

∣∣∣∣
eq

= e∆E
(1 + c

K0

1 + c
K1

)
, (6.2)

where P0 = 1− P1. The average activity

〈a〉c ≡
∑

a

aPa (6.3)

is just 〈a〉c = P1. It is assumed that the dependence of the dissociation constant on the ac-
tivity is such that K1 > K0, i.e., the free energy barrier for binding a ligand to an inactive
receptor is smaller. Hence, from Eq. (6.2) the average activity is a decreasing function
of the concentration. This single receptor MWC model already contains the key feature
of self-regulation. However, in order to have cooperativity, which is another important
feature of the MWC model, we need more than one binding site [173]. The generalization
of the model to an arbitrary number of binding sites is contained in Sec. 6.5.2. For our
present purposes it is more convenient to restrict our discussion to a single binding site.
We now consider a nonequilibrium model that includes ATP hydrolysis. For simplicity

we assume that when the receptor is unbound only phosphorylation takes place and
when the receptor is bound only dephosphorylation occurs. A more general model with
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation occurring for both bound and unbound states,
and the implications of this generalization are discussed in Sec. 6.5. The phosphorylation
reaction is represented as

ATP + 0
κ0

+−⇀↽−
κ0
−

ADP + 1 , (6.4)

where κ0
+ and κ0

− denote transition rates. The dephosphorylation reaction reads

1
ω1

+−⇀↽−
ω1
−

0 + Pi, (6.5)

where ω1
+ and ω1

− are transition rates.
With the free energy (6.1), the generalized detailed balance relation [18] imposes the

following constraints on the rates. First, we have

ln κ
0
+ω

1
+

κ0
−ω

1
−

= ∆µ+ ln K1

K0
, (6.6)

where ∆µ = µATP − µADP − µPi is the free energy dissipated in one ATP hydrolysis.
Second, the transition rates from b = 0 to b = 1, denoted by wa01, and from b = 1 to b = 0,
denoted by wa10, fulfill the relation

ln w
a
01

wa10
= ln(c/Ka). (6.7)
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With these two constraints the logarithm of the product of the transition rates in a
cycle in the clockwise direction in Fig. 6.1 is precisely ∆µ, which is the affinity driving
the process out of equilibrium. For simplicity we use the specific transition rates given
in Fig. 6.1. The parameters γa and γb set the time-scale of the active/inactive and
bound/unbound transitions, respectively. The parameter α is related to redistributing
energy weights among the transition rates in such way that the constraints (6.6) and
(6.7) are still fulfilled.
A reasonable assumption is that ligand binding is much faster than activity changes, i.e.,

γa/γb � 1 [167]. With this assumption, calculating the stationary probability distribution
using standard methods [39, 218] we obtain

P0

P1
= e∆E−∆µ

(1 + c
K0

1 + c
K1

)( 1 + α c
K0

1 + α c
K0

e−∆µ

)
. (6.8)

Comparing with the equilibrium expression (6.8) there is the extra term of the second
brackets, which becomes 1 for ∆µ = 0. The precise effect of this extra term in sensing is
discussed in the next section. For this discussion it is convenient to define the effective
dissociation constants

K̃0 ≡
K0

α
and K̃1 ≡

K0

α
e∆µ. (6.9)

6.3 Integrated sensitivity
A key observable in sensing is the sensitivity

R(c,∆E) ≡ −4 ∂

∂ ln c〈a〉c = −4 ∂P1

∂ ln c, (6.10)

which is the response of the average activity to small changes in ligand concentration. It
is convenient to rewrite the sensitivity as

R(c,∆E) = 4P0P1
∂

∂ ln c ln P0

P1
≤ ∂

∂ ln c ln P0

P1
, (6.11)

where the inequality comes from P0P1 ≤ 1/4. From Eq. (6.8) it follows that the upper
bound on the right hand side of Eq. (6.11) does not depend on ∆E. Hence, for given c
there is an optimal conformational free energy difference that maximizes the sensitivity

∆E∗(c) = ∆µ+ ln
(1 + c

K1

1 + c
K0

)
+ ln

(1 + α c
K0

e−∆µ

1 + α c
K0

)
, (6.12)

which is obtained from Eq. (6.8) with P0P1 = 1/4. A free energy close to this optimal
value can be achieved through an adaptation system that uses the methylation levels
to adjust ∆E in accordance with the external concentration [95]. From now on we set
∆E = ∆E∗(c) and denote this maximal sensitivity by R(c) ≡ R(c,∆E∗(c)).
For the equilibrium case, expressed in Eq. (6.2), the sensitivity becomes

Req(c) = c

c+K0
− c

c+K1
. (6.13)
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Figure 6.2| Increase in sensitivity R(c) through nonequilibrium driving. The blue shaded
region under the curve corresponds to the equilibrium contribution ln(K1/K0), while the
red shaded region highlights the additional nonequilibrium enhancement, which is equal
to the driving affinity ∆µ. The parameters are set to K1 = 1/K0 = e2.5, α = e5, and
∆µ = 2.5.

Whereas out of equilibrium, with the ratio of probabilities in Eq. (6.8), we obtain

R(c) = Req(c) +Rneq(c), (6.14)

with

Rneq(c) = c

c+
(
K0
α

) − c

c+
(
K0e∆µ
α

) = c

c+ K̃0
− c

c+ K̃1
. (6.15)

Therefore, the effect of adding a driving affinity ∆µ to the single receptor is to increase the
sensitivity by Rneq(c). Particularly, the sensitivity of this single receptor out of equilibrium
is equal to the sensitivity of a equilibrium model that has a second binding site with
dissociation constant K̃a, as given by (6.9). This situation is represented in Fig. 6.2, where
we show the equilibrium contribution to sensitivity peaking between the concentration
range K0 ≤ c ≤ K1 and the nonequilibrium contribution peaking between the range
K̃0 ≤ c ≤ K̃1. Calculating the maximum of Rneq(c), with c as the optimizing parameter,
we obtain the inequality

Rneq(c) ≤ e∆µ/2 − 1
e∆µ/2 + 1 . (6.16)

We note that an enhancement on sensitivity due to an nonequilibrium driving affinity has
been shown in [145] (see also [148]).
As a first main result, we obtain that the integrated sensitivity I has the following

simple relation with the driving affinity ∆µ,

I ≡
∫ ∞

−∞
d(ln c)R(c) = ∆µ+ ln K1

K0
, (6.17)

where we used Eqs. (6.13), (6.14) and (6.15). This result for the integrated sensitivity
provides a precise quantification of the effect of free energy dissipation on sensing. The
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Figure 6.3| Effect of parameter α on the sensitivity R(c). The parameter α is indicated
in the figures, K1 = 1/K0 = e2.5, and ∆µ = 2.5. For α = e5 the driving affinity increases
the range for which the sensitivity is non-negligible, while in the other two cases we can
see a clear increase in the sensitivity in the equilibrium range K0 ≤ c ≤ K1, with α = e1.25

corresponding to the optimal increase in the equilibrium range.

integral represents the area under the curves in Fig. 6.2 where the equilibrium contribution
Req(c) yields ln(K1/K0) and the nonequilibrium contribution rises the area under the
curve by ∆µ.
From the expressions (6.13) and (6.15) it follows that Req(c) ≤ 1 and Rneq(c) ≤ 1,

respectively. The effect of the driving affinity on the sensitivity is twofold: it can increase
the concentration range for which the sensitivity is non-negligible and it can increase the
sensitivity in the equilibrium range K0 ≤ c ≤ K1. The nonequilibrium enhancement can
even lead to R(c) > 1 within this region.
The influence of the parameter α as determined by Eq. (6.15) on these two effects is

shown in Fig. 6.3, which indicates that there is an optimal α for which the effect of ∆µ
is mostly to increase the sensitivity in the equilibrium range K0 ≤ c ≤ K1. To quantify
the enhancement of sensitivity in this equilibrium range we define the integral

Ineq
K0,K1 ≡

∫ lnK1

lnK0
d(ln c)Rneq(c)

= ln
(

K1 + K0
α

K1 + K0
α

e∆µ

)
− ln

(
K0 + K0

α

K0 + K0
α

e∆µ

)
, (6.18)

We point out that Ineq
K0,K1 ≤ ∆µ due to Eq. (6.17) and Ineq

K0,K1 ≤ ln(K1/K0) due to
Rneq(c) ≤ 1. Maximizing this integral with respect to α we obtain

Ineq,opt
K0,K1 ≡ max

α
Ineq
K0,K1 = ln



K1

K0




e∆µ/2 +
√

K0
K1

e∆µ/2 +
√

K1
K0




2
 , (6.19)

where the maximum is obtained for α =
√
K0/K1 exp(∆µ/2), which leads to dissociation

constants that satisfy K̃0K̃1 = K0K1. Hence, expression (6.19) provides the optimal sen-
sitivity enhancement due to the driving affinity ∆µ within the equilibrium concentration
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Figure 6.4| Model for kinetic proofreading. The difference in the transition rates for the
two cycles is in the free energy term e∆F in the transition from EW to E and from EW∗
to E, which is related to the higher free energy of EW in comparison to ER. The rate at
which information is written w is assumed to be small compared to the other transition
rates.

range K0 ≤ c ≤ K1 for given ∆µ, K0, and K1. We note that the effect of increasing the
sensitivity beyond the equilibrium range can represent an important advantage for the
cell. This increase is quantified by I − ln(K1/K0)− Ineq

K0,K1 . A more quantitative relation
could arise from studying the sensitivity integrated over some concentration range of in-
terest. Our choice in Eq. (6.18) is motivated by the fact that Ineq

K0,K1 is convenient for the
analogy between nonequilibrium sensing and kinetic proofreading.

6.4 Analogy with kinetic proofreading
In this section we establish an explicit analogy between sensing with nonequilibrium
receptors and kinetic proofreading, with the integrated sensitivity in Eq. (6.18) playing
the role of the error reduction due to dissipation in kinetic proofreading.

6.4.1 Kinetic proofreading
The model for kinetic proofreading is illustrated in Fig 6.4. Two substrates S = R,W,
with R being the “right” substrate and W being the “wrong” substrate, can bind to the
enzyme E. In equilibrium, the substrate R is copied to a template with higher probability
due to a free energy difference ∆F . Specifically, this free energy difference between state
EW and ER leads to an equilibrium error

εeq = exp(−∆F ), (6.20)

where the error is defined as the ratio between the probability of writing W and the
probability of writing R to the template [20, 21].
In the kinetic proofreading scheme phosphorylated forms of the substrates are added,

leading to the additional states EW∗ and ER∗. The transitions in Fig. 6.4 involve substrate
binding and unbinding in the phosphorylated form

E + S∗ 
 ES∗ (6.21)
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and in the dephosphorylated form

E + S
 ES (6.22)

as well as the hydrolysis reaction

ES∗ 
 ES + Pi. (6.23)

A cycle E → ES∗ → ES → E turns one phosphorylated substrate S∗ turned into a
dephosphorylated substrate S and a phosphate Pi, leading to a chemical energy release
of ∆µ = µS∗ − µS − µPi , which is assumed to be the same for the right substrate S = R
and the wrong substrate S = W. More precisely, we assume µR∗ − µR = µW∗ − µW.
The specific transition rates are shown in Fig. 6.4, where k−, k+, γ, and φ are kinetic
parameters. Moreover, w is the rate at which the substrate S is written to the template,
which we assume to be much slower than the other transition rates, i.e., we assume the
limit w → 0.
The error is given by

ε ≡ PEW

PER
=
(

(e−∆µ + φ)γ + φk−
(e−∆µ + φ)γe∆F + φk−e2∆F

)(
(1 + φ)γ + φk−e∆F

(1 + φ)γ + φk−

)
, (6.24)

where PEW and PER denote the stationary probabilities of states EW and ER, respectively.
Hence, as first observed by Hopfield and Ninio [20, 21], with energy dissipation the error
can be smaller than εeq. The maximal error reduction ε/εeq = e−∆F takes place for an
appropriate choice of the kinetic parameters and the formal limit ∆µ→∞.

6.4.2 Non-equilibrium sensing vs. kinetic proofreading
The minimal error εopt for fixed free energy difference ∆F and driving affinity ∆µ, that
is obtained by optimizing ε in Eq. (6.24) with respect to the kinetic parameters, is given
by [147, 154]

εopt

εeq
(∆F,∆µ) = e−∆F


 e∆µ2 + e∆F2

e∆µ2 + e−∆F2




2

, (6.25)

Since this function is bounded by e−∆µ and by e−∆F , the following inequality holds [154],

ε ≥ εopt ≥ exp(−∆F −∆µ). (6.26)

Comparing expression (6.25) for the maximal error reduction in kinetic proofreading
with expression (6.19) for the maximal increase in the integrated sensitivity in nonequilib-
rium sensing, a quite transparent analogy arises, as shown in Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b). Both
expressions are the same with the increase in sensitivity in the equilibrium range Ineq,opt

K0,K1
being analogous to − ln(εopt/εeq) and the ratio of the dissociation constants K1/K0 being
analogous to e∆F . Whereas in kinetic proofreading a driving affinity ∆µ decreases the
error, in nonequilibrium sensing ∆µ increases the integrated sensitivity in the equilibrium
range K0 ≤ c ≤ K1.
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Figure 6.5| Kinetic proofreading (left panel) versus nonequilibrium sensing (right panel).
(a) Error reduction ε/εeq and optimal error reduction εopt/εeq, as given by (6.25), as
functions of the affinity ∆µ. The green dashed lines indicate the asymptotically reached
bounds εopt/εeq ≥ e−∆µ and εopt/εeq ≥ e−∆F . (b) Nonequilibrium contribution to the
sensitivity integrated in the equilibrium range Ineq

K0,K1
and its optimized value Ineq,opt

K0,K1
,

as given by (6.19), as functions of the affinity ∆µ. The green dashed lines indicate
the asymptotically reached bounds Ineq

K0,K1
≤ ∆µ and Ineq

K0,K1
≤ ln(K1/K0). (c) The

discriminatory index ν as a function of the free energy difference ∆F ′. The lower panel
shows νopt ≡ −∂∆F ln εopt(∆F,∆µ), i.e., the discriminatory index associated with the
minimal error (6.25). The highlighted areas illustrate relation (6.28). (d) The sensitivity
R(c) and the sensitivity R(c)|opt, which is associated with Ineq,opt

K0,K1
. The highlighted areas

illustrate relation (6.18). Parameters are set in the following way: ∆F = ln(K1/K0) = 5
with K1 = 1/K0 in (a) and (b); ∆µ = 2.5 in (c) and (d); in (b) and (d) Ineq

K0,K1
is obtained

from (6.18) with α = e5; in (a) and (c) ε/εeq is obtained from (6.24) with k− = γ = 1,
φ = 10−4. The dotted vertical line in (a) and (b) indicate the affinity ∆µ = 2.5. The
dotted vertical line in (c) indicates ∆F = 5.
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Figure 6.6| Four-state system with phosphorylation and dephosphorylation for both b = 0
and b = 1. (a) Full model with two links for the vertical transitions. The dashed links
indicate transition rates that are zero in the model of Fig. 6.1. (b) Total rates as given by
(6.33) and (6.34). The coarse-grained entropy production (6.44) is calculated with these
total transition rates.

A recently introduced quantity in kinetic proofreading is the discriminatory index [157]

ν(∆F ) ≡ − ∂

∂∆F
ln ε, (6.27)

where ε is given by (6.24). Due to εeq = e−∆F the discriminatory index is νeq = 1 in
equilibrium, with a larger index ν ≥ 1 requiring energy dissipation. We can rewrite (6.27)
as

− ln ε

εeq
=
∫ ∆F

0
d∆F ′[ν(∆F ′)− 1]. (6.28)

Comparing this equation with (6.18) we observe that the discriminatory index is analogous
to the sensitivity R(c), with ν(∆F ′)− 1 being the nonequilibrium contribution. In Figs.
6.5(c) and 6.5(d) we show the comparison between discriminatory index in proofreading
and sensitivity in nonequilibrium sensing. Murugan et al. [157] have shown that the
integral from −∞ to ∞ of ν(∆F ) − 1 can be equal to ∆µ. This result is equivalent to
our equality (6.17).

6.5 Effect of the occupancy of the receptor on
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation rates

6.5.1 Single receptor
We now generalize the model from Fig. 6.1 to include phosphorylation and dephospho-
rylation reactions for both b = 0 and b = 1. With this generalization there are two links
for the vertical transitions in Fig. 6.6(a). These reactions happen with transition rates

0 + ATP
κb+−⇀↽−
κb−

1 + ADP
ωb+−⇀↽−
ωb−

0 + ADP + Pi, (6.29)
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where b = 0, 1. For thermodynamic consistency, the following constraints must be fulfilled:

∆µ = ln κ
b
+ω

b
+

κb−ω
b
−

(6.30)

for b = 0, 1,

ln κ
0
+ω

1
+

κ0
−ω

1
−

= ∆µ+ ln K1

K0
, (6.31)

and

ln κ
1
+ω

0
+

κ1
−ω

0
−

= ∆µ− ln K1

K0
, (6.32)

where we used the free energy (6.1) for the second and third equations. Whereas the
presence of two links is important for calculating the rate of dissipation in this model [18],
for the purpose of calculating the stationary probabilities we consider the total transition
rates from inactive to active

rb+ ≡ κb+ + ωb− (6.33)

and from active to inactive

e∆Erb− ≡ κb− + ωb+, (6.34)

which are indicated in Fig. 6.6(b). We choose the rates κb− and ωb+ to be proportional
to e∆E, which leads to rb± independent of ∆E. Assuming that the binding/unbinding
transitions are much faster, the ratio of stationary probabilities (6.8) for this more general
model becomes

P0

P1
= e∆E

(1 + c
K0

1 + c
K1

)(
r0
− + ( c

K1
)r1
−

r0
+ + ( c

K0
)r1

+

)
≡ e∆E

(1 + c
K0

1 + c
K1

)
χ(c). (6.35)

As in Sec. 6.3 the sensitivity (6.11) is maximized for P0/P1 = 1, which is achieved at

∆E∗(c) = ln
(1 + c

K1

1 + c
K0

)
− lnχ(c), (6.36)

The equilibrium contribution to the maximal sensitivity is still given by (6.13), while the
nonequilibrium contribution becomes

Rneq(c) ≡ ∂

∂(ln c) lnχ(c) = 1
c

χ′(c)
χ(c) . (6.37)

The integrated sensitivity then reads

I =
∫ ∞

−∞
d(ln c)[Rneq(c) +Req(c)] = ln K1

K0
+ ln χ(∞)

χ(0)

= ln
(
r0

+r
1
−

r0
−r

1
+

)
. (6.38)
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For ∆µ ≥ 0, from Eqs. (6.30), (6.33), and (6.34), we obtain

ωb−
ωb+
≤ rb+

e∆Erb−
≤ κb+
κb−
. (6.39)

With these inequalities, we obtain that the integrated sensitivity (6.38) is bounded by

I = ln
(
r0

+r
1
−

r0
−r

1
+

)
≤ ln κ

0
+ω

1
+

κ0
−ω

1
−

= ln K1

K0
+∆µ, (6.40)

where we used (6.31) in the last equality. As shown in Sec. 6.5.2, this inequality can also
be generalized to an arbitrary number of binding sites.
The influence of how the occupancy of the receptor affects the reaction rates for activity

on the relation between the integrated sensitivity I and the driving affinity∆µ can be seen
with the following examples. First, if we choose transition rates satisfying the relation

K0r
1
−

K1r1
+

= r0
−
r0

+
, (6.41)

the function χ(c) in (6.35) becomes independent of c. In this case, from (6.37) we obtain
Rneq(c) = 0, which implies I = ln(K1/K0). Hence, it is possible to have a dissipative
model with ATP consumption that has the same sensitivity as the equilibrium case.
Second, we consider the case where phosphorylation happens only if the receptor is bound
and dephosphorylation occurs only if the receptor is unbound, which is the opposite of
the model in Fig. 6.1. In this case κ0

± = ω1
± = 0, leading to

I = ln κ
1
−ω

0
−

κ1
+ω

0
+

= ln K1

K0
−∆µ, (6.42)

where we used (6.40) and (6.32). This result shows that the integrated sensitivity can
also decrease with energy dissipation. The regime for which the integrated sensitivity is
decreased by ∆µ is equivalent to an anti-proofreading regime recently studied in [157].
A more precise analysis of the relation between I and energy dissipation can be achieved

by considering the entropy production σ [18]. For the present model this entropy produc-
tion is the rate of ATP consumption. Using the stationary probability Pa,b we define the
probability current Jb ≡ P0,bκ

b
+ − P1,bκ

b
−. With this current the entropy production can

be written as

σ = (J0 + J1)∆µ, (6.43)

by using the fact that σ is a sum of currents multiplying cycle affinities [18]. The energy
dissipation σ is non-zero whenever ∆µ 6= 0. Besides σ, we can consider a coarse-grained
entropy production σ̃, which does not take into account the two channels for the vertical
transitions in Fig. 6.6(a): it is obtained by considering the single links with rates rb± in
Fig. 6.6(b). This coarse-grained entropy production provides a lower bound on the full
entropy production, i.e., σ ≥ σ̃ [103]. For the model in Fig. 6.6(b),

σ̃ = JA. (6.44)
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Figure 6.7| Generalization of the single receptor model in the main text to an arbitrary
number of binding sites N . The rates rb+ and e∆Erb− are defined in (6.33) and (6.34),
respectively.

where J ≡ r0
+P0,0 − e∆Er0

−P1,0 and

A ≡ ln
(
r0

+r
1
−

r0
−r

1
+

)
− ln K1

K0
(6.45)

is an effective affinity. From relation (6.40) we obtain

A = I − ln K1

K0
, (6.46)

which is the nonequilibrium contribution to the integrated sensitivity I. The effective
affinity associated with the coarse-grained entropy production determines three different
regimes for nonequilibrium sensing. For A > 0 the integrated sensitivity is increased in
relation to its equilibrium value. If A = 0, which implies σ̃ = 0, the energy dissipation
has no effect on sensitivity. If A < 0 then the inequality σ̃ ≥ 0 implies J < 0. In this last
regime energy dissipation decreases the integrated sensitivity.

6.5.2 Generalization to an arbitrary number of binding sites
In this subsection, we consider a generalization of the model receptor model for an arbi-
trary number of binding sites. In this case, the variable b takes the values b = 0, 1, . . . , N ,
where N the number of binding sites. The transition rates for this more general model
are shown in Fig. 6.7. Rates involving a change in activity are given by (6.33) and (6.34).
Rates related to a change in the occupancy of receptor must fulfill the generalized detailed
balance relation with respect to the free energy (6.1). We set these rates as follows. The
binding rate from b to b+ 1 is wab,b+1 = γb(N − b)c/Ka, where the factor N − b comes from
the fact that there are N−b free receptors for the ligand to bind; the unbinding rate from
b to b− 1 is wab,b−1 = γbb, where the factor b is related to the number of bound receptors.
We assume that the binding events are much faster than changes in activity. In this

case, the stationary conditional probability reads

P (b|a) ≡ Pa,b
Pa

=
(
N

b

)(
c

Ka

)b/(
1 + c

Ka

)N
, (6.47)
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leading to

P0

P1
= e∆E

(1 + c
K0

1 + c
K1

)N
χ(c), (6.48)

where

χ(c) =
∑N
b=0

(
N
b

)(
c
K1

)b
rb−

∑N
b=0

(
N
b

)(
c
K0

)b
rb+

. (6.49)

This expression generalizes (6.35) to the case of N binding sites. Following the same
procedure from Sec. 6.5, similarly to (6.36) the sensitivity (6.11) is maximized for

∆E∗(c) = N ln
(1 + c

K1

1 + c
K0

)
− lnχ(c), (6.50)

where, similarly to (6.37), the nonequilibrium contribution to sensitivity becomes

Rneq(c) = ∂

∂(ln c) lnχ(c) = 1
c

χ′(c)
χ(c) . (6.51)

Hence, the integrated sensitivity reads

I =
∫ ∞

−∞
d(ln c)

[
Req(c) +Rneq(c)

]
= N ln K1

K0
+ ln χ(∞)

χ(0)

= ln
(
r0

+
r0
−

rN−
rN+

)
. (6.52)

The transition rates for this model must fulfill the constraint

ln
(
κ0

+
κ0
−

ωN+
ωN−

)
= N ln K1

K0
+∆µ. (6.53)

From the inequalities (6.39) we finally obtain

I ≤ N ln K1

K0
+∆µ, (6.54)

which generalizes inequality (6.40) to the case of N binding sites.

6.6 Conclusion
We have characterized the enhancement of sensitivity by a nonequilibrium driving affinity
that arises from ATP hydrolysis in the chemical reactions involving an activity change.
For the single receptor model from Sec. 6.2, the integrated sensitivity I was shown to
have a simple relation with the driving affinity in Eq. (6.17). We have shown that a
dissipative sensing model can lead to both an increase in the concentration range for
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Nonequilibrium sensing Ineq
K0K1 R ln(K1/K0) I ≤ ln(K1/K0) +∆µ

Kinetic proofreading − ln(ε/εeq) ν ∆F ε ≥ exp(−∆F −∆µ)

Table 6.1| Nonequilibrium sensing compared to kinetic proofreading.

which the sensitivity is non-negligible and an increase in the sensitivity in the equilibrium
range. The second effect is quantified by Ineq

K0,K1 , which is defined in Eq. (6.18).
We have shown that nonequilibrium sensing is equivalent to kinetic proofreading, with

the analogous parameters, observables and relations summarized in Tab. 6.1. Most
prominently, while in nonequilibrium sensing a driving affinity leads to an increase in
the sensitivity integrated over the equilibrium range, in kinetic proofreading a driving
affinity decreases the error. In kinetic proofreading the equivalent of sensitivity is the
discriminatory index introduced in [157].
The influence of the occupancy of the receptor on the phosphorylation and dephospho-

rylation rates is of fundamental importance for the relation between integrated sensitivity
and the affinity. As we have shown in Sec. 6.5, it is even possible to have a regime where
energy dissipation leads to a decrease on the integrated sensitivity, which is analogous to
the anti-proofreading regime from [157].
Our results demonstrate that measurements of the integrated sensitivity could unveil

how the occupancy of the receptor affects the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
rates. It is certainly intriguing to speculate whether real chemotaxis networks evolved
in such a way that this influence optimizes the enhancement of sensitivity due to energy
consumption.
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7 Concluding perspectives
We have developed a framework called stochastic thermodynamics of bipartite systems,
which can be used to investigate feedback-driven engines. This framework allows for a
transparent interpretation of a Maxwell’s demon. We have introduced the learning rate,
which characterizes the reduction of uncertainty about a controlled subsystem due to the
dynamics of Maxwell’s demon. The learning rate also bounds the rate at which the entropy
in the medium is reduced due to the dynamics of the controlled subsystem. We have shown
that the learning rate is a tighter bound on the entropy reduction in the medium due to
the dynamics of the controlled subsystem than the transfer entropy rate, which is another
information theoretic quantity. Moreover, we showed that the transfer entropy rate,
unlike the learning rate, is not bounded by the thermodynamic cost required to maintain
the feedback that must be invested by the demon. This insight constitutes one of the
main results of this thesis and has been summarized in Eq. (3.47). Extensions of these
inequalities have been proposed, including generalizations to non-stationary states [88,
96, 138], multipartite systems with more than two parts [134], partially masked systems
[135, 136], a linear response theory [133], and, most importantly, the first experimental
test of the first line of (3.47), presented in [52].
Stochastic thermodynamics of bipartite system is not restricted to feedback-driven en-

gines. It has also been successfully applied to another problem: a sensor that measures a
fluctuating signal. Considering the fluctuating signal as one part of a system and the sen-
sor that measures the signal as the second part, we apply the methods derived in chapter
3 to this physical scenario. In this setup, the learning rate of the sensor ly characterizes
the rate at which the uncertainty about the signal is reduced due to the dynamics of the
sensor. It is shown that the learning rate of the sensor is bounded by the entropy produc-
tion of the sensor σy, which allows us to define an efficiency η = ly/σy ≤ 1 that relates
the information a sensor acquires with its state to the thermodynamic cost to maintain
the dynamics of the sensor. This constitutes the second main result of the thesis. The
inequalities are analyzed with three models that are inspired by the E. coli sensory net-
work. These specific models allow us to relate the entropy production of a sensor to the
chemical energy that is consumed by the sensor and to the work that is delivered by the
signal to the sensor. In particular, if the sensor internally consumes chemical energy, the
learning rate will not need to be bounded by the rate at which the signal delivers energy
to the system.
The sensory capacity has been defined as the ratio between the learning rate of the

sensor and the transfer entropy rate from the signal to the sensor C = ly/Tx→y ≤ 1.
The sensor capacity is a purely information theoretic quantity that characterizes the
performance of a sensor. A sensor reaches the maximal sensory capacity C = 1 if the
instantaneous state of the sensor carries the same amount of information about a signal
as the full time history of the sensor. We show that the sensory capacity of a sensor can
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be increased with the addition of a dissipative memory, which stores information from the
time history of the sensor in the instantaneous state of the memory. Most importantly, a
general tradeoff has been identified: maximal sensor capacity C = 1 implies the efficiency
satisfies η ≤ 1/2, which constitutes the third main result of this thesis. We note this
tradeoff holds for arbitrary sensory networks and implies that a sensor cannot be a perfect
noise filter and simultaneously be energetically efficient. A detailed analysis of a specific
linear two-component network revealed a more detailed tradeoff including, amongst other
things, η = 1 ⇒ C = 0. It remains to be seen whether this holds also for arbitrary
nonlinear networks. We presented some tools in Sec. 4.6.3 that could simplify further
theoretical or experimental investigations of the sensory capacity, e.g., a simple analytical
estimate of the sensory capacity C̃ ≡ ly/Tx→y could be used.
Experiments that investigate the relation between the learning rate and the rate of

dissipated energy of a sensor are still lacking. One aforementioned experiment has an-
alyzed the learning rate (information flow) for feedback-driven engines using a single
electron transistor [52] at low temperatures. Other promising experiments could involve
colloidal systems in a potential. As a first example, we propose a signal to be generated
by a stochastically moving laser trap, where the sensor state represents the position of
a trapped colloidal particle. A second example would be a trapped colloidal particle in
a two dimensional shear flow, where the shear rate couples the motion perpendicular to
the shear flow with the motion parallel to the shear flow. Hence, the x-coordinate of the
particle could represent the signal and the y-coordinate the sensor “trying to infer the
x-coordinate”. An experimental realization of a sensor with an internal memory would be
even more challenging. For example, one may think merging the previously mentioned
ideas by using a fluctuating laser trap for a colloidal particle within a constant linear shear
flow, which might have a dynamics of the form (4.93). For future work it will be promising
to link these ideas to the thermodynamic of coarse-graining with hidden slow degrees of
freedoms [97, 103], where the hidden slow degree of freedom could be interpreted as a
fluctuating signal.
In chapter 5 we have investigated the information loss of a specific class of inference

strategies that are based on time-averaging. For binary sensors (e.g., receptors) measur-
ing independently a stochastic signal (e.g., ligand concentration) this information loss is
bounded by 0.5 bit, irrespective of the number of sensors. As our fourth main result, we
derive an expression for this information loss that depends on an asymmetry parameter α
determining the load distribution of the free energy change due to the signal among the
forward and backward rates of the sensor. For a symmetric influence of the signal on the
sensor (α = 1/2), this information loss vanishes, whereas for natural values, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
the information loss is bounded by 0.5 bit per measurement. It is shown that this infor-
mation can be regained from using the number of jump events. As an implication we
identify the same information loss when using the linear noise approximation to approx-
imate large discrete chemical networks by a continuous Brownian motion. In the latter
case, the information loss arises from a simplification of the dynamics.
For future work it would be worthwhile to investigate the implications to continuously

fluctuating signal as presented in chapter 4, which involve more than a single measure-
ment. Furthermore, a systematic generalizations of the framework to sensors with more
than two states measuring multiple signals [194] and the effect of non-zero affinities on
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the dispersion of jump related variables [207] could be interesting.
The last subject of the thesis contains models of receptors that are driven out of equilib-

rium by an ATP hydrolysis reaction. It is shown that the chemical energy from the ATP
hydrolysis reaction can be used to increase the sensitivity of a receptor to changes in the
external ligand concentration. The increase of the sensitivity integrated over a concentra-
tion range is shown to be bounded by the chemical energy liberated by the hydrolysis of
an ATP molecule. This constitutes the fifth main result of this thesis and demonstrates
how energy consumption can improve sensing.
It turned out that there is a clear analogy to kinetic proofreading, where the increase

of the sensitivity due to a nonequilibrium driving force is analogous to the decrease of the
error in kinetic proofreading. It will be interesting to investigate other biological systems,
as for example, heat shock proteins, which are known to be nonequilibrium machines that
achieve ultra-affinity for their substrates [219].
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